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fare."
The U. S. commissioners at
Porto Rico have found the Spanish commissioners disposed to act promptly and
in good faith, and expect to see the island
under the American flag within three
weeks..Living quietly in Philadelphia,still
hale and hearty at seventy-seven, is
Jay
Cooke.
Just
twenty-five years ago
■the banking house of Jay Cooke
A
Co. closed its doors, and the great panic
of 1S73 resulted.
The man who had
saved his nation from financial ruin was
himself a bankrupt.
The firm had 3200
creditors.
Every penny of the indebtedness has been paid and in the
twilight of
his life this old man, the master of finance,
is again a very rich man.Miss Vatina
Anne Davis, generally known as Miss
\\ innie
Davis, the second daughter of
Jefferson
Davis, ex-President of the
Southern Confederacy, died Sept. 18th at
N arragansett Pier, IF 1., after an illuess
of several weeks.
She was born in Richmond, Ya. June 27, 1861. Her mother
survives her.The London Daily Mail’s
Madrid correspondent says a long conference was held between Senor Sagasta
an.l Senor Montero Rios, the president of
the Spanish peace commission, Sept. 19th,
which resulted in the decision that the
peace commission shall strenuously defend the retention of the Philippines
by
Spain.... The San Francisco Chronicle says
Hamlin Garland, the novelist, has reached
Pine Creek, the newest gold camp in
Alaska, after a very narrow escape from
starvation on the terrible Spokane route....
Aguinaldo semis a dispatch to the Associated Press as a message to the United
States,
denying stories of strained
relations at Manila, and says he has
most
feelings
friendly. .The City Council
of New York has tendered Miss Helen
Gould a vote of thanks for her liberal
donation of 8100,000 for soldiers and for
her personal attention to the sick soldiers.
The former Gloucester fishing schooner
Frank A. Rackliff, which carried a party of Klondikers from Boston to San
Francisco, has been sold on the Pacificcoast to Mexican account for 82000.
Her
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Otis reports from Manila that the health
of the troops there is satisfactory.
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W a. s u x o t o N
Whisperings.
Word
t'orrespondence..Ship reached the navy department Sept. 14th
Marriages. Deaths.
that all the Spanish war vessels in Porto
Rico had left that country.
The information came from Admiral Schley.
IHE WEEK.
The
war
vessels included the Isabelie IF, a
the torpedo boat
A special to the cruiser; the Crielle,
:j»i Courier from Beau* Terror; a small gun boat name not given,
*wning of Capt. Icha- and one other.The contracts for the
tImwrecked schooner three new battleships have been awarded.
tston, Me., and Capt. One vessel goes to the Cramps, another to
a i'm i a
negro of Beau- the Newport News Ship Building coma-at »'iT Hilton Head.
pany, and the third to the Union Iron
inspect tiie wreck of works, sail Francisco. They will be 12,oU0 tons displacement, with a coaling
i boat capsized.
>:
many apples will be capacity of 2000 tons and a speed of 18 1-2
k c ounty this year, knots.At his own request, Robley D.
lie history of Aroos- Evans has been relieved of the command
-ii'respondent of the of the battleship Iowa. lie will be suc«*
Portland Press ceeded by CaptaiL Silas W. Terry, now
u
the Rigby park in command of the receiving ship Franklin at the Norfolk navy yard.... The Presims \ squared Riglias written his dent and ail the members of the cabinet
i't,
were
settlement for all
gratified by the ratification of tlie
.I the disappearance
peace protocol by tile Spanish < orres Sept.
n
<>f the pool strong 14th, for tliat^irrevoeabJy commits the
organizations of wo- Spanish government to the cession of i
mi a fraternal dele* sovereignly over Cuba, to the absolute
>
convention to be cession "i Porto Rico and all the other
t. l'T and 2^.The i Spanish West Indies to the United States,
•
leaves a vacancy in together with an island in the Liulrones,
courts in Knox and also to the submission of the question
1'owers must till as to the future control and government
a the Philippines to the
There are two can*
treaty-makers at
u was meviiaoie, out
none the
"imonton and Regis- runs,
Thomaston.
The less welcome here.The battle ships
Iowa and Oregon are under orders to protc for confirmation
•>sion of tlie Council. ceed t«> Manila via Honolulu to reinforce
Rear
Admiral Dewey’s command.Capt,
';«i !y tilled
by L. F
C F. Wilde has been detached from comn >
"w;in of Bangor,
mand of the Katahd u and ordered to comife sentence on the
ci ing
F.
her
stepson, mand the Boston, relieving Capt.
•n at Thomaston last
Wildes, ordered home.The three bat•She had
always tleships just contracted for have been asher iunocence of the signed to the builders as follows:
The
'•■fond time death has Ohio to the Union Works of van Francist the
Maine Signal co; the Missouri to the Newport News
nt Fred E. Stuart of Co., the Maine t<> Cramp A Sons of Tliil- !
>autiago, August 12, adelphia. The ships are to be built iu M3 i
Formal notices of the awards
ocen received
of the j months.
were sent out to-day to the successful
zra Co cord at Moua week’s vacation at bis
bidders.Aftei
ihe Signal Corps is in
••icord died
Thurs- home, Secretary Alger left Sept, is on his
iiher 15, of malarial tour of southern camps and hospitals.
General Lawton reported t*> the war de‘•'■is iii Newport, where
'1-erator for the Maine partment Sept. IS that all but eight of the
r>.Private William Spanish prisoners have been shipped from
One is at Baracoa and
-mpauy C, first regi- Santiago to Spain.
seven at Guantanamo,
sick with yellow
•me in Lewiston Sept.
He was aken ill of fever...Secretary Long has determined to
nee
He will
his return from materially increase the navy.
lie Bangor A Aroostook present estimates this year to provide for
an enlisted force of 20,000 men and 2500
a great quantity of
'U
to Western markets.
boys. The present enlisted strength of
This
•airloads started from the navy is a little over 10,000 men.
increase
is not as great as some of the
for Bangor.Great
id in East Machias naval authorities believe will be necessary
'■
The
construction train of in view of the augmented service.
<
"unty railroad, with sentiment in congress in favor of a larger
arrived at the depot navy is a strong one, and some of the
usiness was suspended, officers are disappointed that Sec. Long
•ill the bells in town lias not decided to present estimates for
oiy every one in town, fully 25,000 or 30,000.. The Secretary of the
ned out to see the rails navy ordered a court martial for the trial
Talbot, one of the of Chaplain McIntyre of the Oregon, who
‘**d the engineer and fire- is accused of publicly denouncing his
brother officers who engaged in the battle
iquets.
of July 3d.
The court will meet in Denver on the 26th iust. and will consist of
no
oflicia.
statediough
•
effect it is understood seven members, headed by Commodore
live source that Sena- McCann, retired, with Capt. Laucheimer
actically declined to as judge advocate general.
*'• ambassador to (treat
1 he Union Veteran Legion.
d by Col. Hay.The
says that the boundWilliamsport, Penn Sept. 15. The 13tli
*-n Chili and
Argentine national
encampment of the Union Veteran
1 t<> the arbitration of
Legion ended to-day. Baltimore was selectThe United Ireland, ed for the
place of meeting of the next nashed in Dublin by the tional encampment.
"nt Parnell in
Officers were elected as follows: National
1881, as
• >nd
L-ague, has ceased commander, W. S. Norcross,Lewiston, Me.;
1 r*
i.v it has been the or- senior vice national commander, J. B. Renner,
Cincinnati; quartermaster general,
*ii
of the Nationalist
Thomas J. Hubbard, Baltimore; chaplain in
uses, one of them Em- chief,
Henry N Conden, Washington; suriier at the New York
geon general, John T. Booth, Washington;
'ling, were burned to executive committee, Jos. B. Knox, Worces•ui
Glenrose farm at ter, Mass, and others.
A resolution was adopted, by a unanimous
Hi. Loss, $10,000.
tion of the crew of the vote, commending Pres. McKinley’s conir.
of 50 duct of the war.
=
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ath, Me., were pa*d off
1*5* h from the League
I'lie Spanish peace
been appointed. Senor

L

G

resident of the Senate
other names are withd'uccu Regent has given
I he national convention

>i*l Orange Association,
Mich., closed Sept. 10th
ui of officers.
Portland,
• '!
as the next place of
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••The most destructive
year
swept over Monm
causing thousands of
windows and skylights.
-d^e of pigeon’s eggs fell
}l,»d one death is reported
‘‘ to
this cause.In an
tii him by the correAssociated Press, Areh1 the
Philippine islands,
'11 y
hope the islands will
Ni,<iuish,because the rebels are
that such a course would
"ise
appalling bloodshed.
'd' the natives is impossiei
years of the most cruel war-

Democratic

Treachery.

The Rockland Opinion, in summing up
the election in Knox county, says:
In
Thomastou ami Viualhaveu there was rank
and
it
is
well
known
treachery,
pretty
just
where it was. Thomastou should have given
100 Democratic majority, and Vinalhaveu
should have at least broken the vote even..
The traitors are men who have asked and
received favors of the Democratic party, and
aspire to lead it. They will be remembered.
And the party in both towns will Vie reorganized and put on a good working basis.
Now that we know where the trouble is, it
will be made right in the future.
The Little Red Schoolhouses of Knox.
With pluralities ranging from 267 to 522
the Republicans in Knox county elected
every one of their candidates. Down there
the Democratic leaders appealed to the prejudices of the poor against the rich, but
didn’t reckon on the little red school houses
of Knox county which enabled Knox county voters to detect and reject the demagogy
aud sophistry of the Democratic stumpers.
Knox Republicans deserve recognition
from the brethren and they will get it “by
the great Scott!” fBath Independent.

To th e Editor
the 4th Me.

of

The

Sept.

ou

Everett S. Carter

Sidra, Shindy and Coon have gone
out of coimn'ssion and will be hauled up in
Pulpit Harbor.
The

Treasurer.

steam

yacht

Rex of

port Sunday night, and her
Windsor Hotel.

aud the

Maine Ratterv was held a
Kook.and Sept. 14th.
About "lOO members
or the two
organizations were present and
the day was one of much
pleasure to all.
lhe veterans gathered at G. A
R. hall in
tile morning and
no
on
nil
were present.
by
1 hey tlieu sat down to a
-linuer that had
been prepared by the Ladies' Relief
Corps
and was worthy
f much praise.
In the afternoou the
regular business
meeting was held and the following officers

Bangor was
party stopped

in
at

Herbert S. Morey went to Boston Tueson business.

Ethel Staples left Monday for
in Massachusetts.
Miss

hauled

has

yacht June

at her winter

Atwood’s

Dr.

out

quarters south of

steamboat wharf.

the

Maeomber is setting up the knocka
ut for W. A. Kimball, and will probably
have her m frame this week.
E. T.

a

visit

Mrs. Patience Heal of Lineolnville is visiting relatives in Portland.
Mr

and Mrs. Luther Smith of Union

visiting relatives
Mrs.

W.

in

sion

yard. Her new owners, the Roberts brothers of Reading, Mass., summer
residents of Northport, have only used her
the past season for afternoon sailing, and
Carter's

I

she has

Bar

at

been

bay

seen as

formerly

at ports
islands.

and among the outer

yachts of

Five

the 50-foot class

Harbor

14th

Sept.

over

had
a

a race

20-mile

a light steady breeze. The Roslyn,
by Fred May, won the race, with the
Kaydin, W. P. Draper, second. The Agawam. A. Howard Hinckles, the Iowa, J. P.
Kennedy, and Beatrice, A. P. Watson, finished in that order, but they were.all within

course

|

in

owned

half

j

minute

a

of each other.

built a substantial
cradle on which to haul out Mr. Groeschner’s
steam yacht Idaiette. The Idalette and
Guinevere will go into winter quarters at
the mouth of Goose River, and next spring
Mr. Groeschner will put both yachts in commission. The Guinevere will be painted
white, with yellow smoke stack, and new
curtains, and will he offered for sale in complete running order. She is a tine boat,
well built ami speedy, and another season
should tind a ready buyer. The Guinevere
was hauled out last Saturday.
O.

R.

Webster

has

Nine boats entered for the

Union

in

race

bay Sept.

14th: The Marion and Marie

of South West

Harbor, Comet, Thomastou,

river

Nofcth Searsport, Jesse Drake, South Union,

Me., Mystic Belie, Broukliti, Zaim, South
Wfcst Harbor, Nameless. North East Kar-

] bor, Mabel, North Brookku, Annie Lee, Empress ami Old Comfort of Ellsworth.
The
Zaim was protested because of over length.
She was 50 feet b inches at the water line,
j an over run of b inches. She sailed under
protest. There was a fair breeze and the

|

race

was an

exciting one, the boats changmany times in sailing twice

ing positions
a three-mile triangular course. They
came in at the finish as follows: Zaim. at
Comet, at 5 15 1-2; Nameless, at Alb 1-2:
Marion aud Marie, at. 5.52 1-2: Empress, at
around

5.25; Annie Lee, at 5 25 1-4 Mystic Belle, at
.5.27: Mabel, at 5 57; Old Comfort, no time.
The Zaim lost the race because of overlength at waterline. The Nameless which
finished third, won the race on acc< nut of
time allowance. The Nameless, won first
money, 820; the Comet second, 810 and the
Marion and Marie third, 85.
Transfers

following

The.

Activity in Islesboro. He.
While at most of the leading Maine shore
resorts the summer seasou just ended has
shown a marked improvement over any of
the several past ones, there has been no
point at which the local laud market lias
been so active as at Islesboro.
Up to withm a year or two the summer cottages of
Islesboro have been principally people from

not

down the

Members of the 4’h Maine Regiment:
Col. Elijah Walker, Somerville, Mass.,
Col. L. I>. Carver, Rockland, C. O. Fernald,
John L. Thompsou, Newcastle, Oscar C.
Go\c, Lynn, Mass., John Johnson, Brooks,
Seth M. Young, Lincolnville, Sewell Ilcwett,
Rockland, Elias Davis, Warren, W. C.
Rufus C. Ingraham,
Rowe, Brooks, Me
Rockland, E. A Gordon, Eddington, Me.,
S. Bailey, Vinaihaven, John Coilmrn,
Lincolnville, Geo. A. Bramhall, Rockland,
Aldeu F. Wooster, Rockland, Hanson Eh
Siumiuns, Rockland, B. F. Philbrick. Belfast, S. B. Sylvester, Lowell, Mass., Henry
O. Davis. East Boston, Levi G. Perry, Maiden, Thomas Nelson, South West Harbor,
James M. Eugley, East Jefferson, Fred D.
Aldus, Camden, Harvey Beree, Damariscotta Mills, J. E. Mears, Thomastou,
Benj.
F. Walter, Warren, E. S. Cowing, Spruce
Allen
J.
East
Head,
Maker,
Saugus, Mas.-.,
Albert H. Rose, Brooks. Me., W. H. Simmons, Rockland, B. A. Boggs, WaldoLewo,
C. H. Miller, Salem, Mass
J. B. Greenhalph, Rockland, O. F. Brown, Boston,
John
H.
Mass.,
Thomas, Rockland. G H.
Tighe, Rockland, Oiis G Spear, Nashua N.
H
O. J. Conaut, Roc.klaud, Chas. Barns,
Rockland, I. W. Brown, Catndeu, Samuel
Young, Camdeu, S. S. Tolmau, Camden, K.
lv
Rankin, Rocklaiul, D. F. Dow, Thomast-oii, F. W. Potter, Rockland, James Me
Laughlin, Rockland, Edward Mank, G. S
C iftoil
Whittum
Carver, Vinalhaveu,
Searsport. Daniel Pierce, Owl’s Head, J O.
Trim, Rockport, F. W. Clark, Rockland.

sloop Marjorie went out of commisSept, loth ami has been hauled out in

The

lin. Bangor

are

:or

Keal

m

transfers

in

real estate

were

Waldo

past year.

burglary

in

acre.

[ Boston

Monroe.

Saturday night
H. Neal'ey,
of this place, and rifled the safe, desk and
money drewer, hut obtained very littie of
any value, only a few silver coins kept in
the safe and a half box of cigars.
obtained
was
Entrance to the store
through a window in the rear, the thieves removing the sash. Mr. Neal ley was robbed a
Monroe, Sept. 19.

Last

thieves broke into the store of E

few years ago and since that time has left
no money at the store.
On the door of the

card telling how enterauce could
be obtained to the safe. This the robbers
took advantage of and the papers and books
which were in the safe were scattered all
over the store floor.

safe

handsome granite monuments for Bucksport parties at
their stone yard on Front street. One has a

draped

urn

other is

cottage style and 7 feet high.

thieves evidently expected to make
quite a haul, as Mr. Nealley was supposed to
have in his posessiou the funds of the
Monroe fair association, but he had just
turned them over to the treasurer of the association. There is no clue to the thieves.
Star

Pointer’s

Record.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 17. Star Pointer
this afternoon in a trial heat to beat his
record of 1.59 1-4, paced a mile on the BelThe fractional time
mont track in 159 3 4.
The time for the
was 28 1-2, 57 1 4, 1.28 1-2.
half mile, 57 14, is the fastest time ever
in harness.
horse
made for the distance by a

and stands

10

feet

high;

the

Hutchins Bros, received last Friday from
Oak Hill a block of granite that contained
55 cubic feet and weighed nearly 7 tons. It
was

Ten

quarried and hauled by John Peavy.
horses were required to bring it down

from the mountain. It will be used for the
steps and buttresses of the Durham lot, in
Grove Cemetery, which will be made in one

The Belfast

Schools.

Five

candidates are in training for
Belfast schools as follows: Misses
Edith Ellingwood, Myrtle E. Mitchell, Lillian Spinney, Grace Hall and Louise Richards,

ers

in the

The teachers of the Belfast schools were
guests last Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Pitcher at their cottage at the Battery. The

day

clam
very pleasantly spent.
hake and corn roast were among the features
of the entertainment.
was

A

W. E. S. Berry of Portland,
formerly
clerk in the Maine Central freight office in
this city, has been in the
city to-day on his
return from a vacation of a week, the most
of which has been
passed at his old home in
Burnham. [Waterville Mail.

Howard

past week

Boston
business.
in

was

few

days

on

a

yesterday ou business.
Mrs. George W. Burkett
yesterday for a short visit.

F. A.
to visr

Carrie Robbins of Boston returned
home Saturday after a visit of a feu weeks
in Belfast.

to

Miss

Fred A. Johnson left Monday for Boston
New York to buy dry goods for his fall
and winter trade.

Mrs.

day

Jones left

F. D.
noon

buy

for New

Maude Ellis left last Friday to attend
and New York

millinery

openShe

ings for the fall and winter seasons.
will return next week with a full line of the
newest

millinery goods.

Luther S. Mason arrived home last week
Crow’s Nest, Mooseheail Lake. He
will return to Philadelphia about Oct. 1st, to
begin his third year in the medical departfrom the

ment of the
Mr.

University

of

Pennsylvania.

B. A.

sachusetts.
He will be missed from the
Belfast Band and by the many friends he
has made during his residence here.
Mrs.

Louise,

Frank B. Knowlton and daughter,
have been spending a part of the

at Dr
W. H. Winslow’s elegant
residence, Ranehita, at Cottage City,
Martha’s Vineyard, and have had a glorious
time, riding, bathing, fishing and being ensummer

seaside

Prof. Tom Karl and Prof. Prisball, of New York, both have summer schools
of music at Vineyard Haven, and many fine

tertained.

haye been given. Miss Knowlton
returned Tuesday, but Mrs Knowlton tarries,
for autumn by the sea is always delightful.
concerts

Mass
re-

of

N.
Ins

visit

Friday

a

visit

daughter

in this

years

old and

els of

potatoes.

Princess,

one

visiting lu.^

*s

Mr

city.

Mr.

E.

unde

D

Burd of

Belfast

came to

day recently dugi’O

and took

annual

nrst

section of the New

bush-

sneeial

a

car

tin*

on
>r

.Vest

7
*

Boston.

meeting
Eng. tnd

of

the

W

Ma

sir

ie

overs

Asso.-;:it:ou, will be he ! 1:1 Seaside Jrange
Hall, Belfast, Me., Oct
L lv*, 1,,-gmning
at ten o'clock in the f"r*‘uoou.
Win e tho
voting a id business of the meeting will !»
c<indued exclusively to m-mbers of the Vssociatiou, yet all others who destre to be-

1

members

come

invited

are

hr

to

present.

The programme will include the
appointment of a committee t.o act with the Vruiont
and Massachusetts sections 01 t. ;•
,,g

•Permanent

organization, and addre**,■*

on

the

general subject of sheep 1. Vm*
prominent feature of tic- me mg

Mrs.

oil-hand

Medford, Mass., !

attend the funeral of his

to

,mus

Aborn is

New England W ool (irowers Associa*
*
tion.

M., arfather.

to

m

Andrews, who has been spending
Northport Campground, went
Lewiston yesterday.

o’clock train yesterday morning f

Newton of Boston

from

Skowliegau

Alonzo

The

Clayton.
to

of

visit relatives

to

Edwin Morey and family came to Belfast
from Castine Tuesday in their steam y.1. lit

of

St. George.

Thompson

sou

discuss;•

»n

of

y

g.oicra.

•*

J. A. Gilmore.
all the members present win* tv.Arthur Brown of Bangor, formerly Super- !
speak. Following is the pr.gr.1
iutendeut of the Bangor & Aroostook Kail- 1 as
arranged.
road, visited friends in Belfast hist. week.
MOH M Nil S .SSI* «\.
■

George Bird, and returned Tuesduv.

Cal!

mg

t

■.

i>ii

Order.

to

Opening
Saugus, M

Address,

Frank

i’

lhui-> 1:,

iss.

Sht

R lisiug n W 1
0
j H ii'dine. W ildo Station. Me.
Mrs. Alice Caswell of Beveriy, Mass., is
I Lscitss loti.
;
visiting her brother, Joseph <i. Patterson of
Early Lambs t •M irket, I' ! 1 La’,
East Newport, M*this city, and relatives in neighboring towns.
1 >iscussn iii.
Paul Carnes is again abie to walk without
Its Past, lb e*.
Sheep F irming :n Maim
crutches. His broken leg has healed per- cut ami Future. The Cans,- *,f
;»
ami its Future Place .11
c.r
St..-;. ||
fectly. He was attended by Dr. John
bandry. E. C. Dow, .M niroe, m...

West

this week.
Miss

n

N.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs.

where he

the Boston

for

returned home

here and attend school.

Rockland and South
had business.

Brockton,

Wood ami

James Aborn of Ivuo.v

of Brooks visited
Belfast last week and left Satur-

Mr. aud Mrs. Waldo B.

Joseph O. Whitcomb left last Friday to
j return to the University of Maine at Orono.
via

,.f

relatives in Belfast and vi.unitv

summer at

ami

on

Capt. Geo. W. Chase and wife left for
Peru Tuesday after visiting relatives in Belfast. Their daughter, Miss
IJlana, will re-

ev

iu-s.

Mrs John Macdonald went to Baugor Tueswith her mother, who is a delegate to
the State Convention of the W. C T. C

McDonald of Malden
Miss Frances J. Dyer arrived last Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs. I). \V. Dyer.

Peter Klein and son Ulmer P. Klein,
who have been visiting relatives in town
for two weeks, left, last Thursday for their
home in Aurora, 111.

went

.-s

s

day

aud

Mrs.

He

to

Mr. and Mrs. II. II

the holiday trad*'.

Harbor,

t,h<-ir

H. H.
the

■

the boat Monday afterYork direct, where he will

to resume

tv.

Beckwith and daughter are
visiting Mrs. Beckwith’s father,
John Choate.

Miss Lizzie A horn f Lowell,Mass., returned home last Saturday from a visit, to her
brothers aud sister in this city.

lines of china, glass and lamps for

full

Dea

Henry W. Duuton arrived honm last week
from Deeriug aud lias gone to Barre, Yt..
where he has employment.

Bangor.

via

ms-

Wp

euter

May Rolersou

Mrs

Mary Leonard

A. W.

Mrs. Gilson Carman and grandson, Master Rex MacKnight, left
Saturday to return
to New York City, after
spending the summer iu Belfast.

T
’<

in Windsor

L.

rived last Thursday
Horatio P. Thompson.

Hon. 1. H. Haskell and wife of Portland
in Belfast Saturday.
They were taking a carriage drive from Ellsworth to Port-

to

Friday,

morrow,

Mrs. F. A.

in Belfast.

friends in

were

uesdas

arrived Tuesilay evening
this city.

Haverhill
George
returned home last Thursday, after visiting
friends in this city.

Mrs. Flora E. Madison left last
Thursday
home in Terr*- Haute, Ind., after
spending the summer with Mr. and Mrs. A.
D. Chase.

land,

W.

Mr. and Mrs.

for her

children

cently.

summer

and Mrs. Wm. J. Greenlaw will go to
Alexander, Washington county, this week
to visit their sou, Rev W. P. Greenlaw.

and

Norridgew
Bernice G- Rogers went t

Mrs.

Gilmore returned to HaYerhill, Mass., last Thursday, after spending the

Mr.

Kilgore

O.

visit re.atives in

visited

Mrs. Sarah E.

Miss Lillian Cressey of Morrill left Monday for Howard, R. I., after spending her
vacation iu Belfast and Morrill.

ss

o.

Welvsday

Welleslev

Mass.

Mrs. T. S. Ford of Swanville left last
for New York to visit her sou,
Martin T. Ford.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase left Tuesfor Boston and New York to
buy fall
and winter millinery.

M

Geo. W. Lewis and

Thursday

day

to

left

at

Mrs. W
J. Baker, sou ami
daughter are
visiting relatives m Lynn ami Hr. kton,

Miller went to Lewiston
yesterday to visit her daughter, Mrs. W. P.
Underwood.

Duncan Me And less left Monday for New
the funeral of his brother,
Charles McAudless.

her studies

Percy and Roy Webber left Monday for
Portland to attend the Shaw Business Cm-

Mrs.

York to atteud

da_\

to

Mrs. Alberta Percival of Portland visited
her mother, Mrs. Mary Ann Coombs, the
past week.

and

new

Colby Cn.ver.Misses Poor, and Barr return to W.

Mass.

Geo. S. Mills weut to Saco Monday
the State Conference of Congregational churches.

visit-

•«

viile 1

Mrs. Martha C. Gray left Saturday to visit
her daughter, Mrs. W. B. Snow of Malden

Rev.

Baugor

Weymouth of Boston returned
home Friday after visiting relatives in this
city.

Miss Zaidee B. Carter arrived last Thursday from Clifton Springs, N. Y., for a short
visit.

to attend

went to

few days.

a

Margaret Hazeltine

Mrs.

Mass.

W. L. Hall.

their

to resume

daughter, Mrs.
Wagner, left last Thursday for Plymouth.

Miss B. J. Briggs of Auburn returned
home Monday from a visit to Mr. and Mrs.

Carter

Mrs. H. M. Prentiss art*
iuov.ug
house on Court street.

Mr. and

Porter of Boston arrived Saturday
friends in Belfast and Moutville.

Mrs.

!

B

visit of

a

Rolersou ot Brockton. Mass.,
in Belfast and Waldo.

Pearl

lege.

Marshall went to Lewiston Monday
a
meeting of the State Fair j

for

ing relatives

Mrs. Etta

atteud

Zaidee

Miss

Merritiiew arrived last Thursday
South Boston for a short stay in Bel-

fast.

Boston

went to

Geo. Collins of Salem, Mass., is visitsister, Fannie C. Welch.

yesterday

Abirum

Belfast.

Miss

her

Janies McCabe and wife of Charlestown,
Mass visited relatives m Belfast last week.
from

Baugor Tues-

Mrs.

Wells left Saturday for Boston
York to buy millinery.

Clifton M. Gray left Saturday to resume
in Harvard Divinity School.

Mrs. T. H. Sherman went to Boston Tuesday, after spending the summer in

Roundy has been offered and
accepted the leadership of a hand aud orchestra in Middleboro, Mass., and will take
up his residence there. Mr. Roundy is to
play in the Maine Music Festivals at Banteachgor and Portland, aud will then go to Mas-

piece.

was a

The

two

last

his studies

j

Stevens.

j
j

Hutchins Bros, have

home

in

Henry B. Cleaves of Portland was
city Tuesday.
Mrs.
Etta Lancaster went to Baugor

Mrs. Charles H. Coombs went to Yinalhaven Saturday to visit relatives.

Mr. and

main

Estate.

county Registry of Deeds
the week ending Sept. 21, 18'J8: Wm. L.

recorded
t

in

arrived

was

Hon.

in

Mrs. B. F.

Mrs. C. H. Field and

trustees.

iu the

and New

Edith Graves went to Bangor Tuesday to visit her father, B. T. Black.

W. C.

Lapt. JN. S. Lord visited
Brooksville last week.

W. R.

Mrs.

to

Mrs. C. Y Cottrell
ou business

day

relatives

:

visiting rela-

are

Edward Holmes Fletcher left Tuesday to
euter Yale college.

spent Sun-

son

Mrs. Essie P. Carle went to Boston Saturday to buy goods.

Senator

Messrs. F. J Rigby and Bert Drinkwater
Heagan, Frankfort, to Nellie M. Heagan,
do.; land and buildings in Frankfort. Ann of the Belfast Band left for Boston by the
B. Webster, Orono, to Hannah W. Wiggin, ! 1 20 p. m. tram Tuesday to
play in a baud
| Milford; .and and buildings in Northport. in the grand parade
Wednesday.
j Paulina
to
Hiram
F.
Colomy, Palermo,
Edmund l\ Brown, who has been at home
Philadelphia. Baltimore, Washington, New EvanSj Washington, Me.; land in Palermo. ill a few weeks
past, is rapidly recovering
York and St. Louis, but more lately, and
F.
to
Ellen S
Stephen
Larrabee, Prospect,
and expects to return soon to his work for
during the past summer particularly, a numScribner, Searsport: laud m Swanville. the
ber of prominent society people from BosBangor & Aroostook Railroad Co.
Fred L. Murch, Unity, to Geo. F. Murch,
ton have been establishing themselves there
Mrs.
C. F. Robinson and daughter Lottie
is
Mr. George S. Siisbee,
Among these
do.; land in Unity. Brooks Meeting House
treasurer of the Pacific mills, who is buildreturned home to East Somerville, Mass.,
Bro- ks, to Maine Central R. R.
Corporation,
ing ou a 10-acre lot, purchased this season.
last Thursday, after spending the summer
Co.
laud in Brooks.
Cotton W. Mears,
L>r. George B. Shattuek and Dr. Richard
with Mrs. R.'s sister, Mrs. H. W. Marriuer.
Derby, brother of Dr. Haskett Derby, the Belfast, to Clarence M. Knovvltou, do.; land
well known oculist, are also buyers who are in Belfast. Jennie 0. Hunter, et
Miss J. \V. Ferguson went to Boston Satals., Searsbuilding. Mr. Henry Saltoustall Howe,
port, to Laura E. Carleton, do.; land in urday, and her milliner, Miss Jones, left for
Mr. Einor H. Harding, the State street lawSearsport.
George Moore, Frankfort, to New York. They are attending millinery
yer, and Mr. E. C. Stamwood, the Devonshire street banker, are others. Among Elizabeth E. Ivnowlton, executrix, Belfast; openings and preparing for the fall anil
other Bostonians who have also bought
land and buildings in Frankfort.
D. P. winter sales.
land to build on or have otherwise establishPalmer et als., Belfast, to Luelia A. Frisbee;
ed themselves there are Dr. Leighr,on Parks
Prof. R. J. Sprague, instructor of eloof Emmanuel Church,
Mr.
Charles W. land in Belfast. Augusta B. Richards, Bel- cution at Maine
Wesleyan Seminary last
Amor.y, Mr. James Lawrence of Groton, fast, to Mary J. Seekius; land and
buildings year, iias just returned from his summer trip
and Mr. William R. Dupee of Chestnut Hill.
in Belfast. Isaac M. Boardman, Belfast, to abroad aud is at Kents Hill
In addition to these and other Bostonians,
visiting his old
a number of new purchasers of land from
Charles E. White, do; land in Belfast. Geo. friends.
Philadelphia, New York and the other lead- W. McIntyre, Belfast, to Georgietta J. Whiting cities have made altogether what might
Dr. A. C. Elliugwood returned Sunday
be considered a local “boom” excepting for ten, do; land in Belfast.
from Boston with a bride, nee Sara A.
the fact that the purchasing has been almost entirely for improvement, and not for
Haney of this city. They will begin houseConcerning Local Industries.
speculation. Cottages for rent are very
keeping soon in the doctor’s residence on
much in demand a year in advance, hut are
street.
L. A. Page has made a labeling machine High
impossible to obtain, everything rentable
being already taken for next summer.
for Mayo & White, which does the work
Dr. H. E. Knowlton of Cambridgeport,
Islesboro is an island township. 12 miles
much more accurately and rapidly than the Mass., arrived Tuesday for a short visit aud
in length, but is within about two miles of
old method. He is also sheathing the candy with C. P. Ha/.eltine is at Rocky Point cotthe mainland, with wliicli telegraphic- communication has been established within the
room, improving the heating apparatus, etc. tage, Pitcher’s Pond, for the remainder of
lands at Islesboro
Good shore
sell for from $1000 to $2000an
Herald.

_—k

Paul

Penobscot.

tives iu

Mrs. Sarah W. Bean

C. H. Walden went
Since, the Northport season closed the. I to Boston
were
elected: Joseph Mears, president, I
Saturday for a short visit.
Charles A. Jameson, first- vice president.: Glide lias made a trip to Bar Harbor and
Lewis F. Poor went to Boston Monday on
Rankin, second vice pit sideiit aud been down the bay after ducks.
K;
^
business for bis brother, Geo. R. Poor.
Simmons, seen tary aud treasurer.
Charles Harrington, Bath’s veteran yacht
After the business meeting they took the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Colburn of Toleelectrics for Thomastou where they went builder, has received plans for constructing a
through the State pris.-n. Tliey returned twin-screw steam yacht, *30 feet in length, j do, Ohio, are visiting relatives iu this city.
.ate in the afternooi and
Miss Jeuuie Tweed of Boston visited rela
enjoyed supper at with a speed of 20 miles an hour.
the hall which, like the
dinner, had been
tives iu Belfast last week, returning Saturthe
prepared by
J.aides’ Relief Corps.
The steam yacht
Day Dream arrived
In the evening they held a
camp tire at
of summer resi- day.
the hall w hich was full of enthusiasm and yesterday noo with a party
Mrs. I. H. Sherman and daughter Flora
dents from isle an Haut
They took a
many short speeches were made. All seemed to lie much pleased wit-li the courtesies
special Pullman ear on the 1.20 train for New went to Wiuterport Tuesday to visit relathat, had been ex’ended to them by the
tives.
York.

members of Edwin Libby Post- and the Ladies’ Relief Corps, and it was voted to hold
their next reunion lere.
At a little after nine o'clock the day's
program was drawn to a close
Following is a Pst of those present, who
registered at the G A. R. headquarters.
Members of the Jnd Maine Battery present
E. S. Trask, Nobleboro, O. Al. Witham,
Rockland, John Graves, Camden, -S. L>. Tax
lor, Newport. N. EL, F P. Witham, Rockland, Wm O. Jones, Campello, Mass,
George E Barnes, Camden, Samuel J. Harding, Camdeu, Benj. Montgomery, Thoiuaston. E. E. Dennett, Massachusetts, Richard
N. Thorn.like, Camden, Geo. F. Thomas,
Rockland, Janies E. Thorndike, Rockport,
C. E. Ames, Damariscotta, Oscar Spear,
Lawrence. Mass., James G. Lane, Rockport,
Wm. N. Ulmer, Rockland, Chas. A. Jameson, R.-ckiand, A. C. Burgess, Warren, A.
F. Arnold, Portland, W. L Achorn, Cambridge. L. C. Blackiugton, Rockland. M. J.
Keller. Atlantic, Mass., Warren Ott, Rockport, Wm. Russell, Caimien^B. A. Cbaples,
Union, Nathan Bachelder, Tenant's Harbor,
Julius A. Jones, North New Castle, T. H.
Bucklin, West Rockport, John F. Nutter,
Dexter. Franklin Tolrnan, Rockland, M. J.
Meservey, Rockland. M. H. Nash, Rockland,
W. M. Benner, Rockland, Isaiah Witham,
Rockland, Samuel B. Wade, South Thornaston. C. II Ray, Rockland, G
W
Jones,
Rockland, E. A. Srarrett, Warren, John W.
Turner, Rockland, C. D Jones, Rockland,
E. W Ham. Rockland, H. L. Dority, Rockland, Samuel Dei by, Rockland, B. B. Gardner, Rockland, J. B. Wood. R< ■■■kiand, R.
Fred Crie, Rocklaiul. R. M. Marsh, Rockland, William P. Simoutou, diaries Ham-

Mr. and Mrs. J. G.

business.

the

Frye accompanies
Frye to the Paris peace conference.

j

Saturday from Aroostook.

Belfast.

P.

Boston last week

in

was

Clias. Godfrey, wife and
day in Brooks.

buy goods.

day

the

Webster

J. Starrett left Monday for Boston

Frank
to

18th.

yachts

Tile annual reunion of the 4th Maine
Reg-

mjent

yacht Niagara with Howard
hoard arrived at Bar Harbor,

steam

Gould

oblige

Very truly yours.
Secretary aud

PERSONAL.

on

Infantry

autl

Boats.

Yachts am)

Battery.

Tiie Jobrnai By vote
and 2d Me. Battery
Association it is
respectfully requested that
the inclosed
clipping be copied in your paper for the benefit of the
up-river members

of
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A FI KKNiiiiN SKSSIoN.
H. J. Chapman left last s uur.lay
for Warren’s Falls, N II., to visit her daughAppointment of Committees t-. l lb-ansa
ti< n of t!r-uerai Business.
ter, and from thence to Worcester, Mass., t" |
Sm-i'essful Sheep Husbandry. L. F AMeuspend the winter.
..1. Centre Belmont, Me.
I >iseiissiou.
H. C. Pitcher was in Aroostook county
A Few Thoughts on Bams, F F
Hdgerlv,
last week looking after his potato business.
Princeton, Me
His son Ralph is to buy potatoes in Caribou
Discussion.
Sheep and Lamb Industry of NoMieket,
the coming winter.

Mrs.

j
J

Percy Shorey and Arthur F. Brown have
returned to the University of Maine. Two
of their schoolmates, Bailey ami Bird, have
married since last term.

j

Albert Easton, Vint;;, ket, Siass.
I >iscurfsion.
Some Problems of the Wo,.;
Crowing
Industry, O. P. Allen, Palm. r, Muss
l hscussion.
Papers have also been promised bv ot her
sheepmen, imluding Nathan B. linker.
Savoy < eutre, Mass., Ceorgc S i.add, Sturbn.lge, Mass, uni Asa Ouint. Bur; mgton,

Mrs. Oliver Andrews and daughter, Miss j
Andrews, returned last week to their home | Me.
in Rockport after a six weeks’ visit in Belfast ami Northport, the guests of Mr. ami
Mrs. A. A.

Policeman Jipson took his vacation from

duty here
Bill)

and

served

at Monroe fair

last

Policeman W. H. Staples (truckman

week.

served

as

a

special

officer at

Monroe

Humane Society. \Y*. L. Hanson
served on the night force here in place of
for

Mr.

Supreme

Howes.

the

Jipson.

I.

j

!

Presiding Justice,

writing is clear aud legible, showing no
of age, ami we hope our venerable
friend may round out bis century.

port.

and

Emory, Justice Presiding.

September term „f Supreme .1 min-inl
Court opened in this city Tuesday forenoon
at 10 JO o 'clock.
Prayer waa offered hv K- v.
It T. Capen of Belfast.
Following are tiie
officials, jurors, etc., in attendance
worth.

signs

Mrs.

Thursday for
Hennessey is

J. Hennessey left last
Montana- Mr.
Past Grand Master of the
.1.

their home in
a

Lodge of Odd Fellows, and
is their Representative to the Sovereign
Grand Lodge, lienee, he and his wife will re-

Montana Grand

main this week in Boston.

Court

The

M. Belches, Esq., of Winterport in renewing his subscription to The Journal
casually mentioned the fact tlffit he attained
his 87th year last month.
But his handD.

Mr.

A.

Judicial

I..

A.

Emery,

Ells-

Clerk, Tilesion Wadlin, Belfast.
Stenographer, ,1. C Clay, Portland
County Attorney, Ellery };< wdeu. WinterSheriff,

S. U. NorUm, Belfast.
Crier, E. N. Cose. Thorndike.
Deputy Sheriffs, F. N. Vose, Tlionnlike;
Eugene Biauehard, Sto, kton Springs; M t;.
Norton, Belfast; flenrge A ,1
kson, Srarsmont.

Messenger, M. (;. Norton, Belfast.
Every man summoned for grand jury service appeared at roll all and tin
grand jury
was

organized

as

follows:

John O.

J,,lni-

foreman, Idherty ; Percy S. Edge,-.•mb,
; clerk, B-lfast; Bert Ahorn, Knox, William
nine years ago, is now proprietor of the Blue
j C Bowdoin, Prospect; Frank C Currier,
Lakes Resort, Bertha, Lake county, Cali- ! Morrill; D. K.
Drake, Fraukf.ut; lialpli E.
fornia, and the illustrated circular received ! Freeman, Waldo; Otia M Harvey, Freedom;
from him indicates it to be a most charming
James F. Heal, Kineohiville; C. 1..
Jcpson,
place. We understand Mr.4 Wilson has a
interport; trank 1 Mortiand, Searsport;
lease of the place for five years and are glad
Fred A. Myriek, Montville; Charles C.
to know that he is
prospering. Maine peo- Parks, Stockton Springs; Ezra Pattee, Monple who visit California will receive a warm roe; Elroy Cl. Pendleton, Isleshoro; Loima
welcome at the Blue Lakes Resort.
C. Poor, Searstnont; Edwin I.
Stie.kney,
Many people in the vicinity of Waldoboro Belfast; Herbert K. Wing, Thorndike.
The
day Tuesday was taken up with callvillage have noticed night after night large
bright objects moving through the air, ing tlij docket, assigning eases, etc. The
which were too red for stars and moving too
traverse juries will lie impaneled this, Thursslowly for meteors. Some have viewed these
objects with alarm ami believed them to be day, forenoon.
forerunners of dire calamity or even the
1 he grand jury has considerable work on
destruction qf this mundane sphere. The hand in addition * o
the liquor business, there
Lincoln County New dispels all anxiety by
stating that the bright heavenly objects are being several de.endatits in jail or bound
hotair balloons sent up by Edward N. Wight., over by lower eoi rts on serious offenses.
John Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Wilson of this city, and who left Belfast

who is an expert in their construction.
Lawn parties might add to the attractions
by engaging Prof. Wight to send up bal
loons.
Mr.
to

Wight

is

Waldoboro

a

Belfast boy who emigrate

some

years ago.

sun,

There

128

the docket.
devoted to examinations
for admission to the bar.
The candidates
were John It. Di iton of Belfast and Benton
W. Lenfest of Ne vport.
are

Wednesday

n

we \

w cases on

we did not always spend our
time in this pleasant way, as we bad farm
work to do in summer and in winter drive
a yoke of oxen three miles to haul a stock
of wood to last us a year.
Just back of
the bank of the river, I remember there
was a
large potato field that I used to
work ou with my father.
1 was then about all the help father had
of his own, for my two older brothers
were away to Hingham fishing for mackerel.
Ilingham then was far ahead of
and led
Gloucester iu the mackerel busim
The vessels would
in the whale business.
in the spring to
come down to Hampden
do a little trading, but mostly to get a
crew for th> ir fishing vessels, so that was
1 thought
how my brothers went away.
it hard* indeed that 1 could* not go with
them: it seemed so much more grand than
Hut 1 was
to stay at home on the farm.
the youngest, so l had to stay at home.
I well remember that field of potatoes,
and how I took my place alongside of my
father to hoe my row. 1 sometimes thought
they were “hard rows to hoe,” for they
Hut
were long and the days still longer.
father never worked his boys hard and
was kind to them.
It was a bright spot in my work to watch
the vessels as they came in sight through
a bend of the river, then sail up the river
with a fair wind. Sometimes the river
would be full of them. O what an easy
and a happy life, 1 thought, those sailors
must live, nothing to do but sit down and
let the wind blow them along, but in my
long experience at sea in later years 1
changed mv mind more nr less.
L have said little about labor and nothinabout schooling, but we had much
In
more of the former than of the latter.
my younger school days l of course went
1 remember her
woman's school.
to
kim. v presence well at this long distance
of time.
She taught us many good things
besides those fi m the hooks. She taught
us to be mannerly to all to the extent of
tak'i g otf our 1 ats and bowing to every1 remeiubei I
one we met in the streets.
did so to the stage driver, and he set up
quite a laugh and all the passengers, too,
but I could not see what they were laug hing about.
The school house was a 7x'.< concern,
old a id dilapidated, and the old chimney
and 1 re place took up about half ot the
It. was a blight spot in our lives
house
w 1 eii the teacher would send or let us go
down to the river and bring up green
buslu s and wild \ alms to set in the old lire
pi n't* to help hide some of its ugliness. 1
renii nihei
the dark closet in back of tin
chimney, where she used to put boys who
would sometimes torget themselves and
xx hispci in school.
The Id school house got so out ot repair that the committee gave up having
school kept in winter, and the *••/.■
xxere not able, ot thought they were not
able, to repair or build a new one, so they
paid in the school money due then to the
preceptor of the academy and paid tin
This xxav of
going rates foi schooling.
using tile school money made out white*.
schooling very short: and besides a good
pa it of the Scheldt.s in tin- academy xveie
will grown up, sin. lying (iieek. 1 at in.
philosophy, chemistry, etc., getting prepared for college, so we town scholars did
not get much attention paid to ns, aud
tin.
result, was we did not get much
schooling, as my readers will at once
understand without my telling them.
[t ape Ann Advertiser.

early life,but

On the Bias.
That’s the secret of the 5/A l'.ias Girth Horse
.«<»•
th<
that means
hia. kets. Tht
are crossed
I'hey work automatic.s 11 v. I lie
ddi
1!
lanket from >iidimr. and yet it.
si
k
ps t!id.'csn't t in-', the hor-e. He can't rul* it loose. He
couldn't displace it if he rolled in it.
1

’•

(§) BIAS 6IRTH

I

are made in all styles-to fit any horse-to
.air dealer f
W suit any purse. Ask
'■/.\ Biasiiirth Blankets
and look for the trade mark. A book un the subject sent free.

Horse Blankets

I

^
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riiiladelvhia.
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memory by all who know it for a good
Three children were born
mam years.
mi et t.
i«t \\
i>t < a]>i. 1 >.i
1;,
and thirteen brought up of one family in
it. and it sin ws the marks of a hostile
It, the :tt Tt-l pal t ot tin Milltnifcl' of 1614.
bullet, wliieh probably no othei house in
him land, a 2>i itisb
: V. a: will,
ipsM'ls w as hovering on the that } ait id the State can show.
Aet -•! w
The family reared here lixed to a re1 Mail! al.d entered the Penobscot
v,.;isi
( astlllC.
Gilt* markable old age, 1 am happy to say.
.4 lid ?U. k pOsst S*d"U et
i:;
brothers of us are living and in
Three
,i
>..•••].> oi wat. tie- Adams, got
health, and l.ve sisters, the
i_};t by the fleet in the bay and to es- failly good
oldest. Mrs. .1. A. liowe of Bangor, being
bay and rivei of tlie same
p tl
a} «
these lines the
i"'-. and the writer of
ta: i> Hampden, hoping to elude
,n
In
Put the latter did youngest of the family, is over SO.
hoi ; V ,Mr enem\.
let he: intended prize ett so IsTi, all of the thirteen children enjoyed
,i
list sit down together, the oldest then
ti,i eoivimaii« 1 ei of the fleet with
;is',\.
7' and the youngest being
7> >i j;ii:>i vett tat: soldiers lelt the fleet being
The old farm, 1 think, is entitled to
...... ;t .i
up tl.e liver within three
h -I.* cable mention. It is situated on high
'.<• Ad ons
;
:1c
lay. hop:: to
7 ami in a prominent situation mid_i
he I Will Ollt HlUcll t lull bit*.
.;,o -d.
x\ a; !"•: ween the upper and b-ver villages,
?
do m t p:ov,- >
movers
1'::: d xx as ; he only place in this part of the
A
:
i.
Wit. 1; the lieV
s
\ ,
a’olc nmveim lit leaf he « 'um- Mato v.hore our countrymen xvere railed
.-,.t : uis !• ; au;•«•!’ to meot a foreign in.auhr in battle
'■•l.is. lit- hi a a i! To make t h" best
of both home
an ay ami •■rank the bio.a
d ns t.u a sta. et ss! id defence he
lepa
and foreign foes.
friend.his
111 mad
i
r built
in
The tiist meeting lions.
a b!ad that
.«
i laired 1 em
.... •_
ti.xvn v. as built oil my father's farm in
a
house f.>r tln -s. ti mes and well
-id i*ai L.es
Mining up The river 17b'.. large
h olt, and is standing \et, being moved
l
house occupies its
meentime the reentry round, ac k, and a new town
] ::i
Tht old biiiyiiig g’round adjoining
the .'it.-.
th,.;. a_di y O' ,sed
's,
is
onthoold
farm, and th.e Hampden
•»
the ;
and
r, hostile h:\asioi
i,viAcademy, founded about Islg, is on the
11 a Si:r miii'.aiy toia » was 1 ai!?:. also the brick Baptist a.arc h, and
11: i si
tiu- tiexv eenn cry is taken
huge t art
t'
;i.
1.e bl *aiiu. ot o mis. we hiotheis
means of delens
.*>istv\s b \e to visit ti e « 1.1 j lace
no
w 1 e!
on a vis I to u-lativcs in the vicinity.
M.o
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Maine

WOES OF WORKERS.
How Machinery Shatters the
Nerves.
Dangers

to which Working
Women are Exposed.

ft'en and

Thousands Saved by the Timely I'se

of

Dr.

Dreene*s Nervura.

Those who are familiar with the hideous
of a boiler factory or the deafening
blows of a trip hammer readily realize how
noise affects the nerves.
Few understand,
however, that the incessant clatter of a
loom or the gentle buzzing of a sewing machine are equally exhausting.
It is
the
everlasting monotony that overstrains the
the
nerves and undermines
strongest constitutions.
Work must be varied to be healthful, and few working men and women are
roar

GOLD

Baptists at Houlton.

The committee having in charge the
making of the program for the annual
meetings of the State Baptist societies to
be held at Houlton on October. 3, 4 and .*»,
send out the following provisional order
of services:
Monday evening an address by
Evangelist Herbert L. Gale; Tuesday
morning, devotional service conducted
by Evangelist Gale, and the morning
taken
by addresses of pastor and
I
I president, annua! sermon by Rev. T. J.
i Ramsdell, reports, welcome to new pastors
| and reception of fraternal delegates: Tuesday afternoon, reports, addresses by Missionaries Young aud Hunt, and opened
conference, with meeting of Charitable
Society; Tuesday evening, address before
i the Young People's State Convention by
Rev. J. K. Wilson, 1). 1).. of Portland,
and stereopticou lecture by Rev. F.
T.
Hazelwood, I>. D., of the Home
Mission Society; Wednesday morning,
business meeting of the Young People’s
State Convention, followed by devotional
hour, election of officers, reports of committees, consideration of the piace and
value of Zion’s Advocate, Commission on
Systematic Beneficence with addresses by
Hr. C. II. Spalding and others: Wednesday afternoon, meeting of Education Society with reports of treasurer and board
of directors, reports from schools in the
State, annual sermon by Rev. A. E.
Kingsley, symposium on educational
work with address by President Butler;
Wednesday evening, address by Rev. F.
W. Bakeimm, D. I)., of Massachusetts.
E\angelist II. L. Gale has been secured
fertile whole series of meetings and will
have 'barge ol the devotional hours, and
Rev. F. M. Lamb of Keiinebunkport will
have charge of the singing.
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Two More Deaths.
I'rivale^ Anni- and

NATIONAL

I’as*.

I'ortlaml.

FAMILY

Ml... iSept. 17. TwoUloiP
added to the 1st Maine roll of
honor, to-day. Private William Atinis of
C«>. L. die«l at the Maine (reneial hospital
at s o'clock this morning, and, at lu.du.
Walter L
Calderwoc I passed
i Private
away at the Eye and Ear Iniirmavy. Both
were victims of
typhoid contracted at
t I.A N I >.

names were

j
j

able to rluii.ge their oecupat.i-.ms in the
slightest ilegte- or t" modify the-.r surrounding.''. Ti: s e\i'.ouns why degrangemrnts of

the

nerves and Mood are so ••onimon among
people whom the unthinking expert to hr
models of health.
It is diseased nerves and
weak or vitiated blood that drive so manv
aleoholie stimulants and so
working men
many w -rkiiig women to morphine and
Ther sedit 11 v*- drugs.
There is nd ne specs fie to; diseases of
the nerves and Mood and that
is I)r.
ra 'o'o >,5 and nerve
ren.o 1\
I1 (iieeiie’s Nei
This sover• *ig" reii edy will p
mptd. am!
!
|; permanently tire nervous w *akne>s „mi
ns> of
ambit
n ai d
i vludistio
>p.: m

;

j

j
j

<

stimulants,
ih;!ity
ravnig
sb-r;
vous headaches, neuralgia, eina
i!
ai l
general debmm and lassitude
If you feel the need of medical advire, Dr.
Dia-eiie invites you toc< nsult with him fully
to

!!
>

j

1

jI

for

ami freely, personally
h\ h tn
*r
at Ids
nine. H Ten.;
Pia< e, Host- u
M iss
Dr
Cireene makes no ehargt for
onsudatiou
and advie-
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Calderwooil was a member o; <7.. ]
and also
nlisted at Augusta.
IJe was
horn at Yinalliaven 27 yeui> ig .. b
nad
j
| been ;i u .-idcut,of Li’ieolnviiie f. : t is past
j few \ ears, where he had a father, a !<.<•• her
and two .listers. The remains will b. taken
to Yinalliaven.
Bark

NEWSP
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^ Fnrni»!

('hickamauga.
Annis, who was 21 years of age. enlisted
at Augusta. lie formerly lived at Buntov,
His parents are dead, his nearest ;eiati\e
being Mrs. Maud M. (.ranvili. of .>and\
T!u temains
point, on the Penobscot
will probably be interred in this <*ity.

; Hill
1
1

till

all

..i
I n.pi'i :i nt
new
t 11
<i.i.•
**
elu
|'*« ill «!
:ij. In lie In > nr > > pni 1 i, ;i
(art* I ill attention will
^iveu t.* 1 arm mil I
l; ||
Market
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it 111
til
,,'!"'l lienei
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A ruble;: ram a :■>
Nept. 17.
lecei
I
day, from St:. Vine ni
ing that the Boston b.i;api id.
Lei
was in me from the west e.*as' of Air;
wa- wrecked on the island >
m. Yinceur
g lie hurricau
Wind.ward Islands. Monday.
( apt. ( ateand the crew had a mira< ul us escape,
landing in their own boats duriim the
lieight of the stoiin.
The* 1.upland was a superior vessel
upd
lrei principal owners were John S. Emery
<v ( o. of this
who
received the cablecity.
.she was
gram announcing her loss.
valued at about £12.000 and there was
only >2,000 insurance on the craft.
The Lapland was built at Bucksport,
Me., in 1>>o. and registered 7s-g tons net
and 1)4'.' tons gross.
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Wrecked.

Federation of Women’s Clubs.
London, >ept. 14. Advices were received here late to-night, saying that a
The directors of the Maine Federation
terrible burn- me has swept over Ihubaof Women's Clubs have completed ardoes, in the \\ indward group of the lesser
rangements for the annual meeting to be Antilles.
Two hundred persons have
holden in Brunswick the last three days been
killed and 40,000 rendered homeless.
of ISeptembei and a meeting of much interest is anticipated.
With a membership
St. Tiioma>, I). W. 1., Sept. 1!.
Acof nearly 100 clubs, and several clubs askto the latest reports from St. LuThe leaders of the Cuban insurgents
cording
admission
at
this
the
federaing
meeting,
cia, the storm which broke upon the is- have issued a manifesto in which they
tion has reason to feel strong in its organland Sunday night developed almost un- insist on the independence of the island.
ization.
precedented violence, being accompanied
luiring the federation the board will be
by a tidal wave and tremendous rains,
entertainer
by the president and vice Numerous laud-slides were caused and
president o: the Saturday Club of Bruus- j
many houses, bridges and cocoa estates
Mrs. Briggs, president, ! have been
: '•ick as follows
destroyed. At least twelve
Mrs.
lhof.
vice
of
Robinson,
b;
president
lives have been lost.
Guadaloupe, the
I
<
lub.
Mrs.
vice
1'ortei.
presi- 1 Freud, island in the Leeward group, has
| Saturday
dent of Federation. Mrs. Baton, treasurer,
weather.
NineMis> Nellie Maist«>n, corresponding sec- j experienced very heavy
| teen deaths are reported and there have
retary, Mi
White, recording secretary, been destructive land-slides.
A
boat
will all In entertained by Mrs. Byron
from the island of St. Vincent, a hundred
1 ex
ns. All delegates are assigned places,
j miles west of Barbadot-s, arrived to-day at
and every club woman is assured delight- j
the inland of Granada and reports that
s
1 I -j iil- J.-KKCUI-'S.
n
I'd hospitality.
tv
(>ne
Mrs. Arthur Hyde and St. Vincent has
experienced the most vi1 mm:
-u
:bi up am
!.• I
Miss Margaret Bradford will furnish sevj
!
Mollis
gnus bud her
many a yeal
olent and destructive cyclone ever known
n.t
n
h fui. of h.-i
ami cheei,
eral select ous at the meetings. Hxrensive
j.»• ste<l veil to resist tbe ■.■•mi’ig ossam
then-.
Kingston, the capital of St. VinWhen the children m t their
-!
i.
! ! .-•
t'
j- \ « US i fe.
-.'ishels were p- >iSon
prepaiations have been made by the Sat- j cent is totally destroy *d. It is estimated
1 ! nk.: a
feet wet and take cold give them
are ami st rib
I
u
* rd
!.i
ud. and ii
gave
ay Club for the reception Wednesday! that :’.U0 lives have been lost in that island
a hot foot
bath, a bowl of hot
of the near apj
evening in Memorial Hall, offered by the ! and that 2U,000 people are homeless.
0 Maid, s under tn* bi-cches
drink, a dose of Ayer's Chern
•
;iteii larks am u« mu:m ;i:i-c
Mil
ollege faculty foi the occasion. Prof.
The bodies of the dead are being buried t
i mit-r tin i'l't rhes years am
Pectoral, and put them to bed.
"Ward, ormerly of Syracuse University, in trenches.
The chances are they will be
Me.'del;.' w atah n «1 to and fi<
now of Cambridge, will give an address
j
Thousands are stars ing oi being fid at
< .tt ng their names upon the bark
all
right in the morning. Conh—- .■:;<■ w ■•in i• -v
!' hi*
out
>1 ihe j
Thursday evening on “The Training of j the public expense.
T- a: to .m-i t: *11s, nature preaches
tinue the Cherry Pectoral a few
j
:. b
win by .puite a
...
hi. :ui
it v.
the Futi re Citizens:" Mrs. FUcu A. Rich !
l : her the stately, solemn beeehts.
The amount of property destroyed in
days, until all cough has disardsou, president of Oeo. Washington 1 ■st. Yiuceut cannot
yet be estimated.
"I mier the hee« hes straight and tall,
appeared.
v
v. a jan
(in
l(
nicer f the
Memorial University Association, will'
small
bouse
is
down
and
Old coughs are also cured;
Every
i.ntie they thought that promt trees fall.
many large
had t lie cpmadiscuss “Club Women and Their Relation ones have
■Iy v ;u
been destroyed. The demolishYet now upon the leafy ground
we
!
mean the coughs of bron:
ait.
ble » tT'cci ; and of
to Sociology."
A poem by Mrs. J. F. : ed
home of the proudest trees are foil id
include churches, stores.and
\
buildings
chitis, weak throats and irritable
•
;<
h c< id lea stand tin’s
Clark of Caribou will be given.
ug sI' rin they stood, hut weakness reaches
almost all the estate buildings.
Three
lungs. Even the hard coughs
vn a.
!; i' '-■•!} .:i,• ij, the face of an enThe heart of even the stoutest beei hes.
Many prominent club women of other large ships were ashore on the Windward
of
consumption are always
iv.
lie M ile along the line and
States have signified their intention to the coast and
made easy and frequently cured
“Tinier the beeches those can learn,
many smaller vessels are strandit
: e.
cut cb: tin- head of any man
corresponding secretary of attending this ed.
Who to the sylvan spot return
by the continued use of
i"
;un,tliei gun without orders.
meeting.
Nearly all railroads and steamAfter the lapse of many years,
A’o information is obtainable here as to
b t
t .;,e the advancing foe, owing to
boats offer one fare good, to return on Oct. the
Fill! of life's hopes, its joys ami tears;
results of threatened hurricane of
k■_
could not he seen, but their
1st.
T these it is that nature teaches
Saturday night. ( ommuuication is cut off, I
Its lesson of the fallen beeches.”
'■.am
*:aznp, tiamp could be plainly
and the worst is feared.
Proved Priceless -Ruby coats and ciniieaid, liibi tlie desire t" fire or do someAnother ot the happy strolls we used to
thing, became almost unbearable :but there make in our off days for play was to namon flavor. Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills are
household favorites.
Regimental Reunions.
Impurities leave the
was nothing to do but bide their time and
‘‘Pitcher’s brook.*' a small stream that
i
The nerves are toiled. The hlood
waii
del to fire, which no doubt would j guigled down from the back woods and system
is purilied. The complexion is bright and
Lock land. Mi.., >ept. 14.
have seivtd to relieve their pent up feel- emptied into the river below.
The annual j
Here the ruddy.
Headaches
vanish and
perfect
iugs and perhaps would have 1 een the women folks often went to do tiie week's health follows their use. 40 doses 10 cents. reunion of the 4th Maine regiment and
Second
better way, as it proved.
Maine
bv
as
w
Sold
occurred
in this
it
as
an
&
Wilson
and
A.
A.
in
Howes
Kilgore
battery
washing,
agreeable change
Alter the foe was full in sight, and a every-day life, and the water was soft, & Co. 14.
About 1(X) members were
city to-day.
few volleys were fired, our lines gave way clear and abundant.
Then was the time
present and the day was one of pleasure
to
mad it soon become a rout on our part. for me to be “useful as well as ornamentthe old comrades.
Billings Family Reunion.
The following
officers were elected: Jos. Mears, presiWhen bom. 14orris saw the land force al.'
I could make the lilts, bring the
14th
The
annual
of
reunion
the
force
and
the
whole
British
adBillings dent; Clias. Jameson, iirst vice president:
watei and help in many ways.
give way
Often we
vancing « n hi> ship, which lay at the end j smaller ehildien would stray a long way family was held at the United States hotel K. K. Rankin, second vice president; W.
There was a large II. Simmons,
»f I. u g wharf, he fired the match and j up the stream under the thick alders and in Boston last week.
Every doctor knows that wild
secretary and treasurer. It
was voted to hold the next reunion in this
blew t lie ship up and he and his crew enjoy the little gurgling brook as it wound gathering of men, women and children.
cherry bark is the best remedy
At
the
business
session
these officers city.
known to medical science for
-wam
aeioss the stir; n. arm made their
its serpentine way through the soft meadow land until it was swallowed up iu the l were elected: Edward <). Pullings, pres.;
soothing and healing inflamed
scape to ! angor.
Ill t Ksroirr, Sept. 14.
At the reunion
<>.
lion.
James
Guilford
throats
and lungs.
r
Parker,
ne
<!
>11
M'Hiiris
j.:
.?
|
White,
rivei below,
tilings pretty
of course we would have!
of the. First Maine ( avalry association here
ii
;i own way io about a
week, our small lishing line with us, and would Geo. A. Billings, vice pres. ; Sanford WaPut
ono
of
j
to-day ninety were present. Enthutli-.
might ha\e done much worse ; often catch a shining trout from its shad- \ ters Billings, sec. and treas. : Sanford W. siastic
II. Billings, Mrs. E. A. Hayes.
reception by townspeople; busimd do -': .yed much mcne properly. They
* d waters.
In thinking of these trips to Billings,
ness places and dwellings, profusely decomade ;
oners of all our s.»blieis they
the secluded hanks of that stream, 1 think Walter Billings Robinson, Prof II. Wilrated.
Business meeting, officers elected :
fred Monroe, Mrs. A. Blakely. Mrs. Sut h, and quite a numbci
could
>f civil- i of tiie fine lines of Wordsworth
!
describing san Willis, Mrs. A. It.
bins. .i.o sent them to < astine. They eni
French, Mrs. L. President, E. T. Geiciiell, Brunswick;
the child of nature.
vice
1*. J. Dresser, Lewiston;
ph-yed their time in knocking about town. \ "And 'i't- Mins ;>f midnight shall ht- dear to Billings, Ben M. Billings, F. II. Billings. G. J,.presidents,
Land. Portland: treasurer, Edward
Mrs. A. R. Moore, executive committee:
killin'.’ Jowls, p;_> and laigei game as1
h.-r
Jordan, Bangor: recording secretary, <).
-tntv*l 'toil lai.<\ and appetite. One Aim! si.i- shall loan her ear ii; many a secret Charles Billings, historian.
Mr. Charles Billings of S. Haskell, Pittstield; corresponding secover your
party ;< ok po.vsessu-n ol tin old grist mill,
place
j The historian, Cnu
an
interest- retary, General .1. P. Gilley, Rockland.
here nvi.lt ts danee their wayward round | Billings Bridge,
gave
uid P.o want oj bettei g]ist emptied the
A ext meeting in Brunswick.
lire
c f
And
heautx
horn
of
the
of
sound
shall
account
the
Gamp
The Best Meillca/
feat ht
lids that had bten hid there h>r i
murmuring
genealogy
j ing
family,
which consists of four branches, the in t he evening and complimentary banquet
pass into her face."
Ad vice Free !
tic*
tei Mg into the hnppei and set the
the citizens of Bucksport.
by
of
Nathe
We iiuvv have some >d the most emlOne
of
where*
we
I
representatives
William,
iil!
u
motion.
j
Roger,
One detachment preplaces
boys spent
nent physicians in tin- 1 ntti u states.
I
ceded upasfai aslkiitgoi, hut did not do many h< uis, and days too, was on the 1 thaniel and Richard Billings.
Unusual opportunities and o
I
\per iAt iLoO dinner was served and each
Kennebec Ice business.
enc<* eminently fit them ler ,,ivn
I
1 auks and shores of our Penobscot river, |
jutt
i. great o, al of damage, i believe, and the
111
medical advice.
\V
I
y all the
whole fojee later it ft l« ( astine.
"Where iiows Penobscot a murmuring to guest was presented with a unique menu.
B
particulars in vourcase.
The
ice
business
ou
the
the
Kennebec, the
AY KH,
Address, I)r. .!
fl
During
the deep."
postprandial exercises Mr.
|
Otu house was on the line of our army
M
Lowell, Mass.
winter promises to be larger than
and id. a gun shot away, as proved by
We wont in swimming, as it was then Jacob Billings, aged 00, and representing coming
It
is
said
ever
before.
the
four
an
in
houses
address,
gave
generations,
big
the luai ks of a bullet now to be seen which called, but now it is bathing. The water
entered the house during the action and w as much wanner than our salt water and which lie spoke of the many changes that along the river will be practically cleared
of the old crop early in the fall, and that
disturbed the clothing on a bed on which we otten stood in it for hours, and some- have taken place during his long life.
Ilis two little granddaughters, the the different companies will lind new
lay an infant only tour days old, then times ventured to swim across the river j
Hayes and Bertha Fullam, fields for their product. Some are of the
passed across the room and entered the and back again, a distance each way of Misses Doris
the company with their recita- opinion that the ice will now be shipped
charmed
chimney casing and no doubt is there now. half a mile. When the tide was low, we
directly to southern ports, possibly to
It will be seen at once that our home would range along the shore to where the tions.
Selections of the composer, William Cuba and Porto liico, and the general
was more exposed to excitement and inAdams w as blow n up and amuse ourselves
trusion of soldiers than any other, and investigating the big live oak timbers from Billings, were sung by the audience, and feeling among the people is that the busithe hardships to which my mother was her that lay along the shore, for they were j an original poem was rendered by Mrs. S. ness here is one that will always be on the
D. Downs. Several vocal selections clos- increase.
[Augusta Age.
exp- ~ed can baldly be imagined. She so heavy they did not float, so they laid ;
had an infant only four days old, and she for many years and there may be some ed the exercises.
had to take refuge down cellar apart of laying there yet.
the time during the action. Fright and
In the spring months, when salmon and
exposure impaired her delicate constitu- shad were making their way up the river
tion and health to a degree that she did to
spawn, father always had a net he used
to
For Infants and Children.
.iot fully recover from to the day of her to set and often caught quite a
supply fur
•death, twenty-five years later. My father fresh fish and some to salt, too, for famito
was taken
prisoner, but released a few I lv use. He of course had a boat to teud
to
days after, ow ing to sickness in his family. the net with, and that gave us happy emBears the
The laigei cliildien weie sent away to a ployment to teud the net and get excited
y
to
back settlement in the woods out of over the shining fish as we took them out
Signature of C
danger, and remained until the British re- of the water. Then we would sail and
IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.
turned to C astine.
row
along the shore, picking up drift
The old house makes a poor show in wood which we piled away to dry for
At all grocers
Takes the burn out: heals the. wound;
these days of stately mansions, but I kindling wood for the next winter’s use.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil,
cures the pain.
in 2-lb.
think it lias a history w hich w ill be held in
This perhaps is the romantic part of our
the household remedy.
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and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TQ DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARD*I.
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GRAY’S BOGTT^S COLLEGE
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BUY YOUR WINTERS CM
F. G. White Company.
Lattimei
Haddock’s,1
the

Always Bought

WE Guarantee it

business by
I": »» :•'iuiicrs.

stenographers furnished
catalogue.
F. L SHAW, Prin

CASTOR IA

Oats

pkgs. onl>

Actual
Practice

C ARDS.
1‘O.SI I RS
nil i him
imi i:r hi
I’ROliR A V,
I’A.MI'Hl I

Delivered and

put in (in barrels)..

in.Dump Carts.
Prices at

!

Wlmrf.
Lehigh 25e. per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL

WOOD OF Al l

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory
weight.quality and delivery.
ItSr'Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
in
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Santiago De Cuba.
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Triumphs
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I.uxurat-
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sight.
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lected.

rg's female ima month after

s
I

days

..’id two
f

on

of the

governor

and said: “For
to do with

-ii

is work

e

euough

but where
>

can

can’t remain

ey

g<»es to

sea to-

every hour of
hospital. There

good families

:u

have suitable

>t

city.”
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item’s busi-

hi

hd.au relief
had

r

■

on

pulmonary disease

house is announced by new smells or extia vileness, swarms of fat
green Hies and
the slap,
slapping of many canvas slippers
all toed in the same direction.
And such

her;

hesitate

to

?

est dinner, may as well cuirass
herself
against disappointment. She may buy
some measly
potatoes, at the rate of a
medio, ( six cents), apiece: eggs, warranted storage, two dollars a dozen; coarse
bread, baked in Santiago, JO cents the
loaf: a string of meat, (animal un-

not

use

place

■iimediately

*•

>

-—«

l
f
1

\\

>

known), which may serve for
though any well-bred Northern dog

stew,
would

disdain it, SlJ.jO.
A handful of onions
t‘<>r disguising the flavor of the stew
will cost 50 cents:
aguacates, for salad, a

dollar, and pine-apples
cents aph *. e.
The first time 1
woman

pursued
chattering like

me
a

for

dessert,

7.

visited the niarke: a
from stall to stall
She

magpie.

only

wanted to

buy tile clothes right off my
beginning with my neck-tie and

back,

engaged

ending with my shoes! This
broking business seems to

understand

no

necessity

of

method of raising the wind in Santiago.
we are visited by mysterious
women, some of them evidently belonging
to the better class, who wish to buy, sell

the

\--d

is due not only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
all the importance of purchasing the
true and original remedy.
As the
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitat i< ms inarm fact ured by other parties. The i i-_r!i standing of the California 1 it. svki t* Co. with the medi»-*a! profess.on. and the satisfaction
hicli the a.amine Syrup of Figs has
given to in ;lions of families, makes
t;ie name ■: the Company a
guaranty
>f the exec lenee of
i;remedy. It is
far in advance of ail other laxatives,
as it acts
m the
kidneys, liver and
bowels wit out irritating or weakening them, and i: does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
* dee;-.,
remember the name of
pie;
the Company

ingredieuts

Medical

f

f

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

liat tales it tells of native
poverty and greed. The
house-mother who expects for a few (hollars to purchase the
of a mod-

the "Golden Medical Dienvery.” for tlmu-ands of letters from the
: era! Had negiec- [
sufferers themselves, who are now well,
un department,
bear evidence that the "Golden
Discovery will cure, even after good phythe burden.
sicians have pronounced the disease pul>ai 1
she.
tin unary consumption.
I had been troubled with bronchitis for sevmce in the
eral year-, write- Mr- Orlin O'Hara. Box x 14.
a
In the first
shall
Ff-rgu- Kail.-. Ottertail Co Minn.
place. I had son throat. I doctored with different physician- and took various medicine- hut
got no relief I raised from my throat a sticky
se-ubsianci lik« the white of an igg
Could not
-'•cep and had made up my mind that I would
crot
ke<sary
n
live tar mgh the winter. I took Dr Pierce'based and a
liolden Medical Discovery and
Favorite I’re;•
script f n' alternately and in a f. w day- Began
to do i to see that I was better. I to >k
eight bottles'. I ;
have not felt as well in years as since using
spare time to
these medicines
Dn fail able
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
:ie glimpse of
tor constipation and biliousness.
sent

market!

aiuiuessuess,

a

idles had

some

holes in the thick adobe walls—

to

come

‘■Well Done,

—

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

Tvery day

FKA.Nrl.SCO, C.l.
NEW YORK.
Ky.

KAN

LOLISVILI.K.
A

N

l

[
!

Y.

Constantlxohi.i:, September 13. The
United States, it :s announced, has replied to a recent note of the Turkish government, declining to accept Turkey's repudiation of the responsibility for Ameri-

,'li mature Steamer.

can

range
altar, breast high and faced
with broken tiles, with three holes in it,
the size of small plant-pot.
In each hole
you build a seperate charcoal lire, bottom-

the answer.”

was

send

m

I

brooms.

mb rations; and you
h;u dinner will be

~

,

me

role among

s

■

i
t

is

«is

—

’..did home of

some

like its owner,
c
heel.
Its

high

of

:>ra

.1

privacy

to

can
1

the

once

j

parallel;

and when

some

a

—

for

a

better world.

«>ur servants

match the kitchen to

mmoi-s are of
; T in \ aie elderly negresses, with families
laid :n patterns, *»f tlieir
own, and like mother-birds, they
:id
walls frescoed I
i nightly convey to the home-nest every
he iafters hidden :I inorsfl of food not
carefully locked up iu
■d taut overhead; tilt- wardrobe.
Then every-day costume
iil.’out glass, and j is distinctive, if not
It eou-

nni'i

1

appropriate.

furnished : sists of a
single, voluminous white skirt,
1 latticed shut| very short in front and trailing far behind,
.in be more pictur| with a iow necked bodn" and short,
',is of Santiago— !
sleeves, leaving the skinny arms
: puffed
n time-mellowed I hare to the shoulders.
The front of the
i;l.

■

mg
»ss

|

|

■

centuries,

of

mrsage is
secured by

elaborately
a

string

embroidered

at

and

the top, tied

so

tied at all, that a strip of bare
barred windows bronze back stands confessed to the waistBut every one of j line. The
woolly heads, gray with the
j
ian in character—a !
l weight of years, are topped with gaudy
‘lit.

<

dwindling

loosely,

if

j
j turbans; the bare feet

to

thrust iuto slipei meanness behind j
; pers of white canvas, and when my la iy
I.ikeotiiei palaces
walks abroad she covers her gaping back
mis
was
extremely | with a bedraggled white silk shawl. Both
nniu and void of j
| women consider themselves monuments
water
and
*ap,
i of virtuous industry in consenting to leud
-••mewhat modified a
;
helping baud to Ui# Americans—for
ii> and necessity
j could they not, like all their neighbors,
'l ilts in
the latter I be well fed
without work, so long as
iiiture, for which Cuban relief
But
supplies hold out1.'
j
month, (the rent
they are not injuring their constitutions
;>
:ifty dollars, Ameri- by hard labor! When uot
sitting in the
;
a hundred chairs, 1
front windows, smoking cigarettes and
and cane couch in
gossiping with friends outside, their aim-.'ie-hoard and dining |
! less slip-shod feet go slapping about the
sene lamps,
and in
marble doors, likt the stars, “unhasting
rent a ward robe, dress
The slow, monotonous
yet unresting.”
ad, without matrasslap, slip, slap, of those heelless slippers
'nitedState dollars
so wears upon the nerves that one in1 supply of pots, pans
:
dulges in strange flights of fancy as to
'f cl those articles are
| what might accelerate their movements.
fusidcred indispensable
Should the seven angels of the Apocalypse,
|
Hence ‘‘the |
kitchen.
| carrying the seven golden vials filled with
turns every emptied
Wrath, heralded by trumpet notes and
its edges neatly hamwrapped about with awful glory, come
every crate, box and j
knocking some line day at our front door—
and
try seized upon
slap, slap, would go those same slow feet
important use, and a to admit them.
as little short of a
My family of nineteen includes Miss
Have we occasiou for
Annie Wheeler, a daughter of ex-Goverrolling-pin—the clean nor Packard of Louisiana, several ladies
i an serves the former
from New < frleans, two Cubans from Key
bottle does excellent
West, and several others from various
apacity. Every trunk
parts of the South mostly imniunes,
h or table; a wardrecruited for the work by Mrs. Curtis of
and aud locker; the
are

■

j

|

:

^

->

■

■

s
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for table-

answer

petticoat has been

Washington.

every moment of time must be spent
the best advantage, where such an

As
to

To be sure, we
ocean of suffering is to be staid
by a few
such luxuries as the !
frail hands, we breakfast at 5.30 a. m.;
when the wearied j
and immediately afterwards each goes on
_ilit, aching in every i her
appointed way, to hospital, dispensary
A toil, their refuge
or consultario.
The dinner hour is set
r->.

possible

arest

(

k

If

>me.

resem-

the reader

these conditions the

{

Ask is

easy one, let
and try it awhile! We
•a
array rations, eked out

\
t

an

supplies—such as beans,
corn meal,
tinned beef
"--tiful and good in quality,
k.

1

if,

(j,..

-bacon, fried mush and
‘klast; tinned beef, beans

1

dinner—will sustain life

!

L.

eL.au,‘
:'M

c.

excellently well

serves
a

week.

a,

!l!1.us pall

st;

kitchen
k.tracter in
1

B<j

:t-sli
-"oir

da paht

i.r0oir‘

15

J

is

m

fair sample of
architecture.
Bea

marble-floored sala and
,l

’{,eu

But eternal

time, and
when too often re-

monotonous

e

long

arched

°ourt-yards and
rear

corridor
rows of

of the casa, where

for

7.30;

but often it is 8

before the tired ladies

or
can

even

leave

p. m.
their

pressing duties

to snatch a hasty meal;
and then go straight to bed for a few
hours ueeded rest. If your imagination
is fertile enough, you may perhaps fancy

of the experiments X have tried by
way of making a change in the daily menu
with the materials at hand;—essaying
French toast, of hardtack soaked in con-

some

densed Milk and fried in bacon fat; hash
of earned beef, minus potatoes and a

chopper; cornbread,

baked in

fryingpan over an uncertain charcoal fire, and
savory ragouts compounded of all the
odds and ends obtainable. Occasionally
I ransack the city market in search of
something new, and then my experiences
are indeed varied and entertaining.
On such occasions I am accompanied by
one or both.of the elderly hand-maidens,
who, in addition to their trailing white
a

one

canned tomatoes and

tablesp*

a

j

1

carter!
IITTLE

IVER
PILLS

SICK HEADACHE

Positively cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Hausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated
Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose

Small Price.

and vivid:
“If you
can
basket of champagne compressed into a teaspoonful aud taken in
one gulp, you can imagine how we felt.
It was most exhilarating.”

imagine

a

Skeptics Turn Believers and are
Cured— "When I read that Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder could relieve Catarrh in
10 minutes I was far from being convinced.
I tried it—a single puff through the blower
afforded instant relief,[Stopped pain over the
eyes and cleaned the nasal passages. Today I am free from Catarrh." B. L. Eagan’s
(Easton, Pa.,) experience has been that of a
thousands of others and may be yours. Sold
by Kilgore «& Wilson and A. A. Howes &
Co. 12.
__

CASTORIA.
K)nl) YoU 1)8,8 *l,,ayS BoU£)lt
Bears the

Bitters.

I vigorates

doctors
Cures

Burdock Blood

fail, try
dyspepsia, constipation

the whole system.

;

in-

minister is

It

of greatest zalue
unstrung, health shattered or

particularly appropriate

is

“

Fast as lightliving too fast.
expresses it, for we talk by electricity, cook by electricity, travel by electricity and so on.
Its a hurry, hurry, hurry from the cfac^e
to the grave.
We crowd too much ; crow d our work,
crowd our eating, crowd cur pleasure, crowd

/We

our

Several physicians treated me, but nc
benefit was derived.
permanent
**
Four times I was stricken with nervous
pm** *ration : twice with gastritis.
These attacks would throw me into
spz sms.
I could eat neither meat or vegetables.
u
If my bare feet touched the floor I was
seized with cramps.
immediately
**
I was used up: helpless, hopeless.
I commenced to take Dr. Williams'
Pins Pills for Pale People.
One box was
consumed and I felt no better.
This dis-

are

!
;
;

**

sleeping.
**

mat mere is only one
cure for that painful disease. lie says:‘*1 was a
great sufferer from inus-

as
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Belfast, arrive..
> Flag station.
Everybody knows that Rheumatism ! 1 united iekets f >r Boston are now s •’.! at 85.< n
is a diseased state of tlie blood, and
from Podfast and all stations on Bram-h.
Through tickets to all point- West ami Northonly a blood remedy is the only proper i west,
via all routes, for sale hv I. N. < »:• >i:<.
treatment, but a remedy containing
till'*. F. KVANS.
Agent. Belfast.
\ i<
r.;
M.u ago:
Pie--.lent ami
potash and mercury only aggravates
F. K. B""i iii.v.
| Ua-<. ami Ticket Agent.
the trouble.
Portland, June l'h 1 838.

being Purely Vegetable, goes direct to
the very cause of the disease and a pereIt is the.
manent cure always results.
only blood remedy guaranteed to con-4
tain no potash, mercury or other dangerous minerals.
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Waterville.

I took about a dozen h -tties of your S. s. s.. and
b(
now I am as well as I
^ a v_.
ever wasinmy life. Ium
sure that y-ur medicine
cni' d me. and I would
■>
recommend it to any one
suiferir.g from any blood disease.”

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
..AM)..

Brooks
Kuox

Mvj
t

Biggest .Offer Yet!

BELFAST.

/

permanent relief
from any medicine preperilled by my physician.

dispense.

follows:

Belfast, depart. Too
Citypoint. -7 05
Waldo. 7 15

f^

no

urged me to fry the pills
more, feeling that my life depended
the
result.
upon
I continued to take them.
Since then, and it has been several
months, I have enjoyed life.
Have preached all summer and held
revival meetings for fifteen weeks.
I have had no muscular exercise for
years, but recently, have done considerable
hard work in my garden, my muscle,
this test remarkably well.
standing
u
Every Sabbath I preach three times and
now think I am
good for another twenty
years, if the Lord wills.”
To add weight to his words, Rev. MtCready made affidavit before J. D. Brooke
Notary Public.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills tor Pale People
exert a
powerful influence in restoring
wasted nerve power and in purifying and
enriching the blood. Druggists consider
them the most effective remedy which they
some

TIME-TABLE.

run

me.

My wife

Maine Central R, R,

Portland.. 1100

cular lllieumatism for
two years. I could get
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1 Look Here,
lYoung Man!

I
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;

C#

It you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOU GO
TO SEE HER

•)
•)

Jj

j
!

(9

•)

(•

•)
•)
9)
•)
9)
•)
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<'ommenoing Monday, Sept.

one a: all

of s2.1",
Address
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Do not tlelaj
rt‘i«arkah!y liberal o'b r, >v!«i
limited time only, hy -]•••
tin* publishers
Keiitrinbcr, ■>
a
fill! year, including book, .0

will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Camden .ml Koekland. M< n
days and Fridays at about 2.MO t\ >t I'e-edavs.
Thursdays and Saturdays at ■"> t\ m.
from
For Bueksport, W interport and B:111• •:
7 to 8 a. m.. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thui-dax>.
Saturdays and Sundays.
For Searsport. and Hami>den, Wednesday* aud

Sundays

all

orders

(•

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.

•'

J'
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•)
•)

Jj

Come in and

thing
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j] Men’s
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2
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seen
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the latest
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Port la ml at about.«I v. m
at Lewis wharf, lielfast, Tuesdays and
at 3.30 v. M.; Mondays and Thursdays
at 8 a. m.
for Vinalhaven.
At Rockland
Connerl ion*.
At IVlfaM with
North Haven and Stonington.
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Engine

and Boiler

FOR

SALE.

six horse power engine a ml h n
boiler, but lit;!.' used, are tiered
further partmulars apply at
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Port land, Tuesdays and
Tombing at Korklnml,

N«rtli|»‘*rt*, lielfast llnrksport amt
AVinterport. arriving at Hangor at 7 f. m.
Returning—Leaves llangor Mondays and Thors*
davs at "> \. .m making al»»ve landings. Arriving
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Steamer SALACIA
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Commencing Monday, Sept 5, 1898,
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PORTLAND AND BANGOR.

leaves Franklin wharf,
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Maine Coast Navigation Co,
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WILLIAM H. HILL. CenT Manager, Boston.
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at about 8 a. m.

m. every day exeept SunFrom Boston at
days and Thursdays.
From Bangor, via way-landings, exeept Hampden and Searsport. .Mondays and Fridays at 12
noon.Tuesdays,Thursdays ami Saturdays;)! 2 i* m.
From Hampden at 12.20 a. m., and Searsport at
2 t*. m.. Mondays and Fridays.
('HAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN A CST1N. flen’I. Supt.. Boston.
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TRY GRAIN-0!

The Nose and Throat,
INo. U4!*

FEED.

Newbury Street,

Mocha

SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
Importers of Salt*
quality of
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Blacksmith
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LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

TO COW-BOYS AND BICYCLERS
All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or rilling bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast. The laws in re la.
tion tothese ofl’eiices will h« riiridlv enforced.
W.M. II. SAMnillN, ( itv Marshal.
Belfast, July 111, 18D8.-tf2‘J

or

■

L03.1S*

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,
TELEPHONE 4-2.
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distress.

most

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. others hours
by apj ointment only.
October,' 1837—ly4f>

\a

Java, but tt t- made •:
delicate stimuli h re<
1 A tin* price of »*f t»«* a

or

ami the

(Neat Corner of Fairfield Street)

BOSTON,

TRY GRAIN-0

Ask your Kroner to-day to slum
ot K It A 1N-O, the iiewto.nl
Irini.
place ot eotfee. The ehildret n.
out injury as well a> the adult
like it. KUAIN-O has that ri• -:i

GEO, F, EAMES, M,D,D.D,S,,

JOBBKKS OK

CRAIN,

ealers in the finest

IROA1

O. <
OLIVER, President.
2d
C11AS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
HENRY l>. (ill MAN. Agent, lielfast.

...TJIK...

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
When

of active,

age

ton

Capt. O. E. Hushes, the popular railroad
conductor, of Columbia, S. C., had an experience with Rheumatism which convinced'him

■

condensed

a

On and after June 27,1 SOS, trams
connecting at
Burnham ami Waterville with through trains fo
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos

the while. One reason of this is that
the remedies prescribed by the doctors
contain mercury and potash, which ultimately intensify the disease by causing the joints to swell and stiffen,
producing a severe aching of the bones,
b. S. S. has been curing Rheumatism
tor twenty years—even the worst cases
which seemed almost incurable.

The engine rests on a table tray, IT l-_x
11 i-g inches, and its performance is something marvellous. The boat carries two
persons with ease, and is used as a means
of actual transportatii.m.
Recently when
in approaching storm threatened to make
the long stretch of lake decidedly daugera chunk
Bless the dear boy! oris fn
every day.”
small boats, Dr. Shatswell took
Now 1 go to surprise my girls with a another boat containing
eight people in |
landed them with dispatch and
real Yankee pot-r:>ast.
j tow, andwithout
experiencing any difficulty !
I safety,
Fan s' 11. Buu.iiA.u Waiid.
| whatsoever in so doing.
I
!
in
a
Tin: LADIES.
Steering
Fog.
Th»J pleasant effect. and perfect safety with
Sometimes there is a fog here, and then
which ladies may use Syrup of Figs, under 1
I
you can l'ut the atmosphere into chunks,
ali conditions, make ir their favorite renieas
j
they cut the ice in the Kennebec river.
dy. T*> get the true and genuine article, Ii \ ou can taste the salt on your lips and
h ok for The n one
t uCalifornia Fig j! feel it oozing its way into your system
1 asked
Syrup Co. printed near die bottom of the through tl v p >res of the skin.
an
>i 1
tisherman whether fogs were
package. For sale hy all Iruggists.
healt liiul or uuhealthful.
“Waal, lie said, as lie shifted his toA 'looted Question.
bacco into the other cheek, “I've heerd
that they wasn't, but I'll swear to goodJudge Roger S. Greene of Seattle is ness that Leezer Hyde, who lived on Fogone
oi the
best-known members of the gy Point, was the
happiest man in the
bar ot the State of Washington.
He lias : hull county, aud folks believe he'd lived
had a wide experience bot:i on and off the
[forever if a log hadn’t fell on him when
bench, and is looked up > by both law- he was !'o years old.”
yers and laymen as one of the tiist men of I
They steer a boat through the fog down
the State.
But this does n >t in tite least here as
you go about your house in tinprevent the judge from admitting the dark.
The skippers know all the bays
truth of the following turn >n himself.
and inlets and all the rocks and shoals,
B. F. Dennison of Olyinp a, the state and except in a
gale of wind you never
and territorial capital, the o.dest member hear of a disaster at sea.
Capt. Parker,
of the bar in that city, was ace arguing for
example, pilots the Ruth lour times
a
case before Judge Greene, when ti e
a day between Winter Harbor and Bar
latter was on the United States bench
Harbor, often with the fog so thick that
In the course of his remarks, Mr. Denniie can hardly see the end of his
nose, and
son had occasiou to refer to a certain set
the bay is full of little, rocky islands; but
of reports of one of the Philadelphia neither lie nor the natives think there is
ten quotcourts, now very old and not
uy thing very wonderful in that. [Winter
ed.
Judge Greene listened (unlike some I. arbor Correspondence Chicago Record.
other judges), and after a while said :
"Mr. Dennison, J notice in the reports
The Southern Hurricane.
which you quote you pronounce the
t is now known that 22 lives were lost
name of the reporter as though it had a
final i-e to it.
What is your authority in the terrilic storm which swept over the
for that pronunciation, Mr. Dennison?”
coasts of Georgia and South Carolina
It is almost certain that other
“The spelling, your honor—B-r-ow-n-e, Sept 1
wrecks have occurred which have not as
Brownie.”
“Well, Mr. Dennison, my name has a yet been chronicled, and that the death
final e to it; you would not call me list will he swelled when the complete recorn of disasters has been reported.
The
‘Greenie,’ would you?”
“That depends enterely on how your lost vessels known at the present time inhonor decides this question.”
[Harper’s clude the schooners Douglass Gregory of
Round Table.
Brigaton, N. J., bound from Philadelphia
for Savannah; Edwin A. Gaskill, also of
Brighton, N. J., Baltimore for Sayannah,
both
wrecked on Hilton Head beach;
Japan Favorable.
•Jerome B. Look of New York, Newr York
Washington, Sept. 14. Ti e newspa- for Fernandina, foundered off Pritchard
island, entire crew perished; Jesse C.
pers reaching the State department in he
official mails from the east, show that the Woodiiull of New York, New York for
almost universal expression in the public Fernandina, foundered off Pritchard ispress of Japan is in favor of the United land; John H. Platt of New Haven, New
States holding permanently and govern- York for Brunswick; May O'Neill of Bosing the Philippine islands. The position ton, Boston for Savannah, wrecked on
taken is that this will be in the interest of Candy island, her crew being saved; Nelpeace and commerce and good govern- son Baitlet of Thomaston, New York for
ment.
The editorials say that this is the Brunswick, wrecked ou Ililton Head.
only issue of the matter that will satisfy
A Magical Life Saver is Dr. Agnew’s
the highest interests of the islands and
The papers Cure for the Heart. After years of pain
the demands of civilization.
aud
agony with distressing Heart Disease, it
declare that the United States in assumgives relief in thirty minutes. Thos. Petry,
ing the control of the islands will receive of Aylmer, Que., writes: ‘‘I had suffered
the moral support, if not the active co- for tive years with a severe form of heart
disease.
I was unable to attend to business.
operation, of Japan and Great Britain.
The slightest exertion produced fatigue.
Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart gave me
ZLStant relief, four bottles entirely cured
me.” Sold by Kilgore & Wilson aud A. A.
Howes & Co. 11.

Captain “Bob” Evans’ description of
the delight with which the lleet saw Cervera’s ships coming out of Santiago Bay is

otherwise ailing.

the Armenian troubles.

Those who have Rheumatism find
themselves growing steadily worse all

on.

j

are

pea-green and
lot>fs c»i red

new

during

Rheumatism.

|

T.

;i

a

big piece of
fresh beef, brought in the cold storage of
some’ blessed ship from “the S ates.”
said the blonde young giant in army blue
who delivered it, “After this ma’am s’
long s this ere meat ‘keeps’ I’ll bring you

has

one

badly;

wagon, drawn by six mules, rattled up to
our door and
delivered, besides the usual
rations of beans, bacon and hard-tack

out

three-course dinner without
mislaying her temper, she is surely

prepare

!j ripe

free circula-

*;nc

a

needed

There will be joy to-day in the nurses'
Just nov. the great commissary

possessed hei soul in patience that she

so
1

extending

class,
me
:m

"magni-

is and corridors.

.•;

without

are

we

casa!

As cultivators
gas, no other alternative.
of Christiau graces,—these Cuban ranges

'Stiy without partii*i* d iy lotty arches,

tub

in the shops of Santiago from sg upward and the extra dollar may go into tomorrow’s soup.

and you must
begin again. Over these tiny tires all the
cooking i> done, there being no oven, no

now

A

costs

to

so

on

big bare charcoal lias burned

a

it.

say—that is, with the
top. It smokes, of course,
like “all possessed,” while you fan it
vigorously with anything at hand; and by
the time the blaze gets well going," the
up,

kindling

the

marble halls”

;ii

side

And so 1

m.

f;

wide iu its widest part.
The miniature feature of the boat,
which is of particulu* interest from its
small size and yet enormous power, is
the engine which the doctor carries to
and fro in his boating expeditions, in an
The boiler
ordinary small handbag.
<>f the engine holds about a quart of water
and the engine’s cylinders are about one
inch in diameter.
The smoke stuck of aluminum is two
feet high and two inches in diameter.
The fuel used is charcoal, which is stored
in a paper bag aboard the boat.
When
it becomes necessary to clean the firebox,
the work i> done with an ordinary-sized

cal instruments just now.
A third had
an old wash tub, one
hoop gone, which
she offered for two dollars—and I bought

adobe

an

losses

Crippled by

j

|

from

A
breaking down cf the nervous system” is the way of expressing the result.
It means a depleting cf the nerves induced by prolonged strain; overtaxing of
the nervous system; a product of overhurry and bustle.
It affects alj people in ail walks cf life.
It baffles physicians of all schools.
No one knows the horrors of such a
condition better than Rev. }. N. McCready, of Elkton, Mich. For years he
labored faithfully and well.
He was proFrost in Massachusetts.
gressive and aggressive ; a leader among
men, a deep thinker and a hard worker.
Plymouth, Mass, Sept. 1:1. Reports I
In his zeal, he overworked; overtaxed
reaching here from the cranberry district his mental and physical strength.
situated south and west in the woods of
The outlook wras dark, wnth health shatCarver, Wareham and southern Plymouth, tered and
recovery apparently hopeless.
indicate that last night’s frost did serious
Many means for a cure wrere tried, with
damage to the crops. In many cases out receiving benefit.
picking had just begun, and in others not
Finally he took Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
more than half
the berries had been
for Pale People and was restored to health.
housed. All the way from East Middle- j
He says:
boro to Plymouth, the grass was frozen in
4<In April, 13^6, the physicians said I
the hollows and frost lay thick on the
must stop preaching or die.
*
fences.
I had overtaxed myself and was suffrom a complete breaking down of
fering
Our Reply to Turkey.
my nervous system and a persistent stomach trouble.

>.

female pawnbe a favorite

This narrative

tet those whose nerves arc

etc.

The action of Governor Powers in nominating Railroad Commissioner Chadbourne and Bank Examiner Timberlake
to succeed themselves for an other term in
their respective offices will be warmly
commended throughout the State.
Both
gentlemen are popular and efficient public
servants and their continuance in office
will give general satisfaction, and will be
a guarantee that the duties of their important positions will be faithfully performed on behalf of both the State and
the public.
[Kennebec Journal.

windowless, doorless, dark and destitute or exchange all manner of truck, from a
,-c-keep, and every of every convenience, constitute the broken-nosed tea-kettle to a jewelled
HA.NovKii, N. H., Sept. 13. Tliesmallss party was aiculinary department. There is neither sword. Yesterday a young Jamaica neg- est pleasure steamer m this country, onede limit of endurThe ress brought a rose-colored silk shawl, in tact approaching the miniature, is now
table, chair, shelf, nor cupboard.
the pleasant waters of Mascoma
your correspon- dishes are washed on a mound of
adobe, magnificiently embroidered; price not Ij ploughing
lake at the neighboring town of Enfield,
sitor in Santiago out
Another female brought au an- N. II.
in the open patio, where, if Cuban stated.
It is * wned by Dr. .J. K. Shatswell
<- matron,
pro tern. customs were
strictly followed, they would cient mandolin, made of tortoise shell, I! oi Dedham, Mass, who is taking a vacawhich she said was “dirt cheap” at $7.7. tion at this resort.
The craft is hardly
"Why. could you? be left till wanted, to
dry themselves at
10 feet over all iu length and 13 inches
Miss Barton, with a leisure in
the sun.
The so-called
is Maybe, but we are not investing in musi-

J

A Minister’s
Trials.

to-

of
the Financial Committee reported receipts of *41,459; expenditures,
*24,549; balauce on hand, *19,913.
Chas. C.
Conley, Great Chief of
Records, in his report shows: Total
receipts, *1,140,310; paid for relief of
members, *303,788; relief of widows and
orphans, *9,107; burial of thedead, *97,I 414; other expenses,
*902,538; investments, *1,395,302; in tribal belts, *309,One year
174; total worth, *1,794,477.
ago the total membership was 158,388;
now it is
182,442.
Red Men,

alongside,

Thou-

consumption, do

or

Indianapolis, Ixd., Sept. 13. At
day’s session of the National Council

posi-

Up

necessary
guard
against importunate
dealers. \\ hile yet obscured by intervening walls, the proximity of the market-

neg-

already

1..it

x

Red rien in Council.

and down the
steep
we toil—those
everlasting slippers slapping the stones a few
paces behind me; until the market is
reached, when they range
as a

sands of neo111 tneir
grave- would be
alive and well to-day if they had
heeded
the first warnings of those troubles
which
lead to consumption and death.
The hacking cough, spitting of blood
weak lungs, and all similar troubles of
the
organs of breathing, will gurelv lead to
consumption, if they are not
the
Then there are the other’indi
sign- of it.
cations of the approach of
consumption
such as night sweats, emaciation, or wasting away of flesh from bad nutrition, which
if neglected, lead to certain death.
Ninety-eight per cent, of all the cases of
weak lung.-, bleeding lungs,
lingering and
obstinate coughs, and other bronchial and
throat disease-, which have been treated
with Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Di-cov
cry. have been cured nv it
Do not wait
until your throat trouble becomes serious.
All bronchial and throat troubles arc seri
ous.
The time to take the Golden Medical Discovery
is right at the -tart.
Kven if your throat trouble has been
neglected until it has been pronounced

harbor, when

e

are

and silken shawls, wear each
a
wide smile which she would fain
make
increase wider we re it not for the
tion of her ears.
and dirty streets

F|C

ul been made for

:.

J

first

the

When

ISth.

.i_.

skirts

I

ing lungs, to
consumption,

Journal.J

L'be

:

\

lingering

coughs, throat
troubles or
bronchial
affections
through bleed-

of
IMeasures
ai six Cents
the Dozen ami

»

1

The descent
is certain from
weak
lungs.

ltf

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy

terms.

40tf
M. C.

TO LET.
The

HILL,

39 31 filer St., Belfast

store

in Johnson Block

by H. H. Johnson iS: Co.

Apply

formerly occupitto

C. O, POOR

Obituary.
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How

continue ids

dictatorship

at

Manager

Ilavau

to

t

regiments have been ordered from San Francisco to the Philippines.
more

There is

big
Brockton, Mass.,
a

strike of lasters on at
but it is hoped it will

last.

not

“Make

Dewey

admiral," says
lie is certainly an

an

Boston Traveller.
mirahle officer.

Why

leave the field to

tions!

Give the lemon

Orange
a

the
ad

Associa-

chance.

How

would Lemon Aid do?
There is

grand

a

Porto Kieo.

gotten
The

in

rush

to Cuba and

now

The

frigid Klondike is forthe quest for tropical bonanzas.

Independent reports

that

a

moral

has appeared in Bath, and that it
has resulted in orders to the liquor deal-

wave

ers t<. cease

A

selling—on Sundays.

Michigan

sister, Mrs. Choate,

one

were

present;

Blood feeds the

t

<

h’*s!ci,

I’a.,

liarles

l

Russ,

aud

daughter,

one

Advocate:

•.

...

gressmeo.”

j

hhe

bickers at the Australian ballot
arc iucieasing in numbers.
The Aroos-1
took t imes says of the recent election in
Ph’ul:- n: “It was impossible for
any man
to elite: one of the
voting stalls and mark
his ticket so that his choice of candidate
vu-uld be known only to himself:" and
turtliei; "The Australian ballot is a beauHtui thing for the man who is
trying to
uses-

me

j

oor

laboring-

man

as

a

John

the

at

age

McCriiiis

died

Sept. lTfia after

of si

and

vears

born

his

it

2

a

home in

brief

illness,

mouths

Mr.

Belfast, and followed
the sea until 1850, when his ship, then on a
voyage from Baltimore to San Francisco,
was burned off the coast of Peru.
He went
from there to California, where he lived five
years, making one brief vi-it home meanwhile.
He afterwards, about 1856 or
’57,
tion of

was

iowa,

m

:n

atm lie lolluweu

farming au<l

mainder

the ballot box."

Mi Cp.as

A racy. Iowa.

aeiiicu

tool at

T.

of

his

stock

iife.

II;s

the occupa-

raising the rewife, formerly

Harriet .Tones of Belfast, survives him, with
two suns and two
daughters. He leaves
one brother, George D. McCrillis of
Belfast,
and two sisters, Mrs. Ciara B. Palmer of
Montvii'
and Mrs. Horatio H. Carter of
Belfast. Mr. McCriil's was well known
and had many friends here, having
kept up

nerves

The blood rich and

Pure, giving it

power

To feed the

nerves.

Hood’s
Cures

Sarsaparilla

nervousness,

|

I

Catarrh, scrofula,
And all forms of

Impure blood

pole straps
Thursday night
last week the barn of F. A. Myrick was
entered and nearly all of a set of double riding harnesses taken. The ease is being look-

pulses from both parents, he could

and that

we

invoke
of that

be j
upon the, community a
practice
restrained, and answering his country’s j Christian citizenship of which he was a
also he it further
loyal
exponent;
call laid down his young life on the batResolved, That we send to his family a
tle field.
Naturally it is the soldiers’ copy of these resolutions, that they be
spread upon the records of the lodge, that
cause that oftenest inspires Mrs. Packthey he sent to different local papers for
ard’s pen, and nowhere has he a more publication and that our charter be draped
fearledb or mote zealous advocate. Mrs. in mourning for the remainder of the quarter.
Ward needs no introduction to our readE. M. Heal,
| Committee
A. S. Bragg, !•
on
ers.
She is one of the most widely travS. J. Young, ) Resolutions.
elied women of the day, and her weekly
Centre Lincolnville, Sept. 15th.
letters to The Journal are looked forward
to with intense interest.
Since she has
News ot the Oranges.
taken up the Red Cross work in connection with

her

not

correspondence she has

drawn closer to her many of our readers.
Our Pittsfield correspondent voiced the

general

sentiment last

words: “We

wTeek

in

these

interested in
Mrs. Fannie B. Ward’s letters and pray
that she may be kept from harm and disease while devoting so much of her precious time to

are

exceedingly

poor suffering soldiers.
God bless her, and may the angels watch
over her.”

large delegation from Granite Grange,
North Searsport, will visit Seaside Grange,
A

Belfast, Thursday evening, Sept.

29th.

A

full attendance is desired at the regular
meeting of Seaside Grange next Saturday
evening to make arrangements for receiving
the visitors.
“Odd Fellows’ week”

our

it.

[Boston Globe.
they are not weak,

But

about describes
in numbers.

and

wife

|

Bucksport’s Steamship.

....

who for

some

house, is

now

The steamship Joseph G.
Totten is
back on the Ilucksport and ProsIt was a question involvpect route.
now

ing thousands of dollars, that of getting
her repairs finished in tune to handle the
Monroe Fair traffic.
Homer
1

j

day-Bert Lane
and wife have the sympathy of the community in the loss of their baby, a beautiful
child some eight mouths old. One of Otis
Lane’s twins has also died, much to the sorrow of the parents, who were hoping that
they would grow up together-Mrs. Frank
W. Gibbs, who recently bore a child, has
been very ill and was not expected to recover.
She is now' better-The reception
fair

one

Mr. Bunker and wife, nee Florida Godwas held at the house of the bride’s
mother, Mrs. Geo. Godding, last Monday
evening. A large number of friends were
of

ding,

present and passed a very enjoyable evening_Two of Munroe’s best known young
people were bound in the bonds of matriGuy M.
mony at Brooks last Sunday.
Twombly, son of W. B. F. Twombly, and
Miss Minnie H. Spearing, step-daughter of
Jeremiah Bowen, were the happy coupleTheir many friends in this vicinity extend
best wishes for their future prosperity....
Mrs. A. E. Dow and daughter Grace have

more men

day.

Last

Cramp

and work

Government

was

“

Thursday,

to

put

rushed

contracts

Les.
100

ou

night

were

and

side-

j shipped.

It is understood that
j been
adjusted in the

the* insurance has
Lloyds for siT.IMH,
! which will probably quite pay the cost of
repairs. [Bucksport Herald.

Right.

the State election which took place
Monday, the ballot for our raudidate for
Representative stood in favor of John L.
| Goss, Republican. The district represented
polled votes as follows: Deer Isle, Stonington, Swan’s Isiaud and Isle au Haut went
At

respectively, 1(50,

ll.V 18 and

18, Republican,
and 77, 144, 28 and 18, Democratic, making
in all, 8(H) Rep and 2(52 Rem
leaving a majority of 44 votes for John L Goss. [Deer
Isle Gazette.
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< Doctor
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$ scoirs Emiision >
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1

Knows)

Your doctor knows all about \

foods and medicines.

The next time you seo him, \
J just ask him what ho thinks f

v

/

J

f
\
/
j
/
a
#

\
/
j
/
3

f

\
¥

|

cases

•

iHH

ply

TH
I N OS
1
i\ D £T |M ET

piling

in upon

nerves

to

us

every want of

ready

efforts.

new

our

proclaims

us

for business, if business is

ready

arrivals

Ilereifteras

heretofore,

our aii

people in

•»

n0J
w0r^l

Small

Wares,

|

Dressmakers’ Finding
Infants’ Goods, Misses and

Linings

Dress

Collarettes,

and

Furnfshings.
still

The ovation received

us.

Underwear, Corsets, Gloves, Yarns,
Laces, Ribbons, handkerchiefs, Aprons,

----

There

for

The multitude of i,
unmistakable fasl.i,.,

in

Fancy Dry Goods, Hillinery,

*

&

I

0

few

things cropping out every day that, while hardly important enough to warrant a special
exceedingly interesting to a shopper desirous of receiving one hundred cents worth of merchandisi

are

are

a

for r*nnipTr

CORSETS.
Pink

or

VELVETS.

Blue, Sateen Lace trimmed, I A On
“Vt

RIBBONS.

THREAD.

AH Silk. Black. Brown, Navy
and Lreen, (per yard).

finely made. .|

Blue I

A good quality inaehr
spool_

OOr’
V' fC

.|

_.

t

WORsikJ

YARNS and

f>. <’>. 7 an.I 8 inches long;. Horn Combs, I
1"|> in the lot. (each).j

Ar

dozen.

25c. per

COHBS.

No. 12 and 10 all silk Ribbons, all I
good colors, all more than two
inches wide, (per yard).I

DRESS LININGS.

\ye propose to make the

A r

5c. Soft Finish Cambric. 4c per
12 1 -2c. Silesia. 9c
15c.
12c

y<l.

25c. Collar Canvas...
10c.
Fancy Clark skirt

20c.
....15c
29c. l’ercaline.
14«>

these

The best brands, all k!•
lowest possible prices

)

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites. We are willing \
to trust in his answer.
i
For twenty-five years doc- \
tors have prescribed our /
Emulsion for paleness, weak- V
ness, nervous exhaustion, and /
for all diseases that cause N
f
loss in flesh.
Its creamy color and its V
make
/
taste
esit
pleasant
pecially useful for thin and \
/
delicate children.
No other preparation of cod- \
liver oil is like it. Don’t lose %
time and risk your health by \
taking something unknown /
and untried. Keep in mind %
that SCOTT'S EMULSION/
has stood the test for a \
/
quarter of a century.
50c. and fx.oo; all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
/

yd.

22c*. Black

Waldo and

[Deported

Penobscot

for The

Fair.

...

20c.

..22c

Best Crinoline made.

STYLES and

sufficient

tire

ECONOMY.

Driving volt 3-years old—Victor McFadden, Hampden, 1st ; I. F. Gould, Prospect,

Journal by E. C I)ow.'!

BelfaJ

Mrs. Nellie M. H" mes. W
Cak.— Mrs. Benj. Fis!

j

Matched horses -G, If Fisher, W. Winter)" *rt ,1st.
Family carriage horse—Albert Wheelden,
Bangor. Is- ; M. ('. lYase, Jackson, 2.1
Driving hors<■ Albert Wheelden, 1st; C.
K. Wellington, 21 ; (.’has. Barrows. 3d

The aunual fair and rattle show of the
Penobscot Agricultural Society
was field on the society’s grounds at MonWaldo and

Holmes, \Vinter|i' iT.
M esee!lane'

SH

KKP,

S\V IX K A N'D

|

l‘Ol' LTU V

Table 1.

ms

Fisli, 1st ; Mrs. N. bn- M !
Strawherrv Preserve*
1st : Mrs. Nellie M. H<
Plum Preserves—Mrs
Monroe. Hr Mrs. p, F i1
Pear Preserves— 'I rs
Mrs. Nellie Holmes,
;

—

Sept. 13, 14, and 13.
The morning of the first day gave promise
of good weather, and stock ami other show
products began to arrive early, and by nine
o’clock the Monroe fair was in good working order. The neat stock was out in full
numbers aud the cattle sheds and pens
roe,

of

Sateen..

Canvas.

1

could he mentioned— hut these

MW

Every piece is

WELLS &C0., 103=105 riain St.,

1

Fioek grade sheep- Dxford Down, J. W.
Hanne.l Penn s -Mr,11
«11, .Jackson, 1st; W. W. Dollolf, Dix- Mrs. Nelli'* Holmes, :M
moat, 2d.
As,*orte<:
P’. k
An
South Down—L f. & F. L. Bickford, Dix- 1st: Mrs
Peiij. F..*h. _* ;,
mout, 1st.
Jell\— Mrs. P
Apple
Grade buck—J. A
Dodge, Jackson, 1st: Mr**. Ne: i Ildn ■*. i
D H Dodge, 2 1.
(’nrr.int .Tebev—Mr*
(I
ock
F
Th >roughbred-I
Reynolds, Monroe. Nt : M, \ i;,.
Bit -ok.-. 1st.
»i rs. N
Grape 1.•:I v
Fioek fat ewe Dinbs— 1. G Revnolds. 1st ; Mrs. Ben; Fisi
.J. A*. Jewett, 2d ; W. W Dollolf'. 3 1.
Kaspbe'rrv Jnu v —M
1
1
L. 1. & F. 1
South D
Mrs. Nellie H >im-s.
\
1st > .me, 2-1.
THE KAl
(i.
buck—1
Down
Reynold-,
Hampshire
old class, Tr*»t a
year
1st.
Oxford D -wnbuck—J W Jewett, 1st; W. Lady L • i:-1 hum;! MU. m
I
HangulW. Do .oft, 2-1.
i Cid \\ iik11. -.
Yorkshire boar—R. F. Leavitt, Xewburg, Sctn.Iiuld.
C. p Kdn
I
1*1.
Time. 2.33 ;; \: 2 35 14;
Chester hoar—A. J. Guilder. Freedom,
■J .2b class.
Tr-C ami
1 st ; same, 2 I.
Miss L>av P.<\vn b. m
i.
F Leaviu 1st
.*

crowded, with

were

The

sheep

new

some

stock tied outside.

1

poultry building was
specimens of the different

aud

rilled with choice

weeds and it was easy to see that there
growing interest in sheep husbandry as a
brunch of our farming,
Horse breeding is
under

cloud and it

a

was

not

expected

that

good

—.

care.

different departments were
well tilled, it remained for the
fruit and vegetable ball to carry off the
Wli.it-

nearly

palm

the

Yorkslii re breeding sow—H.
I I'D.
|
er. Monroe, 2d
(.<•
Ilari-idsi-n. It.
I.. I
Chester mv.-ding s.*w- -S. J Glidden, l*t. Feins. !,. g.t Ht-i.rv Da
Dark brahmas—d. F. St-'etisoti, New- Hud Wilkes, I* -.. F. a. F.,
F. it. w«
I Si.ter. 1mm.
hurg, 1st ; same, 2 i.
]•:., ii. n... W I., i'.ai:
Light brahmas—G. W. Fmsom, Newhmg, j 1bertha
li>eii. Ii. g., IF D. Fd w aids.
1st : Geo. O. Holmes, Citypoint, 2d.
Time. 2.2b 1-4; 2.2b 1-4
Buff eocnins—M E. Stevenson 1st; A. J.
Faring race. F
Kenniston, Simpson’s Corner. 2d.
F H. b
Pet. blk. m.
Dominiqin—E. L. Alley, Simpson’s Cor- 1Patsy's
h.
>ott\
m
E. F Dear:
D..
ner, 1st; A. J. Ivennistou, 2 1.
kittle C'hiek, g in.. l:.d. ii
Games—Geo. O. Holmes, Cuy point, 1st;
Dandy Fat, 1., g \V. S I.
same, 2 1.
Lady Pendleton Ink. u... 1-•
A. J.
Houdaus—M. E. Severance, !*:
I Brook-ide. g. -., C. \. Fi;
\Y 1
)
Nellie Drew, b m
Ivennistou, 2 I

all

of

victory.

Here

we

found the

<

F. Kim

largest

exhibit ever seen at this fair. There
were over four hundred plates of fruit oti the
tables, all of which was of a very high quality. There were thirty bushels of vegetables,
beside the pumpkin and squash, of which
anti best

there

was

one

of the

at

these

two

finest

displays

ever

our

fairs.

The

Langshaus—A.
Alley, 2d

1 here were eleven traces oi
specimens.
corn and a good supply of peas, beaus, grain,
etc. The hall was very prettily decorated
with

aud

rlowe:*s,aud the whole

plants
bined made up one of the
features of the fair.

most

Brown

attractive,

during

R**cks—G.

W

Wyandotte*—M. E. Stevenson, l*f

A

J

(7

feet

or

Nickerson, 2d.

K

g

Be

<

Duster, b m F.
Wbbf
<.
kinnie <
Dm. m.. \\
Pittsfield.
\ <2.
Ti mi 1 * re w, b.

1

>..

<

.,

Koekport.

Dead. bro.

j

In.

B.

g

Koekport...

m

..

Ibsen. 1. g.. E. D Edwards,
Time. 2 19 5 4; 2 21.1
2.4<> class.
To't and pa

b

1

—

2nd.
Ducks—A. -T.

1

Kenniston, 1st; E

Alley,

L

2nd.
FRUIT AND

VEGETABLES.

Prescott, New
Collection of apples—F
burg, 1st; A. B. L oiilg, Carmel, 2d: W. N
Robertson. Monro*-*, !
Collection fall apples—B. G. Suow, Newhurg, 1st; G. A. Kenniston, ICxmoiit, 2 1 ; L

King. South Etna. 1.
Collection winter apples—E A Lawrence,
Xewburg, 1st; L J. Baker, Xewburg, 2d:
Benj. Eisii, Winterport, .’id.
Best ten specimens—F. Prescott, 1st: Geo
Twombly, Monroe, 2d.
Bellflowers—E A. Lawrence. 1st, Osc ,r
B. Dow, Monroe, 2d.
R. I. Greening— E. A. Lawrence, 1st; B.
G. Snow, 2 i.
XTodbead—Oscar L. Dow, 1st.
Win’s. Favorite—R. L. Clemeut, Winterport, 1st; Miss Helen X’ealey, Monroe, 2d
B. G
B. L. Greening—Oscar B. Dow 1st
M

Snow, 2d.

lviugs—E.

A.

Wine

apple—L.

G. Snow, 2d.
Baldwin—E

tnith.

Lawrence, 1st; l. M.

Xewburg, 2 1
B.

A.

Harding, Troy, 1st: B.
Lawrence,

1st;

L

R

Spvs—Benj. Fish, 1st : E. A. Lawrence, 2 1
Black Oxford—1. M
Smith, 1st. E. X
Bartlett, White’s Corner, 2d.
Pears—L. B. Harding, 1st : B. G. Snow, 2d
Grapes—W. F. Leavitt, Xewburg, 1st ; B.
G. Snow, 2d ;
Tomatoes—B. G. Snow, 1st ; B. F Harding,

2*1

Wheat—James Bickford, Carmel, 1st, A
Luring, Carmel, 2d.
Oats—B. F. Harding, Troy, 1st; Fames
Bickford, 2*1.
F. Leavitt, New burg,
s rowed corn—W
1st ; \V. B. Goodwin, Monroe, 2d.
12 rowed corn-—\V. F. Leavitt, 1st; H. b

Leavitt,

2d.
Peas— F. \V. Ncaley, Winterport, 1st; B.
G. Snow, 2d.
W. AuLington, WinterWhite beans—1
port, 1st; B G. Snow, 2d.
Marcus
Littlelield. Wintery. E. beans—
port-, 1st; B. G. Snow, 2d
Early potatoes—L. B. Harding, 1st ; \\ B
Goodwin, 2d.
B. Harding, 1st; .!. 'V.
White

Frank

Butabaga turnips—L.

F

B.

Leavitt, 1st; l.
Harding,

1st

(1.

Snow,

\\

1st ; \\

F. Leavitt. 2d.

less)—D. Meservey,

MANUFACTURES.
Work
1st.

!

1-4

»

...

Pur-

as-.

.v:-

1

br

Elder Boon,

.31

3

cl
He:

2 Is
2

And

blk,

\\

<„

>

«,

field.
Eben k bik.g .1 c. ....
Time, 2.20; 2.32 2.1s 14
2.30 class.
PurM is- :>;t\ Dawn.
1
m.
tort

Mai kund ny, ldk.
cilberr C. eh g
Dew Drop. 1 i".

Koekport
Laundryman,

g

N.

g..

c

..

g

K

g

1

M-

aragu-. 1- s K A. \\ 1 *:*\
\
Pa
Hud \\ likes, b.
Time, 2 2b 14:2.-71-2;

(

Fm-

Eckstein, h. s.. E < W.
Petromd, n. mA
Ripe
• )n in <
Fred I »a vi-.
1 rieket, i>. 111., W. c. Ban■

n

V. so,»rt

B.

Time, 2.29 1 2; 2.31: 2.5.
The judges wen* H. B
Newci mi'. N* u mug .1 h
Mch in, Dexter.
NOT F

AM

the whole the fair

On

emo!

n

1

y

he

ns t

a

most

The

large exhibit. 1 !
attracted a great ileal"!
addition

an

the laii

to

t

i

eiated

There

large
and

fa

are

not

Should tile

st:

a

1

is

*‘\\

1 mi

:•

r.
sih :et\

ronti'hnplaTed
and

and tilmre
than

rioting

Things
roe

very dtt'v

was

crowd

a

and

m

iw.s

bring them do o n
mg to prevent- tin-

1,

more

suc'TSsfu!

1

l

m

future.
A
w

sad

accident

seriously

Inch

w<u’k

was at

on

1 >e

in jut
the

1

c

ruek

having two ribs broken
injuries Mr West ;s
No blame

reco\

of the

Society for the

1

d

at
a<

ai

Siath

l"
-M Ohio, Cm m
Li ca" Coi n
Fit A Xll .) C III- N K V make
senior partner of the linn
Co., doing business in tin

o'

and State aforesaid, and tlu'
the sum of ONK HIM‘KM
and every case of Catarkii
by the use ol H ali 's Ca t'AKun
FKA
before me and m.
dav
ol
Deei-nd
this Oth

N

Sworn to
ence,

1

A

"

I
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is tali*
on the blood and in
Send for testiiuonia
F.,l. CHKN F.\
Sold by druggists, 7m

directly
s\stem.

Harness—Leauder Staples, Monroe,

Carriage Harness—E. S. Young,
port, 1st.

W.

b.

Time. 2.32
ll
Paul T
Dustinoii:,

lmM

Leavitt.. 2d.

Strapleaf turnips—Ii.

|

F.

D..

knity.

potatoes—L.

Good win, 2 l
Color.-1 potatoes—W.
B. Harding, 2d.

••

1

....

B.

j

W

U
K.. b j.l >!.
hion.;'.
3.*. 1-4.2 3b 1-4.
Tine
3 minute class.
I'm; ai
Ne'lie Pitw. i* m.. A. 1
I'nion.
Lady Pendleton. !k. m.. V.
ton F'••xeroft
Schoii. Id. ch g., 1 1), Pd"
Sdvia

2.35 Class.

Clement. 2d

—

oxen

2 33. 2-52 i-_
I'll■! and pact-.

2.32 1-4 ;

class.
blk.

White Wyaudottes—A. J Kenniston, 1st j Comet, Ik. g.. k T B
E. Stevenson, 2 1.
W.
[ Frank B mi.g J.W.
B. B
I Old mark n.
Turkeys—II. E. Perkins. New mug. 1st;
gor.
Geese—A. J. Kenniston, 1st; E. i. Alley.

M

Jerseys—L.

Draft horses (any size)—C. M. Couaut, 1st;
W. B. Ellis, 2d; A. E. Hoff, 3d.
Draft horses (1200 lbs. or less)—C. M. Conant, 1st; D. Meservey,2d; G. A. Leavitt, 3d.
Draft colt—A. T. Nickerson, 1st; N. E.

I

Folsom.

Cattle Beets—Marcus Littlelield. 1st ; E S
Dodge,
L nit v, 2>L
I Stevens.
B.
Table Beets— W. F. Leavitt, 1st; L
1M.
!
2d.
Trained steers—D. Meserve,\
1st; W M. Harding,
1st;
T.
Onions—W.
Jones, Hampden,
Wingate, 2:1.
Osear B. Dow, 2d.
Best six calves—II. Black, 1st ; 1). MeserOuioiis—11. 11. Stevens, Monroe,
Topuot
3
l.
vey, 2.1; D. L. Dyer,
1st ; Wilber Stevens, Monroe, 2d.
Matched oxen—(5 year olds) D. Meservey,
Hubbard Squash—B. G. Snow, 1st; L. B.
1st; Frank Fogg, Jackson, 2d.
Harding, 2d.
4-year old matched oxen—J. W. NickerTurban Squash—W. F. Leavitt, 1st; B. G.
son, 1st; H. Black, 2d.
Snow, 2d.
Town team—Jackson, 1st; Searsport, 2d.
Boston Marrow Squash B. G. Snow, 1st ;
Farm stock—L. 1. & F. L Bickford, 1st;
L. B. Harding, 2d.
W. W. Dolloff, 2d: D. L. Dyer, 3d.
Marblehead Squash—M. S. Leavitt, 1st; \V
Herd dairy cows—Frauk Fogg, 1st; J. W.
F. Leavitt, 2d.
Nickerson, 2d ; F. Ricker, 3d.
Pumpkin—Eddie Littlefield, Winterport,
Best four cows—F. Fogg, 1st; D. L. Dyer,
1st; W. F. Leavitt, 2d.
2d.
F. Leavitt, 1st.
Carrots—W.
Milch cow—W. W. Dolloff, 1st; D. L.
Exhibition of Bees—W. T. Jones, HampDyer, 2d.
F.
C.
den, 1st;
Cowan, West Hampden, 2d.
Stock cow—D. L. Dyer, 1st; Ii. Black, 2d.
Honey—W. T. Jones, 1st; C. F. Cowan,
3 year-old heifer—F. Ricker, 1st; W. W.
2d.
Dolloff, 2d.
Creamery Butter—D. L. Dyer, Winter2-year-old heifer—J. W. Nickerson, 1st; F. port, 1st.
Ricker, 2d.
Dairy Butter—Levi Rich, Jackson, 1st
1-year-old heifer—E. C. West, 1st; H.
Dairy Cheese—G. H. Clement, WintejBlack, 2d.
1st; Mrs. E. M. Barker, Troy, 2d.
Draft oxen (any
size)—J. R. Bailey, port,
Factory Cheese—E. 11. Nealley, Monroe,
F.
Black,3d.
2d;H.
Fogg,
Brooks;1st;
1st.
Draft

Time.

L.

Keiinistou. 2d.

follows:
I. and F. L. Bickford,
Dixmout, 1st; VV. W. Dollotf, Dixmout, 2d.
Herd Durham—E. 0. West, Frankfort,
1st.
Durham cow—E. C. West, Frankfort, 1st.
Hereford cow—0. M. Conant, Wiuterport,
1st.
Jersey cow—W. W. Dollotf, 1st.
Holstein cow— W. W. Dollotf. 1st.
Jersey 2-year-old heifer— L I. and. F. L.
Bickford, 1st.
Durham year old—E. C West, 1st.
Jersey vear old— W. K. Knowles, Troy,
1st; W. VY. Doiloff, 2d
Hereford year old—C. M Conant, 1st.
Jersey calf—W. W. Doiloff, 1st: L. I. aud
F L. Bickford, 2d.
Jersey bull- W. K. Knowles, 1st; I). L.
Dyer, Wiuterport, 2d; W. W. Dollotf, 3d.
Durham bull—Horace Lane, Frankfort,
1st; E. C. West, 2d.
Hereford bull—C. M. Conant, 1st.
Holstein bull—W. W. Dollotf, 1st.
Grade bull—H. Black, Searsport, 1st; Addison Curtis, Frankfort, 2d.
Grade bull calf—W. W. Dollotf, 1st.
Jersev bull calf—J W. Carleton, Winterport, 1st; W. W. Doiloff, 2d.
Hereford bull calf—C. M. Conant, 1st.
Holstein bull calf—W W. Dulioff, 1st.
Thoroughbred bull of any breed—L. 1. &
F. L. Bickford, 1st; J. W. Nickerson, 2d.
Fat. cattle—H. Black, 1st.
Fat cal'—I). Meservey, Morrill, 1st : J. A.
Holmes, Elliugwood's Corner, 2d.
Fat year old—D. H. Dodge, Jackson, 1st.
J. A Dodge, 2d.
Fat 2 year old—Lewis Kingsbury, Frank
fort 1st; 2 1.
Fat 3 vear old—L. I iN F. L. Bickford, 1st;
E. C. West, 2d
1- year-old oxen—D. Meservev, 1st; H.
Black, 2d.
3-year old steers— L-\vi> Kingsbury, 1st.
2- year old steers—W. M. Wingate, Jacks« n, 1st,: 11. Black, 2d
D II.
1-vear old steers—E. C. West, 1st
2d.
D
Steer calves—H. Black, 1st;
Meservey,

E.

2 22

1st ; same. 2 1.
White PIvmouth
1st.

society has made several improvethe past year, having put up a
large piece of new fence aud also added
twenty-five hundred feet to the amount of
railing for hitching teams. It is needless to
say that the attendance was large, as it lias

Herd

J. Kenniston. 1st;

Leghorns—A. J. Kenniston, 1st; ; kben I.

Geo. O. Uoimes, 2.!.
White Leghorns -A. J. Kenniston, 1st;
M E Severance, 2d.
Barred Flymouth Bocks—Leo. O. Hoimes,

com-

The

ments

■

..

exhibit of
vegetables alone numbered forty

any of

seen

<

i

there would be much of a showing in tins
tit partment, hut what there was were good
ami showed the effects of good breeding and

1st; H. Black, 2d.

A copy of The Journal of December 29,1870,
centai’ i’-fr Belfast- centennial address. One dollar
will be given lor it at this office
Belfast, September 10, 1898 —37tf

more

way to

month.

next

lining,
figured...11c

few items—a thousand

are

following reductions in linings for the

25c. l'ercaliue, (Morie!.20c per
20c. Surahs.
.17c.
25c. Surahs... .20c

|

Deer Isle All

▼

I

tracked and old Cramp himself took off come t'. be an
acknowledged fact that the
his coat and s\vunga calking mallet.
The ; Monroe fair is worth going to, and so everyfeat was accomplished and the Totten I body go and take their friends with them
reached her dock under her own steam
There were a large number of entries in
'l uesday.
There is considerable work all the races and each class was well filled.
left to be done, such as the hand carvj ing on the grand stair rase, the upholstery The races were conducted under the rules
I in the social hall and the decorations of of the National Association and everything
the owners private suite, all of which was passed off pleasantly and to the general
satisfaction of everybody.
badly damaged by the recent lire.
A fine new life-boat has been received
The premiums as awarded by the commit; from
Xewcastle-on-Tyne and lias been tees are taken from the books and are as

weeks was confined to the
able to he out and rode over

to the Monroe

wired

MEET THE SEASOX H/VLF WAY.

a

||
B4

I

are

guests at M E Wentworth's have day night and returned
Monday morning.
returned
to their respective homes....
Miss Bertha Luce of Haverhill, Mass
has
Albert. Nickerson and Mrs Maria Goodhue 1
been visiting,her cousin, Miss Alice L.
Dow,
attended the State Fair in Lewiston_
| and other friends-Dr. A. W. Rich has
Willis Briggs of Ameshury, Mass, is the
started for a month’s business
trip in Penobguest of his uncle, J O Patterson.... Mrs scot and Aro-.st. ok
counties.
Mrs. Rich ac;
Evelyn Do vii ig and her son Jewell have
companied him... .James Jewell, carpenter,
returned to Malden, Mass.... Percy Nickeris doing some work
finishing the house of
son has returned to the University at Orono.
Ed. Shibles in k nox... Leonard Rowe while
Miss Julia McGee and Mr Arnold Davis in
Monroe last week was kicked in the abhave returned to Boston.... A Eugene Nickdomen by
horse. Dr. Kilgore was called
erson ami wife have gone to Rockland...
to attend
m.
He indications are that lie
Mrs Wm Brown ami two children ami Miss
will come out of it all right.
He is 7‘.1 years
Bagley are visiting friends in town.. .Mrs old....]Iattie Jellison <>f Jaekson is
visiting
Fred Young and daughter Marjorie of Bos- her
mother, Mrs. W. A. Fenlason of this
ton are at H
Marden’s-E R Greely lost
village-Miss Lizzie Edwards of Massaa horse Monday. ...AS Nickerson is taking
chusetts and Mrs. Wm. McTaggart ol Waterhome a cargo of lime cakes from Searsport
ville have been visiting their mother, Mrs.
-Comet Grange is having a literary cun- E. C.
Boody of this place, and last week
test, A T Nickersou ami Mrs Mary E.lge- they took a ride
up to the nh e country plac«
comb are leaders.
of Levi Rich in Jackson to see Miss Rebecca.
...I. S. Staples & Son sold a nice mare to
Unity. The vi 11 age schools began Monday. F. Legg of Woburn, Mass., teaches Rhode Island parties last week, and W. (i.
tiie High school and Mrs Rodney Whitaker Reynolds two good ones to C W. Mane of
of Troy the primary-Misses Nellie and Bangor... .Charles W. Lord has been quite
Vivian Tabor went to Boston Sept. 17th. sick and confined to the house for several
Vivian is to enter the Art School and Nellie days....C. E. Lane is in Aroostook county
will teach music. ..N. C. Knights is improv- on business.

■

lodge

Waltz

were

'*

of this

Wednesday.... Will

a view to punishing the gulity
visiting the family of Capt. J. W. Bennett
parties-J. 11. Boulter returned home Will White of Waterville has been
visiting
17th
front
to
Boston
and
Provihis
Sept.
trip
the family of T. D. Jellison_Mrs. Melissa
his
son
who
dence, accompanied by
Walter,
Wentworth of South Brooks died last Friis just home from Santiago, where he saw
day after many months of suffering from
service in the army and a lot of hardship.
malignant cancer. The funeral services
Swanville.
Dr. and Mrs Chapman of were held at the house last
Sunday afterMr
Mrs
Wm
and
and
Springfield, Vt.,
Ferry noon, Rev. David Brackett officiating. Mrs.
and daughter Bernice of Medford, Mass,
Wentworth as a girl was known as Melissa
were guests of Mi au l
Mrs Fred Cunning- Mathews, tnd spent- her entire life in this
ham last week....Mrs W It Mason of Maltown.... Rose,
Bessey and Iiuxford, the
den, Mass, is visiting her mother, Mrs Ford. Brooks
boys attending the M. C. Institute
....Messrs
Dorghety, Bee and Norton, at PittslieW.came home ou their wheels Fri-

who

K

pa

sister

to

...

ed into with

1

sympathy

Staples

recently graduated from Sliaw’s Business
College at Augusta and is looking for a position.
Mrs. Mary Moore of Belfast spent
two nights with her sister, Mrs. Miller of
this place, and they visited Monroe fair

of

ih< mutilated remains found in the
ing slowly-Mr. and .Mrs. C. E. Mitchell
A ollow M;i 1 Pond at Bridgeport ( t..
went to Palermo Sept. 10th to visit friends.
have been identified as those of Grace
Mrs. Carrie Clark Chapman, her brothMaji ii Perkins daughter of Frank W.
er, Liudley Clark, and Mrs. Samuel WebsPerkins «.f Middleboro, Mass.
She was
-1 year> oi age and had been
ter started for Montana Monday_Miss
missing!
since A eg. LDth, when she
Lett a Taylor went to Walerville Sept. 17th
ostensibly left h:s old
to visit irieuds at Onset.
acquaintances
visits
A young man, !
and
by frequent
to attend the Coburn Classical Institute....
who was the girl s suitor, is missing-, but ! correspondence.
The Golden Rule Circle of Troy met with
Ids friends say his absence can be satis-*
Mrs. \\
Giles Sept, lijtli it the parsonage.
facto lily explained and he will come for- 1
Mrs. Adaline Iv. Avery died at the home The
Unity Circle were incited and all had a
ward if wanted.
nf her daughter, Mrs. Addie
Eddy of Ed- very pleasant time-Mr and Mrs. Walter
Saturday, after preparations had been dington, last
Saturday night. She was a Mureh were presented with a fine bin hul-v
made for ’lie funeral of Miss
Perkins, she daughter of Edmund Benner of Belfast, and last week.Mrs. H. 15, Rice went to Libcame home,
accompanied by the suitor in her lirst husband was Capt. Hawes lv. Peed ertv last week to visit her
aged parents..
The funeral was indefinitely of this city.
question
They moved from here to They have done a thriving business at the
postponed; and the- murder mystery is in-, Minnesota, and he was lost at sea in 18bl. ! corn factory this season, having put up 450,She afterwards married Jeremiah Avery of 000 cans.
tensified.
They began to label Monday....
Mi lord and lived with him there until his
Mrs. Edgar Harding lias returned from Liu;
The American s the first
newspaper to death, when she went to live with her
coin, where she visited her sister.. .Mrs. A.
g'ivr tlit- practicalIy complete returns of,
lb Myriek is still very lame from her acciT
v
in Ham < k county at the state daughter in Eddington. She leaves® this
eit-rie i, last M« mlay.
The returns not daughter and live son-. Walter Avery of dent of last winter.
u'r M v
tht hum of going to press Oronu; Lee, Willie, Charles and
;!p
Winterport.
Harry of
George Howland is the
an
comparatively unimportant, and will ! Milford. Tvvu brothers, Thomas H. Benner
guest of Dr. C. F. Atwood_Mrs. I. J.
in no n-sj.cot eli inge the results.
Xo < f Ruckland and Anson, who lives in CaliDunham and Master Horace left for Boston
other paper printed in the
county will do f Tina, and one sister, Mrs. Charles A. Murch
on Saturday’s boat-Mrs
this •, i> week (>: any uthei week. The
Lottie Roberts
j of Belfast, survive her.
Arne-; an is the only
of Somerville, Mass., is visiting her parents,
county paper. [Ells- |
worth American.
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Spencer_Rev. Austin
1'
American read The Republican i George Bird died at the old Bird home- Colson of Minden, N. V., with his wife and
Journal, tor Ifanc »ck county read Waldo stead at Little River, Belfast, Sept. 10th, at child, visited his parents, Mr. anil Mrs.
the advanced age of 8b years and b mouths. Levi Colson, last week ...Mrs. Fred Atcour.ty, and then eliminate the word 1
His parents came here from Gloucester, wood. Mrs. Coffren and Miss Helen Coffren
in the first sentence and
‘pr icucally’
Mass., and settled on the farm where he was Mrs. E. F. Littlefield, Miss Elbe Littlefield
you liave the situation here.
The Jour- i born anil
on which be spent his iife.
He and Miss Barrett returned from Boston Satnal’s election returns,
published last j never married, but lived with a maiden sis- urday-Mrs. Emma Larrabee of Lynn is
1
1 hursday, were full and
complete, con- ter, Miss Jane Bird, who died in December, visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
veniently tabulated and accurately footed 1895. He was the last to depart of a family Hayes- .The Blaisdell Bros, Charles
It may be further said that this is not of ten. He has been an invalid and blind Ernest and Bert, hired a buck board and in-ip.
for several years. The funeral was held at
an unusual bit of
vited a number of young ladies to go with
enterprise on the part
of 1 he Journal.
Of every election for his late home Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. M. them to the Monrue Fair Avery pleasant
time is reported-The Methodist Sunday
many years past the same may be said, Leighton officiating.
school are to have a picnic at Hardy’s Point
ami no other paper lias had the news.
next Saturday-Mrs. C. E. Atwood left for
In ilemoriam.
The ou 1 complete and accurate record of
Portland on Monday’s boat.... Arthur N.
events iu Belfast and Waldo
county is to
Honest, quiet, unassuming, among the Smith left Monday for Boston where he has
be found each week iu the columns of first to answer his
country’s call, and al- a good position in view-Mr G. W. Rowe
The Republican Journal.
though not called into active service be was of Hartford is visiting his parents, Mr. and
none the less a hero; for he fell before that
Mrs. R. F. Rowe-George F. Snow has
Two photographs grace The Journal
grim destroyer which claimed more victims gone to Boston and other places for a visit.
office t< which we point with pride. The than the
enemy’s war-fare; willing to battle ....As Miss Rose Eaton was riding her
originals are value:l contributors. Oue for tlie right., lie made a mark for himself bicycle Saturday afternoon a large dog athas veil earned the title of tLe soldiers’ i both as a citizen and a soldier, for w hich his tacked her, tore her
clothing and bit her so
fiiemi, the other is winning that distinc- ; associates are proud to honor him.
as to leave marks of his teeth, but did not
tion in tlie hospitals of fever-haunted I
draw bloi d. She was fortunate to escape
Whereas, God in His infinite wisdom has
seen tit to remove our brother, Ivra Heal, a ! with
nothing more serious than a bad fright.
Santiago. One is a Maine woman, tire other 1 member of Co. IT, 1st Maine
Regiment, we, !
a native *>t Ohio.
Both have coutribut- a committee, chosen by Leading Star Lodge \ -Benj. Atwood picked some very tine
roses in his garden last week.
They were
e<
to The Journal for years, and alike • of Good Templars, of which he was a memher, do hereby
as beautiful and perfect as in June... .Mrs.
are belli in warm
regard and appreciation : Resolve, That in the death of Bro. Ileal | Emerson of Colorado is visiting her sister,
by mil- readers. Mrs. Helen X. Packard, J the community has suffered the loss of a ! Mrs. H. W. Emerson.
valuable member, Christian and kindred
of Springfield, Mass., the widow of a vetorganizations a strong and faithful worker,
We are glad to note that Mrs.
Brooks.
and
his
a loving and dutifui son and
eran of
the rebellion, now mourns the
j brother;family
Sharon Roberts, who Las been very ill since
he it also
loss of a sou at the battle of Santiago.
A j
Resolved, That we extend to the entire her return from the hospital, is somewhat
mere youth, but imbued with patriotic ini| circle of relatives and friends the. heartfelt improved in health.... Mrs. lb G. Edwards,
1

to visit Mrs.

Nettie_
Bostou last Friday to arrange for her winter’s business.
She was accompanied by her sou Ebeu, who

Thieves are doing quite a lot
of work in their line in this vicinity. W.
M. Vose recently had a new collar and set
On

our

Mrs. M. E. Miller went

Halldale

taken.

of

Dorchester, Mass., has been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. O. Stautial, at Sprout
Hill-The friends of Sidney McTaggart,
who has been at work in the depot here, are
all glad to see him about town again_I. S.
Staples aud wife drove to Newburg last

Friday

County Correspondence.

of

one

Morse of

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,

Mrs.

“Maine sent! Jennie Spofford, both of Stci ington : also
i In. ( ngressnfen back to
Washington two brothers. Warren 1'" Mars:; of Belfast,
foi-:*n
ei term. The old Pine Tree State
George H. Marsh of Lcadvil.e, Co!., and
v-i
1. :t a good representative becomes one sister, Mrs. Julia A. Choate of WliiteMi
Funeral services were held at
hen ei is
mg service.
It is better both field.
1 the church at Stonington. Sund iv
Sept. 11th,
t a mate
and
Maine
nation,
always and the interment was beside her husband
n
Is I;, t ;.o forefront in national affairs
in the cemetery <tr that vi;,ag<-.
b. reason m the elliciency of her Con-

oldest townsmen, fell
over some
obstacle in the barn floor the
other day spraining his side quite badlyMiss Maud Barker, who has spent several
weeks here at the York House, has returned
to Belfast.... Mrs. E. O. Stantial has been
quite sick, but is now better-Mrs. Jonathan Irving, who has been an invalid and
helpless for many mouths,remains about the
same.... Henry Ham of Lawrence, Mass.,
has been visiting friends here. Henry Ham
Webb, his namesake, returned with him to
visit friends in Massachusetts_J. F. Jewell has re-silled and in other ways repaired
the pant
shop of John H. Gordon-Edwin
Walker and family have moved into the
Geo. Hall house at the village-Mr. Hall
is farming for all
he is worth on the
David Brackett farm in Jackson.
Rev. David Brackett is again fairly settled
at the well known Brackett stand in Brooks
village.Will Brackett of Worcester,
Mass is visiting his parents here....Mrs.

Aud makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Because it makes

who has just returned night, when her spirit took its flight and remm
the frozen north, claims to have turned to God who gave it. Sunday afternoon the funeral took place from the Conmade S-l0,000 last winter by playing a j g relational Gliurch, Rev. Mr.
Chapin of
North West Harbor, and Rev. Mr. Greene
cornet it, the Klondike region.
Probably’ of
S ton in gt.cn, officiating.
A large number
he is ouly blowing.
; of people were present, sympathizing with
! Cm bereaved ones. [Deer Isle anil StouingThe National Democratk candidate for ton Gazette.
j
Mrs
Russ was a daughter of the
Governor of Maine received 11*7 votes, i
late
and the Populist vote dropped from fi,:»00 Abram and Lois Marsh and was born in
in Lsi'j to b-U.
Lieth panics may well he Windsor in 1832, In I860 Mr. and Mrs. Russ
moved from Week’s Mills, where he had
relegated 10 the scattering columu.
been in trade, to the Head of the Tide, BelIn Land and Water ; r September there fast, and after living there a short time
is an artk !e by Sunnier L.
Crosby, the came into the city. In 1868 they moved to
taxidermist, entitled, How to Prepare Deer Isie, where t i 1 v lived the remainder of
Large Heads for Mounting.
[Bangor their 1 ves Mrs Russ was a life-long and
Commercial.
consistent, member of the Congregational
Peoj ic with large heads, and they are church, ami her unostentatious charity will
usually numerous just aftei election. 1 he missed ii\ many of the deserving poor in
her neighborhood.
Sin
should make a note of this.
leaves one son.
man,

Dow,

success

Everywhere. Nerves
Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing

while one brother, Mr. George Marsh, is far
distant in Colorado. The others are with
j the “silent majority.” Thirty-eight years
| ago she married Mr Charles A. Russ,
who died in 1893.. Two children were horn
! to them. Mr. Charles IT. and Mrs. Jennie
Spofford. About thirty years ago Mr. and
I Mrs. Russ moved from Belfast to this vilMrs.
; lage and engiged in business here.
Russ soon exhibited great executive ability,
; contributing in large measure to the success
I
!! attending their efforts.
For several years
j her sou, Mr. Charles U. Russ, has been connected with the business here, and in the
years to come he .vill feel the loss of her love
j; and counsel. Iu infancy she was baptized
Here she
j into the Congregational faith.
materially assisted in the erection of the
Union Church,now Congregational,and free|j ly contributed to the support of worship
j\ there. Her religion found practical expression ; many sick and suffering souls have
j been cheered by her ministrations. She
never tired doing for her children, no sacri! tice was too great if it ministered to their
comfort and happiness.
Her goodness of
heart was shown in the tender care bestowed upon their foster child, Sarah and upon
Addie, entrusted to her care when an infant,
i She lavished her affection upon them as
though they had been her own. A most excellent neighbor, a firm friend, a devoted
sister, a dutiful wife,an affectionate lpotber;
in every station she will be missed. Although health was gradually failing she attended to her duties and maintained her interest in business until the last. Two weeks
ago she was stricken down, but rallied, and
Saturday a week ago was able to ride a
short distance. Sunday evening she became
ill and failed rapidly until Friday
quite
j

E.liror an.I

[

\ Hush less

is Blauco to bt* allowed

long

Five

Journal Pub. Co,

riLSBl'RY,

A

and

drivenjacross the country to visit her sister,
Mrs. Benj. Hussey, in Windsor-John M.

nerves

Are needed for

Friday night,Sept. 9tli,after a brief illness,
J. Russ passed from this life.
She was born in Windsor, Me., in 1831 and
was one of a family of seven children.
One
brother, Mr. Warren E. Marsh of Belfast,
Mrs. Emma
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Republican

Strong, steady

Winter,

TABLE SUPPLIES.

Bread—Mrs. Beuj. Fish, Winterport, 1 s

Foi two days this week
>*lows owned Boston.
that city say.

NH\VS OF BELFAST.
Belfast every Tuesday,
rtlier notice.
be

will have a reunion Sept.
Kitchie Grange hall, Wal*
has

artist

i:

dog which,

a

distant past,
bird dog. Re-

the not

:u

.client

ai'oresaid dog, however,
triends that his owner
ghl red mutton hound.
of hustling Colouel
of Maine’s banner Re.1 it did itself especially
It is all one way there,
nt the enthusiastic Renting out an even bigger
grand campaign of two
bee Journal.
me

for back

nsemeut

forthcoming. As
sanguine. But
day tlie paper appeared

win lie

not

advertised for were
was somewhat damaged
irnal of Dec. 29, 1870, is
»

B. Eiton lias
for

the

use

aud others

•rs

It lias

as

to

seems

dry battery

a

light

the

u

electric
of letter

an

is turned

on.

piece of wood when

.»

ves a bright light in but
mply 'pressing the but-

ivantages

over

_!'-h have

oil

come

into the

nsiderable mischief
herring, menhaden and
Sanborn caught a dog-

:
.*

Thursday night

-*

an

by wind, weath-

nb-oteil

.-ligth

...

A

which

few bottom

recently.
larger than
season, but the big

the harbor

:n

Probate and

is in

critical

a

condition.

A large
maple tree in front of the residence of W. L. Hauson on Main street
blew down Tuesday
morning and narrowly
missed the house in its fall.
The front

The employes of the cutting room in
Liitcbett, Sibley & Co ’s shee factory presented Will G. Sawtelle with a handsome
chair on the occasion of his marriage.

steps

were

wrecked.

There will

Marshall

R.

he

a

meeting of Thos

H

to-day, Thursday, at 2.30
The annual meeting of the Clough Vete- The State presideut, Mrs Stan wood, will be
ran Charitable Association will be held in
present and inspect the Corps.
There will
their hall at Windermere Park, Unity, Tues- be a picnic supper, to which the Post is inday, Oct. 4, at 10 a. m. [R. M. Berry, Sec'y. vited
hearsals

at

special private-car arrived here by the
eveuiug traiu yesterday to take to New
\ork the families of Messrs. Attleboro and
Johnson, who have been summering at Dark
Harbor. They will arrive here to-day by
steamer Castiue ami leave on the 1 20 traiu.

chorus holds its rethe Universalist vestry
Tuesday

and

Friday evenings of each week. Patrons
of the Maine Music Festival are invited to
attend.
Blackberries are staying with us unusualA. J. Mason sold Ginn &
late this year.
Field some cultivated berries Sept. lOth, and
ones

were on

the bushes

unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week endiug Sept.
17: Ladies—Mrs. Chas. A. Brigham, Miss
Myra H. Powers, Mrs. May L. Smith. Gentlemen— R. L. Mirth, W. B. Pendleton.
List of

Smith, Vinalliaven,

are raging badly in the eastHancock and western part of
part
Washington counties, and the smoke often
obscures the sun here. The largest fire is
in Plantation No. 22 adjoining
Beddington,
50 miles as the crow flies from Belfast.

of

somewhat under tlie influence of
the other day to run a hotel of which another man was proprietor,but
failed most dismally.
When he came up
street iu search of a doctor his Lee look d
as though it had collided with a barbed w
e
fence.
A

joyable trip

man

liquor attempted

Among recent nominations by Goveri
Powers

the

are

following:

Trial

justice

81-

Geo. R. Poor aud Roland L. Carter n
turned last week from a bicycle and canoe
trip. They were gone eleven days, and
traveled on their wheels 275 miles and by
canoe about 75.
They were in the vicinity
of Jackman in Somerset county. They hail
good luck at lishing, but were too early to
do much gunning. They report a very en-

Forest fires

ern

Belfast Lodge of Good Templars meets
regularly n >w in their hall over the High
school room. The attendance is quite good,
and the entertainments are of excellent
quality. The members seem to have gained
enthusiasm by a summer outing. They will
hold a dime social at. their haii to-morrow,

>r

Friday, evening,

—

to

consist of

an

Courts.

Secret

societies.

There will be work at the regular meet*
i’.i: of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W., this,
Thursday, evening, and interesting matters
of b .siness will be under discussion.

side, Skowliegau

and

To any other firm ; or does up to date goods at the lowest
prices, and goods that are a little gone by, at your own
price, appeal to you ? We are

Rockland.

The ninth annual convention of the Grand
Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood of Maine,
will be held at Pythian Hall, Portland,
Thursday, Sept. 2‘Jth. The aunual election
of grand officers will also take place at this

scarce.

The demand

Estate of

A

THE LEADING JEWELERS,

rafle in connection with the meeting of the
A few members
and other members were iu Boston and vicinity on business,

so

promised

that
25

)

Canton Pallas mustered the

men

iu line.

IF YOU WERE TO GUESS AT THE PRICE

At the second

day’s session of the Sovereign Grand Lodge, I. O. C>. F., in Boston,
Sept. 20th, Hon. Alferd S. Pinkerton of
Worcester was unanimously elected grand
sire.
A. C. Cable of Ohio was elected deputy grand sire. J. Frank Grant of Balti-

You

Would Guess too

BL A N K ETS,hat

was re-elected grand secretary, and
Richard Muckel of Philadelphia grand
treasurer, by the casting of one ballot for
more

Mr.

each.

SCRATCHED

FREO A.

TO THE FARMERS

BabyBadlyAffiicted with Eczema.
Medical Treatment Useless.
Cured by Cuticura.

of Waldo

My niece’s little baby boy had Eczema all
his face, so that he needed continuous
watching, and he scratched the sores constantly. Mornings, his face, hands and clothes

over

Joshua

CUT PRICES

to secure the hiyhe.-i prices ti.r.mr
pm.met in the
various markets of the.- .uutry. th.d the preparation of the crop shall -pail that« t any
her ]• rtion of the country, fhis result can only lie obtained by using DedrielCs upright press. It seems
■

IV

at

...

■

U

is

I

only laid the
and relieved the drouth
•in*-

|

but it

E. Knowlton is

j
!.
!

A. Knowlton
in
.:*

j

on

■me

laid

•*

at

‘-1

f

rank

5

a

store....

decided not

Northport

tlie

avenue

foundation

and

G. White’s
ken to Bluehill Tuesday

■!••
a

putting

caught a live partridge
place, in East Belfast

Arnold has

(
\

once.

F.

i-lass;

and

Win.

W.

B. to start in the 2 40

Pitcher has made an
is show window and proviliiul carpenter as well as a
S.

;

|

ember of A. E. Clark

Camp

lost his overcoat on the
•‘g to Lincolnville to attend
1 I v ra Heal_R. H. Coombs &
Hi-*

extensive improvements in
’"ni the rear of their furniture

season’s crop
market, the first of the week,
'"’its per quart....L. E. McMa"‘rries

j
\

j
I

of

this

garden, from one seed sown
large ami handsome hubbard
P- White lias broken ground
on the lot at the corner of
Pranklin streets, which he has
;s

292

j

298

(laughter....Frank

The Silver Star changed her time table to one trip per day between Brooksville and Belfast, via Castine
of a howling team from and lslesboro, Sept 16th. ..The Castine took
Belfast team.... When ; an excursion to Camden and Vinalhaven
She had a full complement of
m> morning it looked like Sunday.
legal document.... Sun-i passengers^ The day opened pleasantly, but
Steamer Notes

changed
had

a

to

rain at

.number

near

The Castine

of

future.

season

is

excursions
If the

large

now
on

in

week.

crew

merous

The

for wages due them there are nuother outstanding accounts... .The

Acres.

It is

not often

that

ns

an

■*

Castine will

move a

“The

Barren

7.15.

A I

CHAPMAN,

21-27.

1

Hamlin Garland, Wallace
the iate
Bruce, James Whitcomb Riley and
been
Eugene Field. Mr bield had always
work and only a
a warm admirer of Herne's
short time before his death he entertained
the actor-dramatist at his home in Chicago.
Mr. Riley lias written a poem about tile
well-known
play, aDd Mr. Bruce, another
“Shore Acres” is
poet and lecturer, thinks
the greatest native work yet produced. A
tine scenic production of “Shore Acres” wili
at the Opera House Wednesday,
he
Hall

Caine,

given
Sept. 28th.

The Shaw

Business

monthly

consecra-

The pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills,
will speak in the vestry at 7.15 p. m.
The second annual meeting of the Central
Maine Association, Young People’s Christian
Union, vas held at the Uuiversalist church,
in Pittsfield, Sept. 14th. The sessions opened at ten o’clock with a prayer meeting led
by Mrs. O. S. Haskell. The address of weltion

Charles Barnes. Walco; Edward Greer. Be-mont,
and E. B. Greeley, Sw mville. Communications to
any of the above parties, or F.
will receive prompt attention.
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STEVENS BROS, libU.-AST

A31, Publisher,

St., Portland, 31c.

Floor, Hay ana Straw.
I have in

store

loo barrels November, iso?

ground flour, Snow White. Albion, Hyperion and
Pillslmry’s Best. This is superior to winter or
or
spring made flour. Also hay by the carg *, oar
bale. Straw by the lot or bale. 1 will make low
;{lif
prices. Call.
4

AL11KKT
Front Street and

Established inJi.Sdo.

|
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

$33,000

SURPLUS,

C'AIH'I U.
Sibley’s Wharf.
31.

E. H. DURGIN, ML D.
Will be in Belfast every Tuesday, as usual, until
further notice.
Office over J. W. Ferguson & Co., Main street.
Office hours until U a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

UM’OSITS SOLIC'ITKO

Safe

to

8 p.

m.

MAINE.

Telephone Connection.

tor rent at

$S
Our

new

vault is

a

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary

it:

$.?. $5. *o.5d

an

year.

unequaled in Eastern Maine
in security against tire

and

m.

SEARSPORT,

deposit boxis

the country.

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

vaults.

Hay Press for Sale.
j

a

For sale a strong and well made li ay press, uses
7 1-2 feet wire. Will be sold at a bargain.
EDWARD EVANS,
Waldo Station. Haine.
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PICKLING, 15V

meeting.

*

Having purchased the original records of the
estate’ of J. C. Cates, for the convenience of all
pensioners having claims pending, and of those

|

who may wish to present claims for additional or
increase < f pensions, 1 will be at C. F. Cohbett’s
shoe shop. 127 Main street, opposite the postolliee,
Widows’
October 1st, to do pension business.
claims will receive prompt attention.
L. C. MORSE.
2w38

1

j

delivered by Miss Blanche Withee.
Among the* speakers on the programme I
were:
Miss Hannah J. Powell of Clinton,
Miss Grace Libby of Pittsfield; Rev. Wm. J.
Taylor of Lewiston.
come was

College.

weems the rooms of
During the past few
at Portland
the above named institution
renovated aud are
have been thoroughly
and
repair
thorough
ready for
in
now
students. Mr. Shaw has just returned from
he
where
has been
Augusta and Houlton,
the branches and
attending the opening of
scnools
the
as being
reports the outlook for
the attendance promises to
very bright, aud
New quarters
he larger than ever before.
in Houlton capable of
have been secured
of stuaccommodating double thein number
the old rootas.
dents that could he seated
been secured in Bangor, and
have
Quarters
he opened there November 1st.
a branch will

This will be the

cm
disthis

a perfectly pressed bale of h y.
Tlu- Dedriek presses in •!.i- sc-tion are operator by 1-'reel nan Kllis «Y Son-, South
Brooks;

STAMPS.

Conductor.

Grand Orchestra of 70 and Immense Chorus
of 1000 Voices.

It is of vita!

year of l.-w price-, that the farmers e...operate
with tin* dealers and pressers in this matter and
raise tlie standard of our hay. Don't u->- the
1
lever presses, but have the best .ml .-;t11: the
:>.•
hiuhost prices, which can only
done by t.t.s

TRADING

Bangor,

WM. R.

better pressed article
be sob! at
importance, especia 11> in
a

even then must

WE GIVE

Oct. 6, 7, 8
Portland. Oct. 10, II, 12.

Fig Tree;’’

obtained, and

owners of

play has such noted sponsors as
Prayer meeting at the North church this,
World Renowned So lists and Artists. I
Acres” had when it was lirst pre- j Thursday, evening at 7.15; topic, CompleteAmong the eminent ness of the Divine Comfort, Ps. 91; John 14: Gadski, Maconda, Green. Ricker, Williams.
seuted to the public
Waterhouse, Davies, Miles and Others.
players who recommended Mr. Kernes 15 27 ; 2 Cor. 1:3-7. Next Sunday Rev. R. T.
#1.00. #1.50 and #3.00
Wilson
Prices,
Evening
Messrs.
Irving,
work are
Henry
Capon, pastor of the Baptist church, will j
Matinee Prices,
75c., #1.00 ami #1.50
Barrett., John Hare, Will.am Terriss and all preach in exchange with Rev. G. S. Mills; |
Tickets can be ordered direct from
Among the literof our American artists.
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. meeting at 6.15 Homer N
Chase, Business Mgr., Auburn, Me.
of the play s
ary men who have written
p. m.: topic, What is true success? Matt. 16:
4w37
Long distance telephone, No. 329-2.
worth are Messrs. William Dean Howells,

family of Dark Harbor
rusticators from that place to Belfast to take
the train, to-day, Thursday ; will run an ex!
cursion from Brooksville, Castine and Isles*1'
I M. Boardman-Dr. C.
boro to Belfast to-morrow, Friday, and will
f tlie Head of the Tide, re- take the Normals from Castine to Bucksport
;
1 aised
.'500 bushels of merchant- for a base ball game Saturday-Monday,
laiii,
d
The Shaw Business College will then seprertn,l ttbout00 bushels of small
Sept. 26th, the B. & B. S. S. Co.’s steamers seot
°Nth St,ai4i
a chain 1100 miles long, covering the ena
week between
u on an acre and a
kuj
quarter of will change to four trips
tired State, and actual business will he conBoston and Bangor.
ducted from one end to the other.
x

•Vinslow; topic,

Luke 13: G-9.
Weekly meetings will be as
follows: Prayer meeting Tuesday evening
at 7 15; class meeting Thursday evening at

»
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“Shore

H. M.

probability is, that the
vessel will be disposed of by U. S. marshal
Besides
sale to satisfy claims against her.
the libel placed on the vessel on behalf of
of last

iforeuestor, j

American

has

Beau’s yard in Camden is launched before
Lj^ie middle of December the boat will make
an excursion to the launching..
Capt. O. C.
Oliver, of the steamer Salacia, was in Bath
last week ami reported a good business on
the Bangor and Portland route.... Bucksport Herald: The steamer Salacia has been
the “Salaratus” for some time aud now the
wags have dubbed the Peutagoet the “Paregoric.” Aud the M. & M. is locally known
on the Mumps aud Measles.
But, as Shakspeare says, “whats in a name”-The old
side-wheeler Lewiston is still anchored on
South Boston liats, where she was moored
when towed from YVickford, R. I., the first

the

Shore

over, she has
hand for the

schooner

or

Mass., was in town last week visiting
sister, Mrs. C. A- Hopkins.

successful season, and although the

usual excursion
a

noon.

lirimo

the laryer part of
-nrplus
market on i!
eat;;e steamer-,
n,
I»s,mite ueee--11y. and h iy
nt
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count.
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MAINE FESTIVALS

season-Elijah

present

hay

SHORE
CARLE & JONES’,
ACRES
nAIN STREET.

this

:

largest crop of hay raised in many year- especially through the middle and western States i.* n-w
id these tacts it is
ess(*ntially uere-sary. in order

j

JAS. A.

County

Tlu* linit* is fast approachiny when the ha\ crop
cf INI'S will lie put upon the market for -ale. Reports from all sections of the cm utn show the

Wednesday Evening, Sept. 28.
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tde noticeable repairs and
his house on Congress
kland Star says there is

on

JOHNSON,

Opera

I

Hig;li

Remember we make special prices on certain articles each week. V>
matter what you want, it will pay you to look here for it.

1
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25 Main St.

=

Sovereign Grand Lodge.
went Monday by steamer
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CHASE & DOAK,

Twenty-one chevaliers of Canton Pallas, j
M., I. O. O. F., left by train Tuesday '■
morning for Boston to take part in the pa- ;

P.

’■

]
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convention.

ville; inventory returned.
Estate of BeedeliaM. Pendleton. Belfast;
inventory returned; first and linal account
entertain- i of executrix allowed.

Darius lv.

;

\

Full or Bargains,

would he stained with blood. Slio never
Thompson, Montville;
Drake, Frankfort: Nathan Av r- incut, to be followed by games, etc. The in
could fake him out, his face was so full of
j veutory ret timed.
more than the supply j iH. Let-; Augustus Al leu, H.impdm ; FrauEstate of Hannah Beal, Montville ; invensores. Site had medical treatment, and tried
j public will be admitted
een salted by our local
c.s
1'.
JusVot>
Furber, Clinton.
everything she heard of. She commenced
the! The following officers were elected at the i tory returned.
Estate of Seth L. Milliken, Belfast; petiusing the CmcritA Remedies. The sores
O.
Bartlett, last meeting of Armor Bearer Circle, K. D. 1 tion
peace and quorum—.Jam s
presented for license to sell real estate.
h\ft his face and he teas entirely cured, and now
Montville; Enoch II. Carr, Pittsfield.
<Xr S.:
Hef of Police of West
Estate of John Per ley, Unity; second and
his face is smooth and rosy.
President, Miss Lora Maxry; Vice!
final a
mint of executor presented.
Mrs. L. J. R< )* >T, New Scotland, N Y.
Mrs.
Fannie
Marshal
T.
SauPresident,
Hart; Secretary,
City
Shipi-inc* Items. The Rockland Opinion!
Estate of John Stokell.Wiuterport; second
Speki-t Curb Tre atmpvt fob Every Baby Humor,
j
H. Fernald; Treasurer, Miss Annie Shute:
l:hg money f->r the payk 11 a k
wiru 1 >>ss
Warm baths with Cuticika
and linal account of ex ciitor presented.
reports that Capt, A. C. Bachelder of NorthbiMi1, followed by gentle anointing with Ci ticuha,
Mr. Fernald was
a hoy to his home in
Estate of Alanson W Greer, Morrill; secport has sold schooner Helen, having capa- Collector, \V. J. Price.
purest of emollients, and frreate«t of skia cures.
mid
linal
of
and
mint
executor
40<
was
presented.
with the Hiatt- city of 2,000 barrels of lime, to
Fold thronehout the world. Potter D. A C. Coup.. Sole
Perry Bros, j appointed reporter. The circle will meet
Estate of Laura J. Roberts, Belfast; first
Props., liobtoQ. How to Cure Every Baby Humor, free.
when it stranded here.
of Rot kland, who will use her in their lime ( next week with Mrs Alphonse Shute, East
a
■••unt of administratrix presented.
; tte, as before its reBelfast, and will ei.j y an outing; spending
Estate of Charles Sargent, Monroe; first
business.... Bark Olive Tliurlow
was
at
Belfast
House.
and final account of executor presented.
1 sent the buy on
Cunningham’s wharf, Bostou, last week re- the alternoou and evening.
Estate of Temperance M. Co'hv, I/berty;
a
Oliver passing the ceiving a new set of ports... .Sell.
Twilight
Dan McCarthy and i is company appeared
lirst and final account of administrator prej
ml, and he was given arrived Sept. 20th from Portland with corn at the Belfast
sented.
Opera II. ast last ev ening in i
Estate of Nathaniel Hill, Moutviile; first
Biddeford
A drumfor Swan it Sibley Co_Sells Volant and the
drama
"The
Rambler
from
comedy
and tiual account ->f executor presented.
mat said afterwards
SEVENTH CONSECUTIVE SEASON OF
Maria Webster are making frequent trips to Clare."
The Rockland Star says of the
Estate of John L. Ellis, Monroe; petition
'•* ■•cuts by singing beRockland with casks
allowance presented.
presentation m that city “The play is a forEstate
of Anson Trussed, Belfast: petilbx kland, so it is to be
The Talk of a Loon. Some one contrib- strong one with plenty of laughter aud sevtion presented for appointment of Samuel L.
ail right. The man uted it finely mounted loon to the museum
eral good specialties of sing ug and dancing Sleeper administrator.
BEAUTIFUL COMEDY DRAMA
: he boy while with the
Estate of Wiliiam \Y Thompson, Mont*
of the fish and game department at the State were introduced.
Miss Vizzard as the souj
of
viile:
for
ef < x-Senator Chandpetitioi:
presented
appointment
House, Augusta, but as the Kennebec Jour- brette, Miss Evelyn aud J. J. Flanagan!
Simon S Erskiue administrator.
's! ire.
nal has made two corrections of its first
were especially clevergin their parts."
fo- I
Petition presented for change of name of
notice of the gift we shall not attempt to night the company w 11 present “The Pride | May J. Arnold of Searsmont, to May J.
Home. The Children’s
On minings.
name the donor.
The Journal had mention- of Mayo" said to be its strongest piece.
ir has received >50 from
Estate of John White, Wiuterport: will
-i.-11. a gift from her sister, ed Mr. C. K. Sturtevaut, atone time clerk
presented; B. F. Pendleton and George
New Advertisements.
Wells
Co. are
Mardeu named executors.
‘bark of Searsmont, who of the old American House in this city, as on deck
Direction of H. <i. MINER.
again this week with lots of new
Estate of John C
Nealey. Wiuterport;
ist
The sisters lived to- having shot the bird : but in its latest corbargains, particulars of which are given in will presented; Chester Nealey and Charles
Presented by
rn
Searsmont village own- rection apologizes as follows:
H Buzzeli named executors.
the advertising columns..
Blankets only 4‘.'
Now it appears that Mr. Sturtevaut. win*
Estate of Rufus C Ford, Moutviile; will
A FINE COMPANY OF PLAYERS,
tud each had a bank accents
a pair at Fred A. Johnson’s, Masonic
figured in the case as a great gunner, had
presented; Ellen M. Harrimau named exe- With Entire New Scenery and Unique ftechani'perty. Shortly before nothing to do with the bird
only so far as Temple-Cut prices in banquet lamps at cutrix.
cal Novelties.
tl. deeded her interest in having the bird given him after it was shot
Estate of Thomas Carr, Freedom; will
Carle & Jones, Main street-Girl wanted
A SUPERB PRODUCTION GAURANTEED.
Nettie Batchelder named execui made over her bank ac- by his brother. The mistake on the part of
presented;
En- trix.
the Journal was not intentional, but it real- to do housework in a family of two.
ai property to her sister, at
PRICKS NEVER VARY.
Estate of George W. Cottrell, Belfast;
ly did Mr. Sturtevaut a great injustice in quire at 13 Primrose Hill-See notice to
Milt sting that something be
Reserved Seats.#1.00, 75c. and 50c.
the way of ruining his reputation, for it is
will presented; Amelia J. Cottrell named
L. C. Morse, Esq-Chase &
pensioners
by
executrix.
Home in Belfast and the said he never was known to bit anything
Gallery Admission.35c.
he fired at, and a loon would be out of Doak, jewelers, 25 Main street, are plum full
Sears on sale at the City Drug Srore.
nland. Mrs. Warden soon that
INSOLVENCY COURT.
the question.
of bargains.
Call and see them-A very
h r friend, Mrs. Deborah
Estate of Albert L. Mudgett, Belfast; pefor
a small family is
desirable
tenement
tition for discharge presented.
Police Court. Alden Aehorn of Rock•;ty, and it was decided to
offered for rent w ith or without use of the
l"ine >50, which was done. port was before the Police Court Sept. 16th,
1 lie Churcnes.
stable. Enquire at 17 Church street.
been at some trouble to on charge of forgery. It is claimed that, in
iiid tliis is the first public settling with W. E. Grinnell of Sears port for
The old stable on the Camp Ground was
There will be an adjourned meeting of
a pair of horses the defendant gave in pay•id id the gift.
burned Sunday night. The lire was disthe parish of the North church next MonSteamers City of llanyor and Penment a note for 838 purporting to be signed covered about 10 o’clock, but was so fa" adThere will he no meetday evening at 7 o'clock.
scot in Commission.
by his brother, EugeneS. Aehorn of Belfast. vanced that nothing could be saved. The
:i This week, as many of
Rev. R
T. Capeujjwill preach at SaturThe note is denied by Eugene and is evident- only contents were a carriage owned by
■.embers are in Bangor atFOUR TRIPS A WEEK.
Cove next Sunday at 2.45 p. m. The
ly a forgery. Judge Rogers found probable Charles Proctor and the season’s crop of day
(''invention... The Belordinance
of the Lord’s Supper will be obcause that the defendant forged the note and
beaus of Clias. O Dickey. The stable was
ted the following officers
served
bound him over to the Supreme Court in owned by Tibbetts & Bean of OKI Town and
c
President, Mrs. A. E. ; 8300-State Constable Wears mede searchMeetings will be held at the People’s MisIt was occupied this
was insured for ."H500.
i'-nt, Mrs. P. S. Staples,
sion every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
es and seizures of liquors at the rooms of
season by Geo. F Dauforth, who moved out
m.
Biektiell; Assistant
and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. Alt are
Thomas Haugh on Church street and the last, week The stable was afire about
year
!■'. •■ti Frothiugham; CorreOcean House and the proprietors were ar- ago, but it was discovered and the 1 ilding I welcome.
Miss A. A. Hicks;
raigned in Police Court Sept. 19th. They saved. Fortunately at Sunday night’s fire
Services at the First Parish church, UniA. Beckett. The superCommencing Monday, Sept. 2<>, 1898, steamers
waived examination and were bound over the wind abated just before the tire, otherk ire the same as last year.
tarian, next Sunday will include a sermon will leave Belfast:
of
below
an
1
in 8200 each. The liquors were libeled and wise several
it,
thejstables
posFor Boston, via Camden ami Rockland. Monare among the members
by the pastor at 10 45 a. in., subject, “Yesat
the hearing will be held Oct. 3d.
sibly some of the cottages on the lamp terday’s Rose;” and Sunday school at 12 ni. days. Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
b attending the State eon2.30 i». m\ or upon arrival of steamer from
(about)
would have been destroyed.
Ground,
The
Islesboro
Representative.
There
A
(
Bangor.
T. U. in Bangor: Miss
Work will be begun this fall on an EpiscoFor Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, HampHenrietta L. Walker, Mrs. has been contradictory reports about the
North Belfast. The North Belfast base pal church on Perkins street, Castiue, oppos- den ami Bangor, Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arvote in the Representative class composed
Mr* <7 G. Winslow, Mrs. S.
ite the cottage of A. K. Bulan.
ball team went to Monroe fair last week and
It is to be
rival of steamer from Boston.
(bara Nickerson, Miss El- of the towns of Northport, Belmont, Islesplayed with the Frankfort’s Wednesday re- built by the summer resideuts.
RETURNING TO BELFAST:
and Searsmont.
Lincolnville
While
boro,
Mrs.
A.
C.
Batcli3
of
the
in
favor
Be!fa.»t;
From Boston. Monday-, Tuesdays, Thursdays
sulting in a score of 15 to
Following are the services at the Baptist and
it
was
understood
that Capt.
at 5.00 v. m
generally
Fridays
Miss
liliodes, Northport;
former team. This team has played eleven
church the coining week: Thursday prayer
From Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays. Wed
Mrs. Wilder, Searsmont; Griudel,the Democratic candidate,was electand Saturdays at from 5.00 to
Fridays
nesdays.
games this season with the best teams iu the
at
7.30
in.
Teacher’s
meeting
; Friday,
p.
0.00 A. »I.
ed, official reports from Augusta, published
its. Waldo.
surrounding towns aud has won seven of meeting at 7.30 p. in ; Sunday preaching
From Bangor, touching at wav-landiugs, Monin the daily papers as late as Saturday, gave
Bowen 1 as begun his 40tli ;
the eleven games. The players are Frank service, 10.45 a. m. ; Sunday school, imme- days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
the election to the Republican candidate,
11.00 a. M.
as a tru kman in Belfast,
Flanders,captain aud catcher; John Holmes, diately afterward ; Junior Endeavor at 3.00 CHAS E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
Bunker. The Journal has received
here for the late Thomas Capt.
Basil
1st
;
aud
Newell,
pitcher
base;
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
manager
p. rn., subject, “What is true Success?”
from A. I. Brown the following copy of the
WILLIAM H. HILE, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
185!', and started in busiFrank Woods, 2d base; Ralph Freeman, 3d Prayer meeting at 7 15 p. m.
official returns at the office of the Secretary
m January, 18(‘>2... J. F.
base; Will Mason s. s.; Walter Thurston, r.
THE GREAT
The following services will be held at the
of State:
Eben Miller, c. f...
ng a new house on his lot on
Bunker.
Grindel. f.; Geo. Hatch, 1. f ;
Methodist Episcopal church Sunday, Sept.
.Mrs. O. A. Hopkins has Northport. 46
51
Mrs R. A. Gurney went to Boston Satur- I
25th. Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a. in. ;
47
Bay View street a bed of Belmont. 26
day to receive treatment for her eyes- Sunday school at 12 m. ; meeting of the
Islesboro.
68
69
f long, the vines standing
Montana
from
home
arrived
Thomas
Gurney
Lincolnville. 71
73
Junior League at 4.30 p. in. ; meeting of
high-Samuel V. Phil- Searsmont. 81
last, week_Mrs. M. E. Ferguson went to
SECOND SEASON, 1898.
58
Epwortli League at 6.15; leader, Mrs. G. G
soiiie handsome and toothvisit
to
h;r
Waltham, Mass., last Monday
ng

i

ARE YOU MARRIED

Ma;. Matthew W. Welch has been transferred and is now Major of the First Battalion of the Second Regiment, U. R., K. of
P.f
including the companies in Belfast, Water-

Estate of Lizzie E. Colcord, Searsport;
will approved; Charles A. Colcord appointed executor.
Estate of Julia A. Sullivan, Searsport;
will approved; Chas. F. Gordon appointed
executor.
Estate of Lavinia B. Whitcomb, Searsport; will approved; B'rank E. Whir comb
appointed executor.
Estate of Julia A Warren, Belfast; second and tiual account of administrator allowed.
Estate of John A. Warren, Belfast; first
and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Joseph E. Nichols, Searsport; a
declination of executor named iu the will
received; will approved; Chas. F. Gordon
appointed administrator.
Estate of Belinda B. White, Belfast;
trustee's account allowed.
Estates of Ethelyard B. and Isaac H.
Havener, Northport; second account of
guard nys allowed.
Estate of Isaac Walker, Swauville; lirst
and bual account of administrator allowed.
Es. tie of Benjamin G. Herrick, Belfast:
first and linal account of administratrix allow ed.
Estate of Warren B
Hathaway, Troy;
first and final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Franklin Banks, Belfast; first
account of executor allowed.
Estate of George W. Bailey, Knox; first
and final account of administratrix allowed.
Estate of Benjamin S. Crooker, Liucoln-

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original, widows, etc special, Sept. 2
(special act) minor of Silas Barrows, Burnham, $12; increase, George B
Rowell,
Bueksport, >8 to $12; restoration and in
crease, Franklin Smith (dead), Vinalliaven,
$8 to $30; original, widow, etc., Larina

ly

quantities of wild
the same day.

C.

A

The Belfast Festival

Insolvency

Following is an abstract of the business of
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for Waldo County, September term, 1898:
Estate of Samuel S. Lane, Northport; license to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Chas. E. Robinson, Winterport,
license to sell real estate issued; inventory
returned.
Estate of Nathan B. Parkhurst, Unity, licence to sell real estate issued; inventory
returned ; petition for allowance presented.
Estate, of Martin Colson, Winterport, order
of distribution issued.
Estate of Samuel L. Hubbs,
Monroe;
order of distribution issued.
Estate of John r. ruenois, Searsport; li<-nse to sell real estate and order of distribution issued.
Estate of Jonathan Bagley, Burnham; N.
E Murray appointed guardian.
Estate of Harold U. Hubbs, Jackson;
Fred W Wright appointed guardian.
Estate of Batcbelder W. Carleton, Troy;
J. W. Mauson appointed administrator.
Estate of Susan E. Ginn, Belfast; Charles
F. Ginn appointed administrator.

Geo W.
Gerry of Liucoluville was very
se\erely injured by being gored and trampled upon by one of bis cows last week. He

D. C. Greenlaw returned Monday from a
cattle buying trip to Washington
county.
He bought 75 head and sold 85,
arriving
home with 40 handsome
animals.

running
*!;••

The Annual
meeting of the Waldo County
\ eteraus Association will be
held with Daua
B. Carter
Post, Freedom, Thursday, Oct
C>th.

John F. Smalley has opened a tin and
sheet-iron working shop over John G. Damon's blacksmith shop on Beaver street. He
will also buy rags, old metals, etc.

num-

al was brought in last
dates were 1870 and 1874,
advertiser was assured

was

The farm buildings of H. W. Rackliff of
Knox Station, were burned Friday afternoon, Sept. 16th. Cause, defective chimney.

Valuation of

first-class

pant

maker
II

Belfast, Sept. 8,18118.—1

wanted

at

L. LORD.

I'll \s.
wffii

family of two. Enquire at
13 PRIMROSE HILL.
li. L. PITCH KIt’S black mare, weighs about
* 1400 lbs., 7 years old, at a bargain-; also one carBelfast, Sept. 22,1898 —38
riage horse. Apply to
W. H. WALTON Gurney’s Mills.
P. o address, Belfast, Me.

The local valuation of Maine cities for
given as follows: Auburn, $6,352,820;
Augusta,$6,905,854 ; Bangor,$14,146,567 ;Bath,
$5,802,048; Belfast. $2,819,887 ; Biddeford,$6,869,095; Bre wer,$l,504,275 ;Deeriug,$4,726,002;
Eastport, $1,646,501; Ellsworth, $1,822,402;

a

“HORSE FOR SALT

1898 is

IN

$1,431,330;
$4,890,131;

$4,912,865;

FOR RENT

Chief Justice Peters and his stenographer
Reuel Smith, Esq., were in town Tuesday
on their way to
Rockland, where Judge
Peters is holding the September term of

OS CHURCH STREET.
A very desirable tenement for a small family,
with or without use of stable. Enquire at
4w38
17 CHURCH STREET.

court.
I

\ ICG

< 'ulterior.

liOSTOX, MASS.
Hardy trees and shrubs of all kinds. Every
article fully warranted. Our nurseries are in Dorchester and Belmont, five miles from Boston. Our
salesman is now in town solicting orders.
IHcak

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA, liANGOR

ENT,

Mil Nursery Gipiy,
Home Grown

SEARSPORT.

I offer my bay horse, which is eleven years old,
sound, kind ainl a tine driver, for fifty dollars
Call on or address
Capt. J. B. NICHOLS.
3w38*
Searsport, M<

$1,485,201;

II.

Belfast, Sept. 1, ISOS. -ROtf

GIRL WANTED
To do housework in

Haine Cities.

Gardiner, $3,347,812; Hallowell,
Lewiston, $12,450,566; Old Town,
Portland, $39,240,011; Rockland,
Saco, $3,914,173; Waterviile,
Westbrook, $2,003,610.

A

once.

T!ic taxi users of ihecirv d ‘tel fa-: rv hereby
notitied that all poll saxes and ixcs on nersoivil
estate for ISPS are now due and immediate payment is requested.
\ di.-e,»nn' o! two u.m rent,
will be allowed on a I! ra v- p iid before .la :marv 1,
1 Slip I shall be in mv other in \lemmi il building,
from STM to 1 1 .lb) a..'i daily. unt il furt hm not ice

am>

MOUL-

New

Stock for

England.

2mRl

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

TON, MAINE.
Actual Business by mail axul railroad. Office
House 3lock.
Practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and
stenographers furnished to business men. Free
3in33
catalogue.
Special attention given to diseases of nose and
ihroat.
Iy2
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, He.

Opera

“SO.N

MOLLIE.”

“How is your wife to-day, Mr. Kelly?”
“Very much as she was yesterday. .She
had a bad night.”
“lluinpli! At her age it’s hardly likely
she’ll ially. And Johu Harper, who really
meant to he sympathetic, looked away
from bis neighbor.
“I see you are waiting for the train. Expecting any one?”
“Mollie is coming home.”
“Mollie? Why her school hain’t out, is
it?"
“The holiday vacation commences next
week.
But, of course, she—”
“Now, neighbor Kelly,” oracularly interrupted Mr. Harper, T always told you
it was a mistake the way you biting up
Mollie.
You let her come here to school
till she graduated.
Then she got that
place to teaeli at (Danville last fall. Forty
dollais a month is a lot for a girl to earn,
but she'll never be one bit of good to you.
Even now—”
The whistling of the incoming train cut
short bis discourse. Mr. Kelly hurried
forward, and the next moment was holding a plump little figure dressed all in
blown iu Lis arms.
“How is sbe, fathei ?”
Nil bettei. The doctor says with good
can- >he will regain her speech and tlie
paitial use of her hand and foot. Oh.
Mollie. no one but Hod knows how it
makes my old heart ache to see her lie
theie with no sign of life save her great
lark eyes!"
Millie Keliy felt her old care-free girl-'
liocl -dipping turn her as she stood there
undei the gray Decembei sky. And feelher that sweetest
ing this, there came
of all w.uuanly gifts, the maternal, com-

forting >}’iiit.

>he pies>ed lie: father's hand close besaid:
shall have the good
care.
Together we will nurse her bin k to
health."
Then Mr. Kelly hurtled away aftei the
horse, ain’t they were soon on their way.
Dining the drive Mollie learned that the
doctoi had insisted on a trained nurse to
care for her mother.
Also that her cousin
Lama, the daughter of Mr. Kelly's brother, was doing the work for the family.
The first sign of consciousness shown by
Mrs. Kelly since the paralytic stroke two
lays before, was when her daughter bent
over the bed and tenderly kissed her. The
doctor was present and keenly watching
Mollie.
He half expected a scene. The
young girl grew very pale, but retained
entire control over herself, soothing the
sick woman with loving gentleness.
Loe next day the doctor consented to
Mollie*s taking tlie place of the nurse.
The relatives of the family, especially
“Aunt Manda,” Laura’s mother, quesLined the wisdom of giving so grave a
responsibility into the hands, of a girl
“who don't know nothing but school
bocks.'
However, Dr. Greaves, who had
known Mollie since her birth, so emphati■aiiv forbade any interference in the sickroom with Mollie's authority that even
Mrs. Manda dared not disobey.
Two wet ks passed by. While there was
a decided improvement in Mrs. Kelly the
utmost caie and vigilance were still retween liei own as she
“I’o.r fatliei!
Mu*

quired.

Late
mother

afternoon Mollie left her
sleeping and entered the sitting
room.
Her face had lost some of its wildrose bloom during the days and nights of
anxious watching.
Mollie’s eyes were
brown, and had a habit of looking straight
inT
the face of the person she addressed,
ilv. hair was a shade darker than her eyes.
Si
lr id firm red lips and a dimpled chin.
v an
>
her hands clasped before her,
aazinc hit" the huge fire that, crackled and
in the old -fashioned fireplace.
On
Ijeai’inl li'.-i father > step she turned.
“v
u.'Wii, lather,” she said, drawing
“Mot
sli'c]oiii:, and I have been writing t.o Mr
ilardy, ti t President i die School Board
at Oianvjiie
I have resigned my position.
•Whc, .M• >1 lie, y.'u must not dothut."
>he diid her hand nn his lips.
“I can
not leave mother, even it
a muse cuild
take *11v p ace, and Dr. (d eaves thinks a
You would
change would be harmful.
1'av. ;o jav her si" a week, just: what l
earn.''
“It is no the money, child." Ml. Kelly
said.
“Y» i.r being here is everything to
ru n but n:other and I always wanted to
give \om tiie best of a chance."
“Gould anything be better than this. I
spoke of th? money father, because I have
always warned to help you as much, as a
son would.
You remember you used to
call me tsoi Mollie.’
In a sin
time Mis. Kelly was able to
sit up a p. it of the time. Mollie then began to oversee the housekeeping, much to
Laura's disgust.
“I know just how things ought to be
done a heap better than you do, Mollie."
she decland one afternoon when Mollie
n
insisted
the pantry being cleaned,
“linin't I helped your ma for the last
three summers, jest fur an accommodation.
Of course, 1 lutin't a hired
girl.*’
"That p its a different face on tilings,”
Mollie said, standing "ii tiptoe to sweep
down a cobweb. “If you were not a hired
girl, if yoi did not expect pay for your
services, I vould not think of asking you
to clean the pantry.
But I heard your
mother ask father for your wages last
If
are
a
hired
night.
you
girl, you may
set bread to-night—make only half the
quantity you usually do. It gets too dry.
I am going to make sugared
doughnuts.
You have half starved us, Laura.”
Miss Laura Kelly retreated to the pantry, slamming the door behind her. she
was a
dejected-looking maiden of twentysix, tall, lark, with faded blues eyes and
red hair which was always in curl papers.
Mollie was busy over her doughnuts
when her lather, his coat and hat frosted
with suow, entered.
“>it down,” she cried, merrily, “and
see if
my < oughnuts are not almost as
good as mother’s.”
Mr. Kell;.- obeyed, his wrinkled face
beaming with contentment. It seemed so
good to him :o see Mollie intent on household duties.
“Father,” she said, as he broke the :
second cake, “why can’t you put up ice 1
for butter next summer in that old tenant i
house? Did I not hear you say you thought 1
of selling one of the cows?”
“Yes. There are five, and your mother
thought she could manage. But you and
Laura can’t.”
“Does butter pay?” she asked, deftly
rolling her crisp, brown cakes in the
sugar.
“Most the best of anything on the
farm.'
“Did not Mr. Harper want you to take
a cow for what he owes
you?”
“Yes; and if 1 get anything I’ll have
to.
1
can
sell
Perhaps
her, though c< ws
one

■

are

cheap.”

Mollie carefully lifted her kettle of lard
to the table and sat down by her father.
“I can make butter,” she said nodding
her head. “Take the cow of Mr. Harper,
and that will make six.
We have a good
barrel churn. Let that young German,
Carl Veruer, come to-morrow and cut ice
for you.”
“Don't you suppose Algernon would
like the work?”
“Doubtless he would like the pay and
let you do the work. I don’t want you to
work so hard, father.”
In a few moments Mr. Kelly went back
to the barn.
The pantry door had been
ajar. Laura now emerged.
“I don t know what you airtmnkin of,
Mollie Kelly,” she began.
“Six cows! I
can’t do the work for ’em, I want you to
understand that."
“All right,” Mollie replied, cheerily.
“If you have the pantry cleaned you may
bring up a basket of Tallman sweets and
get them ready to bake.”
What did you mean ’bout brother
Algernon?” Laura asked angrily.

“Oh,

you listened to that, too.
Well,
that Carl does twice the work
Algernon does for the same pay. I am
going to read to mother now. You keep
a good lire, and 1 will come ami make
cream to st for supper.”
The following week Mollie discharged
Laura.
“Aunt Manda” tried to argue
with her, but Mollie said she had engaged
Carl Yerner’s mother to come each week
and wash.
I

an

no

me

rest

until

mere

is

more

milk and hired help.
I am glad to save
father a dollar and a half :t week.”
Mollie began to read up about chickens
in the agricultural papers, and soon had
several hens sittiug.
She had a long talk
with her father concerning liuancial matters. She learned that while the farm was
clear from mortgage, and no debts, it was
growing harder each year to meet expenses. Mr. Kelly also said that the low price
of grain threatened him with still further
embrassment.
“Then raise less grain or feed it on the
place, as the agricultural papers advise,”
Mollie said gravely. “Let me raise all the
calves this year, and keep those young
pigs you talked of selling.”
“Do you think it will be best, Mollie,
•sou Mollie?’
ami with the old pet name
the farmer’s worn face brightened.
“Oh, child, 1 wish you knew how good
it seems to talk things over with you.
I
am glad you are a girl, just the girl you
for
no
hut
a
one
could
have
are,
daughter
u ed for mother as you have.
And, Mollie, you*are more, comfort and help to me
than a boy could be.”
There was a long silence.
Mollie went
and sat on the arm of her father’s chair
and rested her head against his shoulder.
“Thank you, father, for those words,”
she said, her brown eyes swimming in
‘1 would rather have the memory
tears.
oi them than a college diploma.”
Two days after this conversation there
was consternation in the house of Thomas
Kelly. Algernon had (learned at the village that Carl Yerner and his sister Bertha
were to work the following summer for
Mollie’s father,
Algernon and Laura had for several
summers worked for their uncle.
They
always demanded good wages, and as they
worked for “an accommodation,” ami
were both “weakly,” the result had been
that Mr. and Mrs. Kelly had done by far
the greater part of their own work.
Mrs. Manda hurried over to her husband's brother.
lie was not at home and
she received little satisfaction from Mollie.
“Father cannot do so much hard work
himself," she said, plainly. “Then Laura
told me she would not do the work there
is to be done here.
I am sure we have a
right to do what is best for our own good.
No, you are not going in to vex mother
about it," and Mollie slipped between her
aunt and the sitting room door.
“Mollie Kelly, how dare you speak to
me like that?"
“1 will tell you how I dare!”
Mollie
came a step nearer, her eyes glowing like
“You know that Dr. Greaves has
coals.
said mother's life depended upon her freedom from excitement. 1 would dare anything. even personal violence, to keep you
from annoviug her.”

Making Apple

MRS. PINKHAM’S WARNING TO WOMEN.

meant

Butter.

What’s the

Neglect Is

the Forerunner of

Misery

and

Suffering—A

Grateful Hus-

prince of occupations in the
autumn on the farm?
What’s the job that sways the scepter ’mid
Hark !

all the ill health of women is traceable to some
derangement of the
feminine organs. These derangements do not cure themselves, and
neglect of
p^ the sensations resulting from them is only putting
off trouble.
Pathetic stories are constantly coming to Mrs.
Pinkham of women whose neglect has resulted in
serious heart trouble and a whole train of woes.
Here is the story of a woman who was helped
^ by Mrs. l’inkham after other treatment failed:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It affords me very
H great pleasure to be able to state that I believe
my wife owes her health to your medicine
and good advice. For three years her
health failed rapidly; she had heart trouble, often falling down m dizzy and
fainting spells, shortness of breath,
lioking and smothering spells, bloatlg of the-stomaoh, a dry cough, dys-

Nearly

peptic symptoms,
ular,

irreg-

menses

scanty, and of

an

un-

natural color. She had been
treated by physicians with but
little benefit. She has taken
your treatment according to
your directions, and is better
in every way. 1 am well pleased
'(With the result of your
treatment, and give you
permission to use mv letter
for the benefit of others.—
Citas. II. arid Mrs. May Pu re her,
Fort Meyer, Va.
The healing and strengtheningpower ofvLydia
H. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for all fewell established that it needs no argument, r or over twenty
years it has been used by women with results that are truly wonderful.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all women who are puzzled about their health to write
All such correspondence is seen by women
to her at Lynn, Mass., for advice.
only, and no charge is made.

That is reckoned the prince of jobs in
tumn on the farm.
How’s the

A Million Women Have Been Benefited by Mrs. Pinkhanrs Advice and Medicine
A baby of Mis. G. W. Anderson, of Albany. N.Y., was very badly chafed, and suffered
Until Comfort Powder, with iw great healing and
jy
soothing power, was used. It cured the trouble at once, (0|T|| O I”*'I
la used by trained uursea in Albany Orpbau Asylum.
-f

intensely
■

4^/ OWtl

to pick on shares, as I can
Sovereignty Forfeited.
As for the berries, Bertha and I can
will
all
that
this
week.
The
manage
ripen
Spain Already Conquered in the Philipearly ones will bring the best price.”
pines. Peace Commission starts with this
There was a pause. Mollie was quaking
Assumption.
with something much like fear.
Her
parents had never thought of selling the
Washington, Sept. 14. Three memfruit, and Mrs. Manda had always helped bers of the Peace Commission, Secretary
herself to the best.
Day, Senator Davis and Whitelaw Keid,
“Do you mean you air going to sell the were in conference for two hours at the
cherries and berries?”
State
Mollie
KelDepartment to-day. Senator Frye,
Why,
ly, I should think you would be ashamed it was stated, would arrive to-morrow
of yourself.”
morning. The plans of Senator Gray, the
Mollie pushed back her bonnet and faced fifth member, are not exactly known, alher aunt.
“Why not sell fruit as well as though he is expected to join his assoas grain? Aunt Manda, father needs the
ciates in their conference to-morrow.
Instead
of being ashamed I am
I tie President will give a dinner at the
money.
that
I
can
White House to-morrow; night, at which
him.”
proud
help
Mrs. Kelly was too astonished to reply. I the commissioners will be the principal
•She started for home, and Mollie went on guests, all the members of tlie Cabinet in
with her work.
the city also being present. The commis-Mrs. Manna saw her niece was id earnThe next two weeks were busy ones at sioners will leave here Friday in order to
est, ami departed, still very angry. Mollie
the
Kelly farmhouse. Cherries, currants take tlie Campania on Saturday.
cried a little when she was alone. But she
and raspberries, both black and red ones,
The meeting at Secretary Day’s office
soon wiped her eyes and prepared her
were delivered at the village every day.
to-day was for the purpose of going over
father's favorite beef stew for dinner.
The balmy days of May came and Mrs. Bertha's widowed m ther and little sister the whole question of the peace settletheir pay in fruit, and ment.
It is the iiist time Mr. Keid had
Kelly had improved rapidly. All things helped, oftaking
the cherries were picked on exchanged views with his colleagues on
many
at the farm were at theii best.
the subject.
In the kitchen Bertha presided— stout, shares.
Work in the house was lightened a little
Members of the com mission stated posiruddy-cheeked Bertha--her blue calico
the
of
a
summer
I
hotel
a
few
proprietor
tively that all reports relative to the iusleeves rolled above the elbows ot her by
with
miles
Mollie
for
a
struction
of the -»mrnissioneis. or the
away contracting
j
strong arms, her head almost bowed unHe was also attitude of the Cuited States wore purely
der its weight of flaxen braids.
She had gallon of cream every day.
1
to take fruit, eggs, as many vegetables as
conjectural, and that they Inn' agreed
;• 111 the summer before in the kitchen of
a
apnhle housekeeper, so Mollie found they could spare and the young chickens. 1 among themselves to authorize no stateMrs. Manila and Laura waited ten days.
ment of tlieir views as a body or as indiher own : k of knowledge >tlen suppleThen they drove up one afternoon with viduals.
mented by Bertha's skill.
three
>
In official quarters much satisfaction
{tails.
.if d nis the change was even great“The benies were all picked this morn- was expressed to-day ovc’- the report from
er. Mi. Kelly was on pi :>ed uy the amount
id woik bom- by -neiiy < arl, and found ing,” M- llii said, coming down stairs Madrid that the lower bouse of Parliamuch less “day help
needed than in neat and mol-lotT i ag in lie; black skirt m* nr had passed the government bill, ac“If you want cherformer ym>.
Tin y found time to work and pink shirtwais
cepting jtlie terms of the protocol. The
nd small fruits; the ries, \ <i;i van {tick in those trees by the uppei house already had \ assed this
among tin bei es
•>
well.
1
oin
the village with two measure.
going
garden was in earls and free from weeds,
bushels ot cherries and thirty quarts of
There is little doubt that a general line
and M-'hit’s chickens and calves prosberries.
of policy was agreed upon between the
pered.
It
was
Mis.
Manda's
sole
President
and his Cabinet a* tlieir meet
“Humph!”
As for -Mollie herself, she never found
reply.
time to miss t]
u»aud of social and edu
ing late yesterday afternoon. It is not
Mollie doubted that the commission will start
i.iy t«» supju* 1, hotij •'! you,
catimiai duties that had filled her days.
"1 am going to have the negotiations at Paris with the asserThere ui-rr many people in tin communi- went un, cordially.
Mil
tion that we have conquered Spain in the
raspberry shortcake."
ty. and the village where her school days
Neither of them thanked her.
How
had h'-en spent was distant only 'ey an
Philippines and that Spanish s ivereigutv
w hen she returned she found her inhas already been forfeited there. This
ever,
ho:i:’s drive.
>he had plenty of hooks,
vitatiou
had
been
will lmt, however, necessarily signify that
accepted.
magazines, but it was tbiough
‘‘Aie you not uuing to take part of it is the purpose of the administration to
Bertha that one of Mollie’x pleasures came
those cherries?" Bertha asked in a subretain possession of the entire group of
about.
islands or to permanently deprive Spain
One day Bertha asked Mollie to address dued voice, nodding toward the pails,
of all her possessions in the Pacific. It is
au envelope for her.
She was proficient which had been left ou the porch.
"Yes, I am, it 1 get a chance," Mollie not believed that the administration has
in German, but confessed that she could
her
red
I
replied, compressing
lips.
not write English.
gone beyond the determination to retain
the whole of the island of Luzon, but it
T am ashamed,” she said, the blood don't believe I am really selfish, Bertha.
1
do
not
care
for
tlie
value
of
the
is
understood to be the intention of the
her
fair
cherries,
cheek.
staining
“Gretchen, my but I
want to let my uncle’s family know
President to establish at the outset the
little sister goes to school, and last winter
she taught me to read a little English. the day is past when they can use father \ light of this government to determine the
solely for their ow n benefit, .see how he ; fate of the islands and to make the conSome day I shall learn to write it.”
Mollie thought the matter over.
The has been imposed on in the way of hired ditions under which government shall be
help. Poor mother, tool 1 sometimes | established there.
result was she began teaching Bertha,
I he matter ot relinquishing possession
and in return received help from the lat- think if she had had such help as you are j
ter in the study of German. This had not last year she might have escaped this long i of the rest of the island- is involved with
Uncle Thomas never raises fruit, so many conditions to be considered that
been included in her high school course, illness.
but while teaching she had been a mem- and he is younger and stronger than it is realized that it may by force of cirfather.
Father has always pastured his cumstances become necessary to deprive
ber of a German class.
There was littie leisure time, yet they | stock and furnished him with farm ma- Spain permanently of all her possessions
But his reign is over.
in that quarter,
it is understood not to
managed to accomplish a great deal. They chinery.
"And that of kson Mollie’ has com- be a matter of policy to acquire all this
learned to have a book open while they
said her father, who, un per- territory, but it may become a necessity.
brushed their hair or ironed.
They soon menced,"
"You
ceived, had entered the room.
came to enjoy each other’s company. Mollie never tired of hearing of Bertha's Ger- have opened ray eyes. God bless you,
Steamer Lewiston at Boston.
man
home or her journey to America. child!"
The old side-wheel steamer Lewiston,
While to the foreign girl the other’s acMollie’s shortcake was a success, alcounts of school life were more interestthough when her aunt began on her third Capt. Lyman, whose passage from Montauk point to this port with sick soldiers
ing than fairy tales.
piece, she said:
When June days began to paint the
"It’s too bad you will use baking pow- of the bth Mass, regiment ended so disascherries on the many trees around Mol- der. Mollie.
No one can make a good trously on the stone breakwater at Point
lie’s home with carmine, and the early shortcake with it."
Judith, arrived in the harbor late last
After supper Carl brought around the night in tow of the wrecking tug Alert,
raspberries began to ripen, Mrs. Manda
horse of Mrs. Kelly.
It was not until she which brought her from Wickford, R. 1.
began to grow more friendly.
“Shall 1 come over this week after ber- picked up her pail that she said:
After the steamer was floated she was
"You hain’t took your share of these taken to the latter place, where her crushries, Mollie?” she called out on Monday
ed hows were temporarily repaired, just
morning, driving her old horse as near as here cherries, Mollie."
Mollie hesitated. Plainly her aunt did enough w ork being done to admit of Iter
possible to the line where Mollie was hanging out a week’s wash. “And the cher- not expect her to do it, and it did seem being towed here. The tow left Wickford
ries—why, some one is picking the early small. Still, to retreat now meant defeat. Monday and reached Vineyard Haven that
ones.”
One moment, and she stooped for the pail. same night, resuming the trip to this port
"Too bad to keep you waiting," she yesterday morning.
“Yes; I hired Freddie Myers for toIt is rumored that several attachments
day. I promised Mr. Harmon that lie said, blithely, "it will take me only a
should have three bushels of cherries this moment."
are to be placed on the steamer and that
no repairs will be done on her until these
afternoon.
The later ones will not do unMrs. Man da’s face flushed.
“Maybe matters are
til next week.
Then I shall be glad of as
arranged. The Lewiston will
you better take ’em all,” she said savagetie up at Brooks wharf, Last Boston,
ly; but Mollie was at the other end of the
where she is liable to remain for an indefikitchen, and if she heard, made no reply. nite
period. [Boston Globe Sept. 1-4.
After the expenses of picking the fruit
were paid, thirty dollars remained from
Election Echoes.
the sale of it. The proprietor of the hotel
A Noted Physicaii will Prove this to
continued to take the cream until late in
was
Sulterers in Helfast.
The constitutional amendment
September. He paid a good price for early
an overwhelming majority.
The progress of modern medical science apples, the few fine pears they could spare adopted by
has led to the discovery of successful meth- and a part of the grape crop.
The rest of
Only three times in the history of the
ods of treament for most of those maladies the grapes were carefully shipped to the
State has the Republican plurality reached
once regarded as incurable.
Asthma has althe
a
neat
and
netted
sum.
Kellys
city,
25,000.
ways been regarded as belonging to this obMollie’s wisdom in urging her father to
The Gold Democrats appear to have
stinate class, baffling the skill of the greatj
the pigs was manifest when pork
keep
est physicians. Thousands of sufferers know
At least they did not vote !
staid at home.
a good price.
Mr. Kelly had
brought
their
own
if
that
by
experience
little,
any,
for Leimond.
relief has been afforded them by the meth- never made as much money in one year
The Biddeford Journal was the only
ods
heretofore employed.
Dr. Rudolph
before, and his farm was in better shape
Flans were laid to paper with sufficient presence of mind to
Schiffman, the noted physician, has, after a than for a long time.
lif*-ong study of Asthma and kiudred dis- keep more cows another year, and a varie- bring out the election roosters.
eases discovered a remedy which not only
Kennebec county will have one Demoty of small fruit was to be put out.
gives instaut relief in the severest cases of
Mrs. Kelly’s health had continued to crat in the State House next winter,
Asthma, Hay-Fever and Bronchitis, but has
would never Representative Fred B. Gould of Pittsactually cured thousands whose cases had improve. It was evident she
ton.
been pronounced incurable. So complete is I be strong, but she was free from pain and
able
to
do
some
work.
his confidence in bis remedy, that to overlight
Populism in Ellsworth has apparently
come the skepticism of the public growing |
is
not
the
vocation
for
which
“Farming
seen its best days, and the drift seems to
out of the failure of other remedies, Dr. I was
her
Mollie
said
to
friend
educated,”
he back to the Republican party, twoSchiffmann requests this paper to announce I Mabel
Joy, who visited her at holidays; tliirds of the populist loss appearing in
that for the next three days he offers a lil>but I am needed here. We will make the
eral sample box of “Scbiffmann’s Asthma
Republican gain,and one-third in the
Cure” free of charge to all persons applying ! more money than if I taught, hired my Democratic gain.
[Ellsworth American.
at A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store. He be- i board and mother kept a girl all the year.
the
that
I
am
not
lieves that an actual test will be the most I I feel, too,
place
filling
OASTORIA.
convincing and in fact the only way to over- \ of some girl who must earn her living and
Kind Yo11 Ha,e Alwa*s Bou2M
come the natural prejudice of thousands of
has no home. I am happy, and I make my Bears the
Asthmatics, who have heretofore sought re- , parents so. We have good society. Now
lief in vain. Persons living out of town will |
that we have organized a Chautauqua
receive a package free, postpaid, by writing
direct to Dr. R. Schiffmann, 315 Rosabel Reading Circle, I shall keep up a regular
One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm
St., St. Paul, Minn., before Sept. 30th, as no ! course of study. So, Mabel, I have found
free samples can be obtained after that date. my ‘sphere.’ It is the junior membership the weakest constitution; never fails to cure
Send simply your name and address plainly in the firm of Farmer Kelly and Son Mol- summer complaints of young or old. Dr.
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.
written on a post card.
and Fireside.
lie.”

pickers,

get.

in

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, ITassachut■
the originator of “CASTORIA,” the same

was

has borne and does now bear
on i
the fac- simile signature of
wree
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been i
the hemes of the Mothers of America for over thirty y,
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and sec that
the hind you have always bought
and has the signature of
per. No one has authority from me to use my name
The Centaur Company, of which Chao. I!. Fletcher is F>
March 24, ISOS.

days.

autumu

■

“First you make a lot o’ cider from the winesap and the pippins;
Squeeze the eider press down solid, so’s
you’ll get the latest drippin’s,
Then you put it iu a kettle
And you boil it down a little
Till you have the very essence of the winesap and the pippins.

“Peel

easy-cookin' apples, quarter,
’em—wait no longer,
cider’s boiliug, boiling, getting
a little stronger—
Then begin your preparations
For that prince of occupations—
For the cider doesn’t need to boil another
your

—

,,

core

For

your
still

minute

longer.

“Bring your perforated stirrer and your
stock of patience, too,
And sit down and watch it rolling in an agitated stew

Do JMot De Deceived.

—

Stir it—stir, don't let it stick !
Or 'twill spoil most awful quick,
For it takes a lot of labor and a lot of patience, too.
“When

you

see

warns \ ou

The mixture
of a splutter.

boiling

Then the stirring must be lively,
naughty things you’ll utter
As upon your wrist

or

once starts to

That's

of your child by act
substitute which sonic drugge t may of:
he makes a few more pennies on it i, :
gredients of which even he does not know.

cheap
(because

hand

"The Kind You Have

t

the farm

au-

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

I know a field, a sunny field,
But not in sunny France;
And there is neither glint of shield
Nor gleam of pennoued lance;
Nor does the wiud toss knightly plumes,
Nor silken tents unfold,
And vet in autumn it becomes
The Field of the Cloth of Gold.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY,

wedding Sept. Id, liSHS.]
Twenty-five years have rolled
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J
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THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
* ACHE. INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL, •
W THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE- W
LI EVE

?

?

IMITATIONS AND SUBTHE GENUINE BOTTLE

LOOK OUT FOR

J

J
V

NAME,

r

promptly

To him

HAND

J

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

your
prove

heart responded

Learn

to

“labor and

to

wait!'’

Four bright jewels to no were added
To rill your cup ,.f earthly joy
One a lmd of promise fair—
“Little Charlie," darling boy!

port Aug
May Flint, KUHN, h-.

But the angels eatue and b
him
Cp above the “golden stair
And for you he in-w
waiting,
In tile mansion, “over there."

May those

rema

uing prove

As you

j -urney
Brightening cares
As

\ oil near

on
w

life's

blessing.

a

way
i‘li i >v:ng kimlness.
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Reaper.
Aug -1
R R

e.-dUg day

v:i aer-

the day

Though bitter

tri tis, are and sorrow
1st;
for on may be in st*
“Love" win. h ever i.alh sustained you

Will

irr-uit
you -rave > stem tin
life's stern relentless r anin
baud
the
tiiat
Trusting
gu d
Safely to tiie ‘'other side ."
1W A K
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The Feller with the Drum.
He's

.1 mighty leetle teller is the n-ller \v:T:h
the drum.
But there is aheap •»’ music m .us rat-tat-

TO

VI

II I

Wl

Eu lie's just

A 11 K K.

Em 1
We have the latest
many.

We

Try

cam

one,

improvement and

they tit like

a

are

selling

your old Truss

so

)
,r

an

j>atch up

u:il d<> good

ser-

vice at slight cost.

F*oor
DIU

tfc

Son,

GGisrs.

"NOTICE

OF SALE

1, LINDLEY H. MOSHER. Administrator of
tlie estate ot .JOHN A SMEDRERG. late of Unity,
County ot Waldo, deceased, hereby give notice
that on the 9th day of August, A. D. 1898, I obtained license from the Hon. Geo. E. Johnson,
Judge of ITobate in and for the County of Waldo,
to sell and convey at public sale, the following described real estate of said deceased, situated in
said Unity, and bounded as follows: Reginning at
the southwest corner of said lot: thence northerly

to stake and stones to land of Hunt A Murcli, to
the north corner of said lot to stake and stones;
thence notherly by said March's land, to the northeast corner of said lot ; them e southerly to land
formerly owned by Harrison ( base; thence westerly bv land of Hunt A Chase to the place of beginning, containing 7<> acres, more or less. Also
certain real estate, described in a certain deed
given by Arthur McN'elley to John A. Smedberg,
dated November *2, 1892, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, in Rook *29.7. Page *271,
in which reference is made for further descripti >n
Also certain real estate deof said premises
scribed iu a certain deed given by John Mmvh to
John A. Smedberg, dated April 3. 1889, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in
Rook 12*27. Page 98, t-> which reference is made for
further description of said premises. That pursuant to said license, I shall proceed in sell, on the
premises in said Unity, at public auction t" the
highest bidder there for said real estate, on the.
29th day ot October, A. D. 1898, at ten of the
clock in the formcon.
Dated Unitv, September 13, A. D. 1393.
LINDLEY H MOTHER, Admi
37

The dining room has been thoroughly refurnished, and this is now the best S 1.00a
day house in the city. Dinners a specialty
at 25 eta.
Good stable connected. Horses
to let.
3in34
E.

H.

KNOW ETON,

Proprietor.

FOR SALE.
The building and land, No. Ill Phoenix Row,
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast. Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Belfast, Me.,
Or JULIUS

T1 <2LsA?M$&t

ANDREWS,

FOR REM.
house, known as the Thurlow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Congress street.
Belfast, June 1, 1898.—22tf
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lus bearin’—set en watch him—he 's
soldier thro’ eu thro',
Eu the spirit’s there in airnest in that, b elle
suit o' blue;
En' the leetle sword lie carries that's a-gbutin' in the light
’Cording to lus mind's a-tiashin' fer oi'
freedom en the right.
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[Edward Singer
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let him keep a-marchin’, let the
music roll out fast.
En kinder swell with pride a bit ez he goes
march in’ past,
Per I Bow it's more’u likely m the days that
air to come.
The country will be turnin’ t< he feller with
the drum.
Then
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Then you started on life'- jouruey,
H< art and hand for any fate
And through life's stern experietn e

< »!

THE COMFORT

Coburn, M I. Park,

A (r Hopes, David Hivei*
N<-\v York May J*.' for Sau Fr
no date lat hh S, ion 4S W
A J Fuller, C M
Mellon
Honolulu June 1 f, Delaw an
Bangalore, A N Biamharu
New York May 10 for Yoke:
.1 une 1
lat 7 S, Ion l’S \V
F B Sutton, E L Carver, a
lull June 'Jo from Vietoria. 1'
Emily F Whitney, A S P.
from Hong Kong Sept 4 f
N
Emily Heed, DC N mho Is, am,
p"fe Aug js from Cu/ibar,
<4ov H 'hie, 15 F
leord, an
Kong Aug 1 from N• v York.
Henry 1; Hyde. T 1* C
X»
York July 17 fr-.m H.
Josephus. ,1. H. Hark, .u
Kong Aug _‘t> from New Y
M try I, Cushing, J N Hei
< fioi:
at Hong Kong J

ever true,
And angels witnessed tlie holy onnectiou
Which death's ic\ lingers alone can undo
to

Watt"

Deep

York July :;0 for Hong Kong,

around

May

or

of

SHIPS

Abner

The ceaseless wheel of time,
Since the day your “wedding-bells"
Rang out their merry chime.

Men, women and children who are troubled with sores, humors, pimples, etc., may
find permanent reli» f in Hood's Sarsaparilla.

ALWAYS KEEP ON

Kegister

Manfully those vows were spoken
Standing proudly by vour side;
To honor, love, and cherish,
Through life, his chosen bride.

September

the

NEWYORK CITY.

[Respectfully inscribed to Mr.* and Mrs.
Levi F. Howard and read at their silver

The butterflies with blazoned wings
Are heralds for the tight.
And many a lovely lady flings
Her tokeu to her knight.
And so, amid their gorgeous suite,
With pomp and wealth untold,
Summer ami autumn rovaily meet
On the Field of the Cloth of Gold.

Nicholas.

77 MURRAY STREET.

Lines

For when the haze of summer days
Has melted from the skies,
And we. without reproof, may gaze
Up into heaven's eyes,
A host their plumes and banners shake
In joust with breezes bold,
And golden-rod's bright champions make
The Field of the Cloth of Gold.

in

Boul

:

(jolden-Rod.

[Martha Hartford

Always

BEARS THE SIGNATURE CF

splutter.v

That's the job that wields the scepter mid
the sweet September's charm.
Hush, I hear somebody mutter:
"Yes, but eat-in' apple butter
Is a luxury in autumu and in winter on the
farm.
[S. W. Gillilar.

J STITUTES.
BEARS THE

endanger the life

not

a

till it.

the prince of occupations in the.

tumn on

Do

or some

With a ‘splut’ the hot drops land—
For it’s awful stuff, that butter, when

_^ThB

[Farm

apple butter making done
pleasant days,

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT T
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,’’ AS OUR TRADEMARK.

autumn’s

>

ASTHMA CAN BE CURED.

To MOTHERS.

au-

When the sunshine’s full of languor and the
air is full of haze?
„
“O it’s easy, mighty easy,
Yet it keeps you mighty busy,
Makin’ up the apple butter in the early

male ills is so

many

AN OPEN LETTER

the sweet September’s charm?
I hear somebody mutter:
“Why, it’s makin' apple butter,

band Writes of His Wife’s Recovery.

M (i H
Kebeeca Crowe
N S.du y
Fuse Inins, Melvin C
i-c 1
N'-w V.-rk Aug
Serrano, K C Waterloo
J"
for Shang
Mareb
Rajang
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York.
from
Thomas A IT-ddard, W
Hr lb s
from Boston .1 uly
Willard Mudgett, A «
from Turk
at Boston Sept

Bridgewater,

the Pittsburg Commer-

New Commander.

SCHOONERS

Colonel Janies A. sexton, the new comW R G
Georgia Gi!k>
mander of the Grand Army of the RepubRot’kl iml Sept '> from 1. m
He
lic, has an enviable military record
(ilad\ *, H R i'oNt.n, arm
rose from the ranks to the command of a
Sept 10 from Philadelphia.
regiment and he wears upon his person
Henry Clausen, J r. App
tokens of the enemy’s attention, having Boston Aug 17 from Wo
John F Smith, K net iml
been wounded at the battle of Franklin I
and Nashville and having his leg broken York Sept in from Bang.
Lester A
Lewis, Kind
by a shell at the capture of the Spanish
New Y<
Bangor Sept 7 f
Fort. Mobile. Besides the practical methLuma 1' iter, Farrow, sa.
ods of a business man. Colonel Sexton
11
for
Now
York.
Sept
brings to the service of the (Rand Army
Mars A Hall, Haskell
experience gained in public life, in which Sept from RorUport, M
It F Pettigrew, Mors.,
he has acquitted himself well. The (Rand
Army has apparently made a most excel- more Sept 0 from K mm
R
\Y Hopkins, Hi- hborn
lent selection in the choice .of a com
Fails Aug 11, New »r>ans I
mander.
Sal he 1 'On, \Y 11 West,
York Aug _‘J from Farrabe:
Shell the Kneniy of Health and HapTofa, A S W Ison, arm
Is there
17 from Pbiladelpbia
piness.—Is the Stomach Sour
distress after Eating'.’
Is your Appetite
Willie I
New ton, F F>
Waning.' Do you get Dizzy Have you Portland Sept 14 from W.■< I
Nausea ? Frequent Sick Headache ? forerun
ners of a general break-up.
Dr. Von Sant's
The Jot knal ani» Tun
Pineapple Tablets dispel all these distressaid
tin* digestive
necessary to explain frequent
ing symptoms.
They
organs, cure the incipient or the chronic
arrangements svitb the N- v
cases.
:>5 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
I’nder the terms
Tribune.
and A. A. Howes & Co. la.
with that paper it can oni\
those who pay their subsFor over Kilty tears.
Journal one year in advam
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
■

■

Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
children while teething, with perfect

Winslow’s
over

their

f

take

no

j
C

It’s folly to suffer from that plague of the
night, itching piles. Doan’s Ointment cures,
quickly and permanently. At any drug
store, 50 cents.

wa

Journal slip, hut each
tied to the Weekly Tribune
for a full year from the timber is received. The Tribe
published and mailed in New N
from this office.

It soothes

other kind.

s

The

the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
success.

requested by the
date will not cm respond
unless
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lost geranium.

“The Man Behind the dun.”

One of tlie most
interesting things in
the village of
is'.*,
connection with the naval battles of
this
the
Surrey Hills;
•ng
war, and one of the things that has caus,-u it aud it was the j
i ed tlie most comment here and in
lavish and
were
Europe
is the fact of the superior

marksmanship
th, flourishing
of the American sailor, which has been
as in squire’s
in
tlie
saying, “The Man Behind
air w as fragrant typified
the Gun.”
and mignonette,
It is interesting to hear from commanders and officers in command of
the tiny sacs of
guns on

HEADACHE.
Do Not Allow It

><•>

t

different ships the reason for this. The
methods on our ships when
approachtlie
ing
enemy is to fire a small calibre
as
with
the
use
sun, and,
of telescopes,
the direction can always be obtained
at once, the only
difficulty is to find the
elevation.
This is obtained by first firing short of tlie object, and then, as the
shot strikes tlie water, gradually
raising
j the gun until the enemy is struck. With
I tlie small calibre rapid-fire
guns, this is a
i
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or

telephoned

to

every gun

on

iln* sl ip, and with the magnificent machinery l a firing the large guns, it is only
a few seeiaids when every weapon ol different sizes on board the ship which can be
aimed at the object is sending shot and
shell of all desciiptions straight at the
mark, with the consequent result that it
is piacti alh impossible for the gunners
on the enemy's ship to slay at their guns.
As a result, our ships were seldom hit.
N\ vertheless. when they were ouee struck,
the frightful execution done by these
shots shows what might have happened
to otn fine battle-ships if the good American behind the gun had not known and
done his work so weii.
The illustrations we reproduce from
Harper's Weekly show the damage done
by a {Spanish shell which struck the Iowa
above the water line and, after passing
through the side of the vessel, crashed
into the forward turret.
Picture No. 1
was taken from the inside of the Iowa
and
NT.
g
the hole
shows
looking out,
made in the turret.
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«>1 only two 01 throe shots, ,m<l
the range is obtained in less than a minute.
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Eczema. Tetter. Salt liheum, Barber's Itch,
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But pride was j
shame as she j

hiding

and,
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Union Veterans Union.

!

.-•■I home with it.
As j
awhere she would j
liy direction of Department Commander
would look best, Eusiis. Adjutant General J. Twin Nye of
t a
fine white ones. i! Auburn lias issued general orders No. <h
mmouly proud. ;: relating to the fifth annual encampted it in the dai k- ment of the Depai tment of Maine U. V.
she retired to bed, U., to be held at lioekland, Wednesday.
11 to
say her prayers. October 2d, by invitation of Gen. Tilson
The encampment will
the prayers |; Command, No. lu.
wrvei.
consist of the department commander.
\ 'iza
called first and second deputy commanders,
peeped in through j1 adjutant general, quartermaster general
all other department officers, the
iti cid friend sitting !i and
;e. though the even- Ij colonel, and one delegate for each comdelegate for
ii,y and holding her j maud and one additional
j every ten members and majority fraction
said she,
j of ten members in good standing at the
i. t cold to-night, arc
hist meeting.
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Broil. The lire is always under perfect control.
Never too hot or too cold. The
meals are always right on time
—right in every way. There is
less labor with a
Bake
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than you

stove—Roast, Toast, Stew, Fry,
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or
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her friend’s symat her heart, a
in her quavering tones.
rose the next mornait of tlie window.
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hei? Was it really the
-aw below?
She dressed
'-id hurried down stairs.
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same pot,
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praised!” she said hug-

"the Lord be

Hubbard,
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praised!”

meanwhile, her
>tne, clasped her hands to'1 her prayer.
meaner sinuer on earth
lib. “but I never found
•*5he stooped low and dug
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;■ "1‘ite geranium.

‘"and to Sarah’s now at
"•md while I’m about it
"her white geranium to her
one will look uncommon
6n them
two.”
[Windsor
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Head Pains That Result From
Catarrh, Cured by Pe-ru-na.

Republu

of ordinary
moment that

no

human being possessed
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ever

imagined

for

water

W Satisfies %

conven-

and hard wood floors in several of
tiie suites.
These changes were in line
with those already carried out in Maine
ami Appleton halls, and Bowdoin
lias
thus practically three new dormitories.
Nothing but the original outer walls remain.
1 lie prominent members of the
faculty
are all present this
term, but there have
been some changes in the staff of instruciences
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the Democratic vote in Maine
would permanently remain at the figure
it fell to in 1894. which was a lower figure
by several thousands than it had ever
E KU X A always
touched since the Republican party came tors.
Harry DeForest Smith, a graduate
cures catarrh.
into existence, excepting two years when of the college, has been engaged as assistabout halt of the party temporarily join- ant piofessor in aueient
Catarrh is relanguages, while
ed the (rieenbackers. Some recovery was Cassius C. Williamson, Bowdoin,
ISPS,
sponsible f*»r
inevitable when the causes that caused takes the place, as assistant in
chemistry,
that terrible
this great decrease disappeared or became made vacant by Dr. B. L.
who is
Bryant,
pressure b e
The off year next preceding now
less acute.
practising medicine ‘in Bangor.
tween the eyes,
1894 the Democrats threw 45,000 votes J. E. Ociiorne, another man of 189s”becoines assistant to Prof.
so that in the election of 1804, an election
and many of the
Lee in biology.
^le faculty remains as usual.
precisely like that of 1800, 'he Democratic
terrible headaches
ceut.
That
1
he
\\
vote shrunk :\:\ 11-3
alker Art
per
building continues to
that cause so much
shrinkage was not the result of apathy or be a centre of attraction for students and
lack of ^interest, it was due to disgust at for visitors to Brunswick, and is visited
misery and are really so
the failure of the Democratic congress to by parties from all over Maine.
Pe ru : a
The La
dangerous.
keep its promise of radical tariff reform Farge painting, the lunette over the encures
catarrh and so
and the quarrel between tne executive and trance, is now in place.
It
is
a
beautiful
I). S. Stout, of Salcures headache.
legislative branches of the government. study symbolizing Athens.
I would not take
( has. E. Bellatty,
The Democratic voter in 1894 did not go
ana, Tex., writes:
Harry E. Walker of
to the polls because lie was apathetic or Ellsworth Harry (
Goddard of Auburn
anything for the relief that your Pe- t uhe
and
because
was
but
John
\\
ebber
of
indifferent,
ugly.
so
na has given me.
I have said
mm h
Bangor have enterHis remaining at home on election day ed the college as special students.
about it that our druggist here can
was not due to indifference but because
Four students entered Tuesday from
s'iveely get sutlieient to supj>ly tie
he thought that was the most effective Bates college.
remand.
Since taking IV-ru-na no
way of expressing his disgust at the goThere have been
ings on in Washington.
headaches have aim-- st entirely'-eased.
Senator Shepherd Congratulated.
plenty <>f yeais when the Democratic parBuy IV-ru-iiu of your druggist, or
ty has been apathetic: indeed it very selMany people from Camden attended the
if you will write to Dr. S. B. Hartman',
hun has lead any reason to be anything
grand celebration extended to Seuatoiof Columbus. Ohio, he will advise you
i:
those
its
none of
else, but
years has
elect Hon. II. L. Shepherd at
Bockport
»*e ever fd on so low as it did in lso4.
free of charge.
Wednesday evening, Sept. 14th. The
In Js'.'ii it. wa> not apathy either which
procession was Burned at about 8 o’clock,
kept the De muriatic vote down to 34,000, consisting of the Bockport band and a
:m»re than i:'o,000 smaller than it had ever
Raising our Hag in Hawaii.
loim line of people who were eager t<>
1
been in any Presidential year since the
congratulate their honored citizen. They
The diplomatic corps, government and war, luu disgust with the
;
Chicago plat marched to his handsome resilience, which
naval «>ffi( ials ind
st nguishei guests
vorm.
The anger and disgust responsible was
brilliantly illuminated with Japanese
began to take tlieii places ou the platform ini the small fimires in 1804 and 189b were lanterns,and
upon their arrival gave three
at 11.30.
President Dole, his staff and less acute t! is
yi ::r. and of course had less
neers for the senator-elect, who. with the
ahinet, came :sbo it lifteeu minutes iater. inflm-nee <»n the voter. It was therefore othi*i
recently elected county ollieials,
followed b\
Minista-u Sewail, Admiral natnial t *
xpect that tin Democratic was seated on the veranda. Senator
Miller and slab, Consul Haywood, ViceShepmsidei abb inci
heiih in a few we!i chosen and interesting
Consul B
The lea !y strange thing is. not that it " "ids.
thanked
the
voters
of
Bockport
ing the First New York voiuuteeis. To be showed an increase, but that the increase 1111,1 * a rr-ui
tiding towns f »r their support
H
was so slight.
[Portland Press.
‘,l
iht
and
polls
ended
with
Monday
can naval and
military <Yii •ers.
':’
11
appropriate remarks which
AH stood while hVv <i. I. Pearson, of
’•'‘■re
revived with applause.
A Bright Maine Girl.
the Methodist eh; rcii. chaplain of the las*
Among
the •-ther speakers of the evening
Senate of tin- Hawaiian Bej ublie. offered
were)
M
Y"
(
Miss
Elbe
C.
Secreta- Representative-elect
Wood
of
I.ittlelield,
the invocation.
1
<
:;nt\
Camden,
M.
A
The pajir win o\ei.
AtBumey-elect
'1 in.* soMoejs- ry if Waido i»unt.) W. U. T. I
and one
J
dm.son
"f
Rockland:
I
of
Register
Deeds.
to
attention.
changed from “rest
b the speaKers ;d Tin •'late convention in
E. B. Miller of Rockland: Co mty Com- j
Minis'.ei- Sewail and President Dole aiose,
this
is
a
.Maine
Bangor
week,
girl, and is missi--un-eli’c:, L i\. (> Brien or Tuomasand as they faced each other, Miuistei
She was born in ton; R*. in Robinson, \\. II. Gardiuei and
Sewail said: “Mr. ! ’i sidcut. ! present \« ! v proud of the fact.
T. B. >imontou of Camden; J. S. Fostei
you a copy of a joint resolution of the
The great
1>77. and has ttfvhi
W'.nuM'p »rt on ,fuh
of Bockport and L. B. Campbell of ih.ckCongress of the 1 -.it..? Matts. approved ci hei Mm. between that
remedy to,
e
and Win
1
and.
plat
we
:<■
around
Cigars
and
the
passed
nervous prosby tite President ,.j; .1 \ 7. DP", entitled,
She celebration was ;u mounced a success.
‘Joint resolution to provide foi annexing ter Park. Florida, hei wintei home.
tration and
of the Hawaiian Islands to the United was educated at Boilins college, Winter
all n e r v o u s
Maxim’s Lecture.
Park, and the Emerson College of OratoStates.'
diseases of the
rs
in Boston.
She is a perfect type of
“This joint res d.dion accepts, ratifies,
generative ort'hevalier Hirai 1 s. M ixim, the worldKli'' ;i-;L \m AFLH!: r.= i;c.«;.
and confirms on the part of the United Christian young womanhood. All who
gans of either
reilowed inventor, gave a most interesting
< ame in
with
her
arc
attracted
touch
by and
States the cession formally consented to
sex, sucn as x'-iarvous i rostrahen, railing
instructive lecture in City It dl. I’.anhei rare, sweet and gentle personality.
lost Manhood, Impotcncy, Nightly Emisand approved b\ the republic >f Hawaii.”
last. Thursday evening t<> a good
gor
a>ked
the
reason
for
her
devotion
When
President Dole said : “A treaty of politsions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, exThe lecture r was aided
to the W. <
T. P work, Miss Littlefield sized audience.
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
ical union having been made, and the cesin his descriptions by a large number of
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
sion formally consented to by the repub- says’
excellent
views
the
of
”1: .s because the Woman’s Christian
showing
working
lic of Hawaii having been accepted by the
per box., by mail: b boxes for $5.00.
the
various
of his invention and also
guns
MOTTS GHEMICAl CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio.
United States of America, I now, in the Temperance Union represents the highest of the
extensive
of
the
iirm
of
plant
and
best, and preaches Christ to a sininterest of the Hawaiian body-politic, and
Vickers* Sons and Maxim.
Mr. Maxim
FOR SALK Bl K. H. MOOBY. lyrBS
stricken
world
as
m
other
with full confidence in the honor, justice,
organization
Hence she gives to it her time and gave a brief history <>t the development
and friendship of the American people can.’!>f
the
modern
gun and explained the
without reserve.
She does not I
yield up to you, representing the govern- means
work for popularity or notoriety, but only working of the automatic gun invented by
ment of the United States, the sovereignhim.
in
this
gun the force of the recoil
for the uplifting of humanity, and the adty and public property of tlie Hawaiian
which had hitherto been a disturbing elevancement of Christ’s kingdom.
Islands.”
ment is utilized to load and lire.
In tests
The signal was given, and a salute of
which have been made the Maxim gun,
Back from Dawson.
twenty-one guns was bred in honor of the
with one man to operate it, has shown its
there's work to be
Hawaiian flag from the battery on the
over other inventions which
\J[_/ done- you send for Mr. X.
Alfred Yeazie, who went to the Klon- superiority
grounds and the llag-ship, and bauds
four
or
five
men.
lie
cited
several
require
He has-been employed by your
played the national anthem, “Hawaii dike region by way of Chileoot Pass last instances where these
guns had done
Ponoii.” There was a moment of oppres- April, has returned to his home in Ban- wonderful
for years, and is
neighbor
execution in modern warfare,
Mr. Yeazie went to Dawson City
sive silence—even the trade-wind held its
gor.
reliable.
the Africans by Finish
notably
against
breath: the halyards quivered, and as the with a guide named Norton, who will forces.
“retrelit” sounded, slowly the standard pass the winter at Dawson looking after
Time prov. s reliability.
of Hawaii came down, dinging timidly at Mr. Yeazie's interests there. Mr. Yeazie
Insurgents Evacuate flanila.
When sick you grasp the first
lias been ill with malarial fever, which
lirst to the cord, as it fearful of falling,
i
new floating sir iw in view, and
then dr »pping in limp, tired folds.
Yot illness made it impossible for him to pass
Manila, Sept. 1-4. The insurgents evacthe winter in Dawson.
He left that cit)
a word was spoken, hut not many eyes
the reliability of the
forget
uated the suburbs of Manila today. They
“•
were d \v.
and tears rolled down the on his return the 10th of August, and arL. E." Atwood s bitters.
dul so in a grand liiar- h, in which nearly
(dieeks of men and women, < hi and young. rived home the 10th of September, which ;
three
men took part,
thousand
11 consuu ted
carrying
Mr. ;
People's
They believed it was right and best for is a lemarkably speedy journey.
lilies, colors waving, bauds playing and
:a.,l the
fi *ity w ar- ay,
as the) vet
Hawaii ind her people, out they remem- Yeazie went from Dawson to .St. Michaels
“Viva
Americanos, “Viva
it. ifs-Uisc;
L.F." a
bered happy years undei the old banner, on the steamer John Cudahy and from St. i shouting
The merchants here
anti eonstipalii n that, ver.
and their hearts whispered “Aloha" as it Michaels to Seattle on the Roanoke. Filipinos Libras."
There were <500 returning gold hunters < n expect heavy loss if a new tariff is enforcwas tenderly and reveren ly folded awry.
35c. a bottle.
ed at an early date, because their present
Captain Berger, the ba id-master, with the Roanoke who were returning to civ
Avoid Imitations.
valued
at
have
stocks,
roughly
>'.,000,000,
kindly consideration, had excused the ization again. Mr. Yeazie says it is a
the highest duties.
Hawaiian members of ti c baud from this great country, but greatly over crowded. paid
have
w
miners
been
uld gl oily have yield- During the summer
duty; indeed, he
The L. J. Called Down.
ed his ow n place for a :i oment; out he prospecting on all of the small streams in
tlie vicinity of Dawson and now that the
stood his ground like a vet ;ran, as he is,
More officers were killed in our war
and with streaming eyes * 1 acted, loi the cold weather is near at hand they all lh.uk
It is pos- than in Soudan—in proportion to numbers
The mai. wit!. an ap- •
last time officially, the ) .ying of Hie to Dawson to pass the winter.
shows that the Euglisli
M
petite ft* Lip mi
#
hymn he had himself composed twenty- sible that Mr. Yeazie will return to Daw- engaged. This
live year ago, and which he had played son City in tlie spring to look after liis in- commissions that cost cash are valued acphine, \s 1 n.<> tnod am. »
•
Journal.
terests
in
that
cordingly.
[Lewiston
hm
thousands of times.
failed tf Lreak the
locality.
No English officer’s commission has •j
Minister Sewall now said: “In the name
Tell him of the
#
Prof. J. W. Johnson, who for 17 years “cost casin’ for the last 27 years. The
♦
of the United States of America 1 accept
<•
rior to lS'.U was president of the State purchase system was abolished in 1871.
:
the transfer oi the sovereignty anil propSanitarium,
Bangor
Journal.
•)
[Kennebec
University of Oregon is dead.
erty of the Hawaiian government.
•
“The admiral commanding the United
Where the demon which controls him
•,
•5 be overcome by the 8i*ki><:kk Mkthoi •
States naval forces in these waters will
reninven
to
intrusted
proceed to perform the duty
2 ami tlie appetite permanently
him.”
Send for pamphlet
•)
;
The order was given. The bugle sounds
giving full particuof
A
“to colors,” the band strikes up the stirAddress
lars.
•)
Sanitarium ;•
ring notes of the “Star-Spangled BanBangor Sanitarium
•)
Company.
ner,” and steadily and majestically rises
it
Street,
•5
State
1G5
the American Hag.
Higher and uglier
;;
Bangor.
(#
goes, the sun, whose face has been hidden in sympathetic clouds, breaks out iu
brightest smile; the trade-wind’s breath
lias come back, and as the beautiful
bright banner clears the tower it is caught
and dung out in broad, brave folds, while
house
a
water
the people greet it with cheers. Shore
tremble
the
air
a
make
battery and ships
under tlie
with twenty-one guns, am
l.us caused a sharp advance ii. cost of III B, It Eli
scrub
\
your
waves of “Old Glory” little Hawaii claims
(,OODS, but we put iu a lug stork and sell at the
her part in the “land of the free ami the
the other dear
home of the brave.
OLD PRICES.
Minister Sewall made a short but eloof “Ivorine
quent speech, iu which he addressed the
OUKAT VAK1KTV OK
assembly as “Fellow-countrymen, conthe
b. williams co.,
has a cake of pure vvh.i tC i
ol
consummation
the
on
them
gratulated
FOUNTAIN SYRINGES,
the day’s recoid, commended their loyalty
ooap in it.
to the father-land, and urged them to
unbilled with HOT W A
from 2 to 4 quarts,
a— •**nrni?-±xauanr^'
—WMpie——^——BB—MMBa—B—
!m
A Is. Uir
help maintain the free institutions exTEH BOTTLE attar! in.-!.’
these
with
Hi
closed
tended to them.
I pi ovement
and
the
upuplifting
words: “Advanceto
A GLOllK SlUiAV
building of this lane, to prove it worthv'
to share the destiny of the great republic
size, styl* and gra lr of
Every
“Empire may wait, indeed, but no ham
mXT.KN
SY
save His who holds in the hollow ol Mb
A rO.lllZI’KS and all
hand the fate of nations can stay that des1
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Consultation and examination tree.

Belfat Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS, M.D.
Operating Surgeon.
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heating, electric lights,
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than a fool to
geranium plant,'1 said
1 am kind of low in
an’t help myself. I
:cl of myself,” said
life not to have faith
ain of mustard seed.
good Lord to put it
hat. tramp to bring me
uni who knows that
do it.
I'd had that
i:J.'za. and I’d got
s
though it was a child.
nk me a weak sort.”
-cared her throat.
'liiy. ‘*1 don’t. I
But I
..1 as you.
-nutation right away.
i mind than a baby.
Iu*t take on so if 1
perhaps”—she hesiihi oat again. “Per(lower back again
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among Republicans. The Demovote is shown by the returns so far
to l"' running close up to that of
18«k» but the Republican vote lias fallen off
Gov. Powers’ plurality
over 20 per cent.
Will be little more than one-half the Retwo
of
years ago and a third
*»ii .ii,-,i.n lead
The Deuiole^y than that of four years ago.
erats ere recovering the strength lost in
are losing
the
and
1
Republicans
l.Vut and
wli.it the\ then gained. Su«-h appears t*
Vermont
of
the
result
ami
be i:>e teaching
espd'ia iy the Maine result. [Springcrat:
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you grieve much,

if your eyesight was
Von can't keep looking
is

J

Tuesday,Sept. 13th, the fall term of the
104th year of the life of Bowdoin
college
at
Brunswick, with a large eufering class of students cm the campus. The
college year begins under the most happv
circumstances.
P1? uew feature of the campus is
VV mthrop hall,—rejuvenated.
The old
dormitory has been wholly rem idelled as
to its interior; with a system
ot hot water
opened

:Help
i Him

stithy.
ii.\ dear; 1

[

Bowdoin Term Opens.

Maine election resembles that of VerIt reflects the existence of an extraordinary apathy among the voters and
The
mont

especial!v

to Become

w

—

miens

Facts About the Election.
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because it makes no dirt. There
is les9 expense with a vapor
6tove because there is no waste.
Stove gasoline is the cheapest,
most efficient fuel science has
ever discovered. Over 2,000,000
women are using it to-day w'ith
perfect comfort. Why don’t you?
If your dealer does not sell Vapor
Stoves and Stove Gasoline, write to the
Standard Oil Company, New York City.
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WILLARD W. RICH

Proprietor.

ff-Wt ran repair your atomizer or s\ ringe and
make them as good as new with bulb, pipe, valves
or

any

fitting.

PILES!

Weekly.

Chestnut Coal.$5.60
ti
5.60
Stove
5 40
Egg
5.40
Furnace

BlIIC KS,

the

POOR & SON. Druggists.

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared Coal.

Prices at
Wharf.

BOTTOM

iufomi

t“

HOTEL MAINE

iis trearm
A I-

[Elizabeth

Detroit was
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 14.
of Veterans
to-day selected by the Sous
next year’s anas the place for holding
A new ritual was
nual encampment.
for only oue degree
adopted. It provides
A resolution was adoptinstead of three.
ed favoring the continuance of military
It was detactics in the public schools.
cided to get up a petition to the secretary
new batof the navy to name one of the
role of all vetetleships “Lincoln.” A
late war with Spain
rans who served in the
John M. Thurston
is to be published.
member.
was elected a life

No. 13 Front St, Belfast, Me.

■

£very package

“God bless you, my countrymen!
“God bless the United States of America!”
Aud the hearts of the people answered,
“Amen!”
Chief-Justice Judd then administered
the oath of allegiance to President Hole
and his cabinet officers, and the simple
but impressive ceremonies were over.
Van Cleve Hall, in Harper’s

Cordage. Paints. ,tr.

Duel,

Company.

Powder

! in

IN

Tents, .timing.*. Curt Covers,

Delivered iu
Dump Cart.

Delivered
and put in

$5 85
5.8o
5 65
5 65

$6.00
6.00
5.80
5 80

CAREFUL DELIVERY.

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian l’ile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Files. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant rebel.
liams* Indian File Ointment is prepared only for

Itching of the private parts, and nothEvery box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and £1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,

Files and
ing else.

or

sale

by R. II Moody.
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Forest anti Stream is a beautifully illustrated journal, devoted to the sports of the
field and the encouraging in men and women
of a healthy interest in outdoor recreation.
for
Weekly, 32 rage-; terms. $r per year; $2
six months, 1 cents a copy. Sample free.
of
W e are the largest American publishers
_»

THE SWAN & SIBLEY
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33, 33 & 37 Front St., Belfast.
7

~

TELEPHONE 34-2.
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

works on outdoor sports. Send for our free illustrated catalogue of hooks.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

SEARSFORT

Watters returned to Lynn last week.

Will

Mrs. Frank Decro arrived by steamer Penobseot Wednesday.

Dolliver lias
White Co., Boston.

Maurice
H.

situation with R’

a

Mrs. Evie Crowell of Brockton, Mass., is

visiting relatives in town.
Fred Park, after a two weeks’ vacation,
returned to Bangor Sunday.
M r. and Mrs. John Wise of New York
the guests of Mrs. J.
Nickels.

Capt. J.

are

Mrs. G. A. Carver and daughter Elizabeth
returned to their home in Brooklyn Friday.

Nickerson

Jessie

by rail4 Tuesday
studies in Wellesley.

left
her

resume

Harold Norton picked a ripe strawberry
J. Mitchell Sept. 17th

in the orchard of A.

C. Dutch

Frank

has sold

his

tousorial

business to Eugene Hathaway of Winterport.
Wentworth has a situation with the
Morse Publishing House at Au-

Ethel

Gannett &

gusta.
J. Fuller, Capt. C. M Nichols, arNew York Monday, 108 days from
Honolulu.

Ship

rived

A.

at

Reed, Capt. A T. Whittier, arNew York Sept. 10th from Auck-

Bark Evie

rived at
land, N. Z.

Curtis, president of the Dexter National Bank, with his wife, were registered
at the Sears port House Saturday.
C. W.

family,

Mrs. W. V. Nichols and

who spent

with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
B. F. Pendleton, at the Harbor, left for their
home Monday.

the

summer

Charles N. Treat will soon leave for Bosto take a course in civil service. After
passing an examination ne has a prospect of

ton

a

j

good position.

John Cox is making
.Win. Thompson
lias built a fine residence here....A recent
visitor to North Searsmont was struck by
the appearance of the cemetery, and spoke
in high terms of the neatness which prevailed on every lot_George E. Ring has |
moved from the village to North Searsmont. ;
....Many of the farm houses in this town
are at some distance from the road, and

Nichols has presented the National Bank with a tine picture of ship H. B.
Hyde, which after being framed will adorn
B.

banking

the walls of the

rooms.

old-time session
Nearly 50 masons
were present to assist in conferring the 3d
degree on one "f our sea captains.
Lodge had

Mariner's

an

Tuesday evening.

last

Merwin Clark

returned

to

in

his home

Portland, a victor, having secured a live and
three-quarters pound trout at Swan Lake,
which puts l.im at the head, for size, of the
catch this

season.

Pickford and family, the last of
our summer visitors at the Searsport House,
left for their home in Brooklyn, N. V., by
Mrs

u.

L).

nex* season.

T. T. Merrill & Sou have drawn the water
from the mill brook to make repairs on the
dam.
While the water was low parties of
our young fishermen took advantage of the
situation and secured over a barrel of eels,
which they shipped to Boston.

of trees, generally wide-spreading willows, line the driveways from the house to
tin- road.
Dr. .T. W. Pearson and family
Camden visited in town last week Dr.
P. lately arrived from England, and we
Morrill

learn is about to resume the practice of
medicine in Providence, R. I... Mrs. L. R.
Elder arrived home last week from a three
weeks’ visit to friends in Freedom ...Mrs.
Mary Winehenbach is a guest of her son,
Lewis Winehenbach..
Perlie Berry took a
“header’* on his bicycle last Wednesday. No
hones were broken,hut the doctor was called
in to assist m restoring him to his normal
condition. lie was quite badly liurt....R.
S. Bowen >>f Boston is a guest at D. O
Bowen’s this week.

The election last week passed

Palermo.
off very

There

quietly.

but 178 voters

were

C
Lake,
ed their sister, Mrs. Hannah Turner, recently. returning home last week.... Melvin
Handy, wife and son. formerly of this town,
visited her father, Ransalier Turner, last
week.. .Mrs. Eunice Comstock of Charlestown, Mass., returned home last Friday after
a

three weeks’ visit at Fred

digging

Bowler is

Spratt’s_L.

A.

well iu

his barnyard to
and Mr3. Haskell of
China visited her mother. Mrs. Olive Coffin,
a

water his cows-Mr.

day

one

last week-Mr. and Mrs. William

Liberty

P. Turner went to

Cora A. Goodwin went
week to

spend

a

few

last
to

days

week,.. .Mrs.

Montville

with her

last

parents,

Hatch.

Mr. and Mrs. T. S.

Berrimau aud wife of
Alexander’s Sept.
salesman for the firm of Milliken, Cousins & Short of Portland-Mr.
aud Mrs. Albertus W. Clark aud three children, Clayton, Winnie ami Percy, of GlenBelmont.

G.

-J.

R. F.

at

cove, arc visiting Mrs. C.'s
Mrs. A. F. Bowdoin. They

parents, Mr. aud
are

accompanied

mother, Mrs. E. M. Clark of
South Thomaston-Lewis E. Young, who

by

C.’s

Mr

employed

in

Appleton,

18th.... Miss Edith

■

best talent

begin

will

cents.

ing f

in

town.

The

concert

45. sharp.
Admission, 10
The proceeds will be applied to payat

piano

the

»r

7

recently bought.

Ice

and cake will be on sale at the close
All are cordially invited.
A quiet wedding took place Tuesday
morning at the residence of N. Roulston,
whfn his daug.r:er, Mae Appleton Roulston,
and Harry Wa lace Seaborne were united
,n marriage by Rev. R. G. Harbutt.
Only
cream

of the

concert.

The immediate relatives
io< ms were

were

present.

beautifully decorated

The

for the

oc-

with ferns and cut flowers. The bride
was becomingly gowned in a brown travelling suit. After :he ceremony and a wedding
breakfast the wtdding party drove to Bucksport, where the train was taken for a short

casion

wedding trip,

after which

they

will

proceed

Fairfield. Mr. Sea1 orne is one of Fort Fairfield’s rising young
men and has a position in the hardware establishment of Cary & Son.
t>.

their home in

Fort

claims to be ranked among
successful fishers at Swan Lake, though

W. M. Parse
:ke

he secured his
(irvuiicii

ly

for

ed

about

anchor

home.

piscatorial

uiduiitri

a

week with

with the

honors in rather
iisniuf;
no

a

uimiuuuuub-

luck be weigh-

intention of

coming

accident he allowed his
line to troll over the stern of the boat while
rowing in. A sudden jerk, and observing
the line running out rapidly, reminded him
that his hook must have caught in something, and that he was liable to lose his
tackle. Dropping his oars l.e rapidly pulled in the line and to his surprise found a
four and one-half pound trout. The old fishermen are disposed to call it
tenderfoot
luck ; but Parse says it it the new method.

By

some

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mr. and Mrs.H. ?. Towle
in

ins.

Lillian E. Scribner left Friday for
she

vvili

aged

(58 years.

He

left

a

was held Sept. 15th. conby the Grand Army, of which he
was a member.
The remains were buried
in the cemetery at Prospect-Mrs. James
Richards and son French Palmer left by

wife.

The funeral

ducted

boat

Friday

for their

home in

Neponset,

Mass-Miss Helen Roberts of Dexter has
been visiting at F. A
Alaxfield’s_Dr.
Thompson was in Boston several days last
week-School iu this district began Sept.
5th, Miss Addie Crockett, teacher. Miss
Inez Maxfield is teaching in district No. 7
aud Miss Susie Merrithew in No. (>.... About
25 from here attended the fair at Monroe_
Manley Richards joined sell. Carrie Buck-

work

at

dressmak mg.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sylvester of Searsport Harbor were in town last Sunday at E.

BAKING

Halldalk.

B.

land attended

POWDER CO.,

NEW YORK.

F. Foster and W. E. Po-

the F. W. B.

quarterly

meet-

ing in North Cushing last week-Rev. T.
R. Pentecost preached in the church here
last Sunday morning.... Mrs. H. E. Crockett and Mrs. Nellie Nichols, who have been
visiting here, returned to their homes in
Lowell, Mass., last week....Mr. and Mrs.
Zadoc McFarland visited in Troy last week.
.1). l>. Stevenson returned to his home
in Boston Sept. 12th-E. I. Hall and wife
of Lowell, Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Dora A. Ordway is visiting l^r parents in St. Albans... .There is to be a Grange
fair in Freedom Sept. 24th. It is free to all.
_Miss Hittie Hall is in Belfast with her
niece, Mrs. E. 0. Huntoon.
..

Prospect
here

were

Her many friends
Village
sorry to learn that Mrs. Grace Lib-

by N’lte of Whitman, Mass had met with a
bad carriage accident. She was driving with
a iady friend and came to a place where a
crew of men were at work and had a rope
across the street.
One of the men called to
them to drive on, and raised the rope for the
horse to pass under, but it caught on the
carriage top, tearing it off and frightening
the horse, which ran and threw Mrs. Nute
into the

ditch. One rib was broken, two
fractured and she was otherwise bruised.
Her mother, Mrs. John Libby, went to Whit-

Monday... .Joseph Lindsey is at home
furlough-1. F. Gould and Alma
Partridge went to Belfast Sept. 17tli on business.
Horace L Gould, who went to Boston last spring to take a position as a conducman

on

a

...

the electric cars, writes that he likes
much. He now lias a regular car and
gets 82 9o per dav. He says he never was
better and has a beautiful home with a
friend in- Dorchester, hut after all there is
no place like a
home in Maine. He will
visit his parents this fall_Louise Partridge of Lowell. Mass., who is visiting relatives here, will return home next week....
South Branch Grange, is to build a new horse
stable in the near future.
tor

on

very

Centre
84

Montvili.e.
Lyman Sargent,
years, died Sept. Dth, at the resi-

aged
dence of his son-in-law, Frank Mayhew.
Funeral services were held Sept. 17th, Rev.
Thomas

R.

officiating-Robert
F. Jackson is seriously ill at. his home in
South Montville.
His daughter, Mrs D. G.
Kane of This place, is assisting in caring for
him.... Mrs. \V. C. Thompson has gone to
Howard, R I to join her husband.... Mr.
and Mrs. B. C Sh-eper of South Thomaston
were at W.B. Jaquith’s last week
.Miss Effie
Kane is home from >-wport.... Mrs. F. B.
Johnson has gone to .south Boston to join
her husband-Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay atPentecost

.,

reunion of the First Maine Cavalry in Bucksport last week....AUeu Pen-

tended the

member of the First. Maine

a

ney,

Regiment

Volunteers, who has been at home on a furlough, has returned to Augusta.... Mrs.
Freeman Johnson and Mrs. William Thoinpson went to Massachusetts last week to remain
for some time.... Alton Clement, a
former

resident ofnhis place, was in town
Thursday visiting relatives and friends.
...Mrs. Edward Wiley and child, who have
been spending the summer with Mrs. Wiley’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Allen, returned
last week to their home in Lawrence, Mass.
...Mrs. Adley Crockett recently went to
Sherborn, Mass., where she is employed in
the prison for women-Wales 1L Bartlett,
University of Maine, 1901, went to Orono
last.

last

week to

resume

his studies.

election last week every
Bucksport as mate. The
vessel left Friday for Rockport to load for road seemed to lead to Monroe and a goodly
number of our citizens were found at the
St. Thomas.... Master Harrie Partridge is
Monroe fair each day-L^wis B. Harding,
the happievt boy in town.
He lately receivB, F. Harding, William Knowles and
ed a B. & D. Special bicycle as a gift $rom Mrs.
Mrs. Enoch Barker were among the exhibithis aunt, Mrs. Annie Cobe, of Chicagoors from Troy.
Lewis Harding had a trace
Mrs. Sarah (Clifford of Waterville has been
of corn on exhibit, that was traced just 112
here for a visit to her mother, Mrs. Jordan.
from the day it was planted and it was
...Granville Harriman has bought the milk days
exceedingly tine. In fact, it was the prettiroute through Sandypoint of Henry Hawes
est corn in the hall. Mrs. B. F. Hardiug
and is now prepared to furnish all who wish
had a fine display of flowers and fruit, as
with first class milk, butter, etc.
man

Wednesday

at

Troy.

usual.

Libkkty.

J.

R.

Desmond and family
have gone to Michigan where they will take
up their residence. They were accompanied
by Jameson Gordon and family of Searsmont-Ralph I. Morse returned to Bates
College Tuesday, and Walter N. Cargill
returns to the University of Maine this week.
-George Knowlton of Bath has bought
what is known

as

the E. P. Knowlton

place

moving his goods in this week. MrKnowlton is a native of Liberty,'a brother

of

Hutchins of Brooks was in town
last week visiting his brother, Jcjhn HutchFrank

Miss

months,

eral

Mr.

point.

and is

visited relatives

Dixmont last week.

Roxbury, Mass., where

Johnson Shaw died at
his home Sept. 18tli, after an illness of sevSandy

ROYAL

|

...

the polls, casting 172 votes. Four ballots
were placed iu the box without being marked and two were spoiled by bad markiugOliver Whitten of Unity was in town last
Saturday on business.. .Mrs. Hannah Cain

at

was in town Sept.
Morrill, who is attending school in Morrill, was at home. Saturday
J. C. Nickels.
The next
ing with Mrs
and Sunday, accompanied by her friend and
meeting will be Friday evening, Sept 30th,
Miss Edna Thomas of Morrill.
Mrs
Nickels has kindly in- schoolmate,
at 7 >'. Uck
Mrs. Joseph Ni hols and daughter Nellie
vitt-d the Centre to meet at her home while
i were in Union Sunday_Lewis Jones was
The Literature of
she remains in town
I in Rockland the first of the week.... .James
Baby]-in ami Assyria, sections 7, S, and 9 of
j E. Bryant has a crab--.pole tree in biossom,
the magazine piogr* ss. will he the subject
How is that lor high
O. F. Allen wood
at the next meeting,
takes the lead iu raising potatoes this year—
This, Thursday, evening. Sept. 22d, there <'tie bushel and one peck from. 4
potatoes.
will be a musical and ice cream social at the The
variety is “Fillbaskets.” Next!....N.
vestry of the M. E. church. A very inter- B. Allen wood has his brooding house up aud
esting and pleasing program has been ar- boarded.... Geo. W. Knight has the foundaranged, including instrumental and vocal tion of his henhouse laid. It is 100 feet
music, solos, duets and recitations by some long.

of the

More convenient,
Makes the food fighter
and more healthful.

from

is

postponed meeting of the University
was held Tuesday even-

The

Asst nation Centre

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

rows

Monday. They were so well pleas- Portland were
with Searsport that they intend coming 14th. Mr. B. is

steamer
ed

j

to his store.

George P. Carter is the only representative
Searsport of the Odd Fellows in attendis having her barn shingled... Mrs. Elijah
ance of the meeting of the Sovereign Grand
Needham of Mount Holly, Vt., and Mrs.
Lodge at Boston.
N. Y
visitBurrows of Round

fr>'m

Capt J.

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

South Montville. Miss Mattie Noyes of j
Lynn, Maas., is visiting at C. T. Randall’s... |
C. E. Gilman has gone to Lebanon, N. H., |
for a two weeks’ visit_Forrest Howes has
moved his family to Howard, R. I., where
they will make their home. He offers his
place here for sale-Mrs. C. S. Adams left
for Haverhill, Mass., last Friday to visit her
mother, who is quite sick-C. S. Adams
attended the quarterly meeting in North
Cushing Saturday and Sunday.

improvements

Mrs.

A.

A.

Brown

and

Mrs.

Samuel

Davey of this village, and a brother of Bainbridge Knowlton of Belfast... George Hunt
and wife, former residents of this place,
now of Newton, Mass.; are visiting friends
here-Quite a number of persons from
this

vicinity attended the fair at Monroe

last

week_People

here

complain

of

too

much dust and too little water....As har-

approaches people

Prospect Ferry. Gorham Grant, wife <of mixed fish. The crew consisting ^of 14
little granddaughter, Gertrude Low, of men were taken off the wreck by the fishing
!
West Wiuterport, visited Mr. and Mrs. sch. Lizzie Maud, and arrived at this port
to-day.
Thomas Heagan last Sunday-Martha E.
Bath, Me., Sept. 14 Sch. Charles Cooper,
Harriman aud Arthur Grindle spent Sunday Capt. Daniel Murphy, made a quick passage
at their homes in this place, returning to from the Kennebec to Boston Saturday, with
a cargo of 115 VI. lumber, making the
trip in
Bangor Monday_Miss Hannah Heagan is nine and one-half hours. The
new ship Ersvisiting relatives in Bangor and Brewer.... kine M. Phelps made a quick run from the
i W. D.
Seven days is a very
Smart, wife and sou Harold of Kennebec to Baltimore.
for this season of the year anil
Sears port, visited Mr. Thomas Heagan last good passage
is a proof that the new craft has fiue sailing
Thursday_W. D. Harriman and wife call- qualities.
Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 14. Sch. Edith M.
ed on friends in Sandy point last SundayPrior,
Elroy Prior, has stocked an even
Capt. F. E. Harding was in Bangor several $25,000Capt.
in the past year. The E. M. Prior is
days last week on business-Mr. and Mrs. engaged in the haddock fishery, and has
M. C. Proctor and Mrs. Anuie Avery visited brought in trip after trip of large proportions. Capt. Prior is known as one of the
relatives in Bluehill, Brookliu and Sedgmost capable skippers in the business and
wick last week.
his success is deserved. It is thought that
this is the high line stock from this port for
Monroe.
Mrs. Fred Putnam, who went

After the

Mr. Knowles

had

some

very

thoroughbred stock, among which

nice

was

his

Scituate of Hood’s Farm bull and some very
tine heifers. Mrs. Barker had a collection of
ancient articles
some

rugs,
Scituate of

as

quilts,

well

as some

etc. Mr.

very hand-

Knowles sold his

Hood’s Farm bull to Mr. Lufkin
of Orrington for a high price... .This week
all attention is given to North Waldo fair at
Unity... .Mrs. B. F. Harding sold four pure

shaggy

white

kittens

recently

to

parties

in

Rockland. They were very nice ones....
Mrs. Lula Whitaker is teaching school in
Unity village. She is one of Troy’s very
best teachers.... Mrs. Pauline Stoue was
stricken with paralysis on Sunday afternoon
and died early Monday morning at the residence of her son, Israel Stone. Mrs. Stone
was

life-long resident of Troy ami was
eighty years old. She was the widow

a

about

Thompson’s.

...

time

lind

are

of the late Rufus B. Stone. She leaves three
sous—Israel, Rufus E. and Lewis, all of
Troy, and one daughter, Mrs. Allen Parrneter of Wisconsin-Walter Hillman and
daughter Emma were thrown from their
carriage when returning from Pittsfield
both were
recently and
quite badly

\

■

;

i

Elizabeth

,,

..

J

>

M

anticipated,

\f

»

■ ■

V

••

j

j

they
getting much better crops all around than
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Nickerson have the
There
are
more
j
beans,
they anticipated.
sympathy of the entire community in the
potatoes and apples than wras looked for,
loss of their year-old babe, who died Sept.
w hile the crops of hay, grain and corn are
13th.
unprecedented in this locality-Miss Lou
bones
injured, although fortunately no
Davey has a line position as book-keeper in were
Stockton Springs. James Pierce, Jr., is
broken.Isaac Wright of New
is
Boston-It
is
not
but
generally known,
in Waterville, attending school_Mrs. AdYork City is visiting relatives in town.
understood by those who presume to know,
die Grant of Kingman visited her sister,
He has been absent fourteen years_
Mrs. Orilla Libby, a few days the past week. that Miss De Reshond, the young Russian Miss Nell Hillman has
gone to Unity
-Mrs. Vena Ryder left Monday for her lady who spent tne summer here with Miss for a few weeks... .Benniah
Harding is
home in Liverpool, England_Willard May Kent Davey and came here with her getting ready to visit in New
Hempshireand
to
the
of
her
from
nobility
France,
belongs
Berry was in Boston the past week on busiMassachusetts during the autumn.Mr.
ness.
J. G. Lambert went to Boston Mon- own country and has a title; but having
and Mrs. Andrew Tarr of Peabody, Mass.,
day on business-Mr. and Mrs. Milton F. met with financial reverses is now a teacher
are visiting Mrs. Tarr’s parents, Mr. and
Carter of Belfast have moved into the Ranof language in this country. She has obdell house on Main street.
Mrs. George Ward.Valentine Nutt of
tained a position in an institute in Virginia.
Lawrence is visitiug his son, Will Nutt, for a
Searsmont.
The lecture on "Queer -The summer visitors have all left. Peofew weeks.Ed. Hollis, who has been
Folks" by Rev. F. E. White of Rockland ple who belong here, but having positions
stopping in Augusta for a time, is at home
Sept. 29th will be one of the best things ever j abroad and who spent their vacations here, again....Mrs. Mary J. Bagley is in Knox,
heard in Searsmont. The tickets have been have resumed their duties, and things are the guest of Mr. and Mrs. James Shibles_
placed at the low price of 10 cents so all may now quiet with us.The several schools Rev. J, A. Weed of Clinton will preach at the
enjoy it. The lecture has been delivered in are now in progress under the same instruc- Union church next Sunday, it being the
session of the Methodist Quarterly Confermany places in this State and elsewhere, and
the notices everywhere have been highly tors, with Miss Carroll of Tremont teaching -ence. Rev. J. A. Weed will go to Clinton
to preach.
commendatory.
the High school.
W.

vest

{

DIED.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast
the County of Waldo, on the sc.'„
September, A. D. 1898.
Avery. In Eddington, September 17, Mrs. Adaline A. Yvery, formerly of Belfast, aged 50 years
millikex. admin,..
1
estate of SETH L. MILL! K K\
Bird. In Belfast. September 16, George Bird,
fast, in said County of Waldo.
aged 86 years, 6 months and 13 days.
1
Booker. In Dorchester, September 6, Sophia presented a petition praying for
K. Booker, widow of the late Capt. Baker Booker, at public or private sale' and
estate belonging to the estate of
formerly of Rockland.
Bucklin. In South Warren, September 13, of described in said petition.
I typhoid fever contracted at
Horace
Chickamauga,
Ordered, That said petitioner
| Bucklin of Co. H, First Maine U. S. Vols., aged 22 ! persons interested by causing”
years, 1 month and 23 days.
order to be published three w.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, September 8, Mrs. Bar- in the
Republican Journal, prn
bara B. Eaton, aged 76 years, It) months, 6 days. that
at a Prob,
they may
Eaton. In Deer Isle, September lo. Maud M. held at Belfastappear
within and for
Eaton, aged 13 years, 6 months and 13 days.
the second Tuesday of October
Fii ield.
In Franklin, Mass., September 7,
the clock before noon, and show cHorace W. Fifiehl of Bucksport, aged 47 years, 7
have, why the prayer of said p.
months and 16 days.
not be granted.
Forrester. In Isle an Haut, September 3, Mrs.
GEO. E. JOHNs
Wary A. Forrester of Boston, agea 60 years.
A true copy. Attest
Knowlton. In Chelsea, Mass., September 12,
Chas. P. Hazkli
Freeman Knowlton, formerly of Rockland, aged
about 44 years.
At a Probate Court held at Bellas
McCrillis.
In Tracy, Iowa, September 17,
the County of Waldo, on the s<
the year.
John T. McCrillis, aged 81 years arid 2 months.
September, A. 1). 1898.
to Bangor hospital last spring, is again very
Mero. in Union, September 12, Frances, wife
Barbadoes, Sept. 15. The ship Loanda of
M. TRUSSELL,brothei
T'>HN
of
Elisha
Mero.
sick. A great deal of sympathy is express- 1147 tons, Capt.. Dodge, from Rio Janie.ro,
Pease. In Appleton, Nancy (Thorndike), widow *J SELI.. late of Belfast, in sai
and the American bark Grace Lynwood of
ed for her by her many friends-Eli West,
of Henry Pease, a native of Camden, aged 84 do, deceased, having presented a
592 tons, Capt. Gilley, from New York for
that Samuel L. Sleeper may he aj
•
years.
who was hurt on the Park during the Fair Port
Hi ss. In Stonington, September 10, Mrs. Emma istrator of the estate of said de*
Spain, both lying at this port when the
a
as
horse
him
is
recent
hurricane
Jane
by
down, doing
knocking
arose, were blown out to
Ordered. That the said petite *
Huss.aged 65 years, 10 months and 27 days.
Richardson. In Nelson, Mo., August 13, Fred, all persons interested by canwell as could be expected.
Three ribs sea and have not been heard of since. Further losses have been sustained,
to son of Lewis Richardson, formerly of Rockland, order to be published three weekprincipally
were broken ami his shoulder dislocated.
the Republican Journal, print*
coasters.
Later—A dispatch dated St. Vin- aged 21 years.
RonniNs
in Stonington, September 5, Gracie i they may appear at a Probat*- *
He is not able to move any yet, and as he is cent, West, Indies, from
Capt. Gilley, states Eva Robbins, aged 3 years and 27 days.
Belfast, within and for said c*n
that the Grace Lynwood is ashore, dismastwell along in years it is feared it will be
Racki.iff. In Rockland, September 11. Elmer Tuesday of October next, at >*
ed, and will probably prove a total loss. E. Kackliff. aged 36 years, 6 months and 16 days.
fore noon, and show cause. 11
some time before be recovers from his injuThorndike
Id Camden, September 8, Alexan- the prayer of said petitioner sie.
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1808, at two o’clock in tin
Piper of Belfast.
Hong Kong, Aug. 11. In port, bark Adolf dora
where you may attend and siJOSEPH E. NICHOLS, late of Searsport,
Grindle-Morton. In Bar Harbor, September
Obrig, Amsbury, for New York.
the prayer of
12, Alonzo H. Grindle, and Mrs. Alice C. Morton, in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds liave, why
he granted.
Hiogo, Aug. 24. Sld, ship May Flint, New both of Eden.
All persons having demands not
as the law directs.
Attest:—CH AS
York.
Leach-Wkllman. In Camden, September 11, against the estate of said deceased are desired to
2w38
Keg i'
Montevideo, Aug 10. In port, bark Mannie Lucius E. Leach and Bessie E. Wellman, both of present the same for settlement, and all indebted
Camden.
thereto are requested to make payment immediSwan, Higgins, for New York or Boston.
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In Bluehill, August 11, 1 ately.
Nkvills-Grindle.
CHARLES F. GORDON.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
W. DODGE, Assign.
W
Clarence Nevills of Sedgwick and Miss Gracia M. j
Searsport, Sept. 13, 1898.
CHARLES 1) \\ ENTW.IR I H
Grindle of Bluehill
in said Count!
of
Shaughai, China, Sept. 13. Ship Wm. H.
Freedom,
In
|
Seaborne-Roulston.
Searsport, September
NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
tirst and final account as A"
Conner, Erskine, from New York, arrived 20, Harry Wallace Seaborne and Mao Appleton j EXECUTORS’
give notice that they have been duly appoint- for allowance.
here to-day, reports in a typhoon lost her Roulston of Fort Fairfield.
ed Executors of the last will and testament of
Smith-Fletch er. In Searsport, September 18,
Ordered, That notice tin m
jibboom, foretopmast and main-topgallantGEORGE A. INNE-, late of Searsport,
weeks successively, in the Imast, started bulwarks and 35 feet of her at the M. E. parsouage, by Rev. II. W. Norton,
both
of
Hattie
and
Mrs.
and
Clemant
Smith
Fletcher,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
given bonds newspaper printed in Belfast
main rail. Also had steering gear damaged.
All persons having demands all persons interested ma>
Stockton Springs
as the law directs.
The vessel is not leaking.
Twombly-Spearino. In Brooks, September 11, against the estate of said deceased ar$ desired to Insolvency’ te he held at Bell
Rockland, Me., Sept. 19. The fishing sell. by Marcellas J. Dow, Esq., Guy M. Twombly and present the same for settlement, and all indebted October, A. D. 1808, at two
Maud Muller, Capt. Turner, went ashore Miss Minnie H. Spearing, both of Monroe.
thereto are requested to make payment immedi- noon, and be heard thereon, a
Webber-Dcffy. In Bluehille. September 5, ately.
JESSIE MCQUEEN INNES.
see cause.
,-s.
8unday evening on Seal Island ledges iu the
GEO. E .1. H
JOHN INNES.
thick fog and is a total loss. The vessel was Stephen M. Webber and Miss Nellie F.Duffy, both
Attest:—Cuas. P. Hazeltim !•*■
Searsporl, August 9,1898.
bound to Portland with a trip of 30,000 lbs. of Bluehill.
aud

North Skarsmont.

Nichols offers his horse for sale.
See advertisement in another column.
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